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Editorial
Issue thirteen, March 1993
Welcome to the thirteenth Going Down Swinging.
With this issue comes a compact disc of Jas H Duke
reading his poems and talking about poetry. Jas Duke died
tragically on June 13, 1992 in St Vincent's Hospital in
Melbmnne at the age of 52. Jas was born during the
Second World War and began writing during the Vietnam
War. In his youth he was an actor, appearing in many
underground movies. He travelled overseas and wrote his
long, surreal novel, Destiny Wood, in the early seventies in
England (although it wasn't published until 1978).
Eventually he gave up writing prose, saying: "I'm over 40
now, broken sentences are best for one at my time of life."
He was an active member of Collective Effort Press where
he was involved in many small press publications including
the ground-breaking 925 (a litmag about work and workers
written by workers) and a book of visual poetry, Missing
Forms. Jas Duke's public readings were a constant delight with his inimitable sound poems, lyric poems, narrative
poems, the satirical, the absurd, the political. His range was
immense. His readings were memorable, not only because
of his appearance - a big man with a shaved head and a
beard that out-bearded Ned Kelly's - nor simply because of
his theatrics - sometimes he would tear out a page of poetry
by Yeats and eat it while reciting a poem - but mainly for
his energy and commitment to a poetry that shocked and
re-awakened his audiences. He suspected authorities and
often re-wrote historical episodes, pointing to the real-life
heroes, those underdogs history overlooks. In 1987 Jas H
Duke produced one of the great poetry books of our time Poems of War and Peace. It was remarkable for its variety
and breadth: 268 pages of his poems, instructions for sound
poems, translations of Gennan poets and a selection from
Destiny Wood. Jas Duke was an influential poet whose
output has yet to be fully realised. He wrote thousands of
poems, enough for a book a year for a long time. Jas will
be sadly missed, but luckily his poetry remains.
1

Like Sylvia Plath's mushrooms GDS continu� to
grow in the darkness of its post office box. The edito1;S
received over 3000 poems and stories to consider for this
issue. It's difficult rejecting so much worthy and even
inspired material. There is a boom in poetry writing and
GDS acknowledges this by giving more space to poetry.
We are interested in longer poems or poem cycles for
number fourteen (due out in March 1994). Returning to our
custom of interviewing a writer who interests us, we grill
Grant Caldwell in front of our readers in this issue.
Grant Caldwell was called in as guest editor for
number thirteen to help with the workload. Our thanks to
him. Our thanks too to Carol Carter for her energy and
attention to detail in taking on the production of this issue.
Editors:
Associate Editor:
Guest Editor:
Production Manager:
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Myron Lysenko, Kevin Brophy
Lauren Williams
Grant Caldwell
Carol Carter

The annual mothers & daughters night
Sue Moss
was held in the town hall
Shuffling over-coated daughters
accompanied by their mothers learned
about sex My brother went to
'fathers & sons' the night before
Dad didn't want to go but mum argued
it was a father's responsibility
Dad complained 'my old man never told
me anything' & mum replied 'I know'
The speaker was a travelling rep
selling abridged sex information
Our bodies emerged in garish slides
sun-yellow uterus, sky-blue fallopian tubes
& a magenta vagina, all connected
by blood-red broken lines
His best advice was left until last
'When the boy stops laughing
it's time to go home' For years
the laughter method of birth control
remained a shadow caution
When mothers & daughters stood
the town hall seats sprang back with a bang
like the end of saturday matinees
only louder
3

Making Love
Steven Herrick
I remember we used to do it
on the steps
leading
to your apartment
with the smell of the florist
below.
Sex seemed the best way
of getting to know each other
so we did it a lot.
At parties
after the punch
we'd go upstairs to someone's bedroom
& do it looking out the window.
When very drunk
or very desperate
we'd go into the bathroom
& lock the door.
We always seemed in a hurry.
One year
you stayed home
I'd climb through your window
late
always uninvited
& smelling of the past hours.
4

Then we'd go away,
riding through the Southern Highlands
making love
in the dirt
off a cliff-face
goose bumps
&the smell of eucalyptus and semen
or the hotel in Austinmer
with the sound of waves
like some bad 50's movie.
For the past year
we have been confined to bed
but we remember
the cliff-face
the kitchen
the parties still to come
more in our mind
than anywhere
but folded together
we know
all that history
is breathing heavy
and fast beside us
&the sound
is exciting
&wann
and completely reassuring.
5

All In A Day's...
KenSmeaton
Today I rose at 6.45am
Made a cuppa went to the shop
Bought the paper scanned the world
And the situations vacant
Bathed and changed the baby
Filled in the green form
No no no no no no no
All the way down the page
Drove to the dole office
Lodged my life for a fortnight
Came home via the supermarket
Had breakfast and talk with my partner
Washed the nappies
Arranged a new poem
Put out the garbage shook the mats showered
Drove off to the library photocopier
Posted letters on the way back
Answered a clutch of phone calls
Brought in the washing folded the nappies
Changed baby sang and made fimny faces
Put a slow casserole on
Drove the partner to evening class
Back home changed baby and put her to bed
Studied for an hour baby woke wanting to play
Played for an hour baby went to sleep
Tidied the flat drove with sleeping baby
To pick up partner drove home baby crying
Ate dinner talked over our day
Tested partner on exam topic as she washed dishes
Sank into the couch read a book
All in a day's unemployment.
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( 'hina Plate
KenSmeaton
You're my China plate. Blue scenes by a lake. All tears are
l-m,t there. Fishes come up for kisses. Eating dinner off the
. lory of lovers. Just a full-time baby sitter. Lust settles for
ll1c best cook. Casanova in the kitchen. Time is subservient
lo the baby. Your red tide on a holiday and your breasts
wear two hats. You're on the down side of the gestation
lquation and I want to ride in cock-sure. We joke my
sperm is fermenting. You're satisfied with just a touch of
delirium. Not ready to get back on the wire. Bull at the gate
i•<lCS against his blood. Relegated to second place. My mind
1s a chaos of images. I stare at my plate. Porcelain scene
lor a future of diners. A fish going for the hook. I stare at
I he wall. A matador. A fighting drunk. Break the surface to
'Cl some air. See lovers on a bamboo bridge. Lovers by a
wi flow lake. I'm all mixed up. A bull lifting a man through
I he groin. The thud and the airborne whip. I feel the hook
pull at my jaw. Playing with myself Cyclops stares me in
the face. The gloss gone. Replaced by a waiting room.
I ,overs just a pattern on a dinner plate. Passion just posters
on the wall. Moments of the very moment. Relegated out
of it. Waiting rooms. Banal areas one must endure till
called in. Walk to the bedroom and melt. The two women
in my life wrapped in each other's arms. That sigh.
Parenthood. I understand. I can wait. I'm your China plate.
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Sunday Afternoon in a Fast Food Joint
Monique Frangi
(A police inspector takes reporters on a tour of the crime
scene)
Okay, come this way
watch your step
and don't touch anything to your immediate left
by the door
if you look carefully
you'll see a pregnant woman well, she was anyway and that fat guy there
a truckie
owns the big rig outside,
he copped it in the gut
as he stood up see if you can tell
what's food on his plate
and what's just him.
If you wouldn't mind
just taking a detour
around that table
the body of the waitress
is blocking the way,
she scored three bullets:
in the neck, the arm
and the chest,
you'll find the one from the neck
lodged in the shoulder
8

of the man back there
that's four in the comer
that's a whole family.
Alright just come through here
to the kitchen
but before you do
look below the counter here
and you'll see
the owner
without his face the flying glass got that.
In the kitchen now
it's a case of
Spot-the-Body,
a korean woman
is hiding down by those boxes
not a very clever spot
the blood on the tiles
is a dead give away.
The cook's more interesting,
you'll find him in the storeroom.
And at my feet here
the master of this mess:
he's a psychiatrist
en route to a conference well now,
I'm sure he's helped a lot of people
at some time.
Okay, that's it.
You've got five minutes for photos.
I'll answer questions outside.
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Convinced of Your Indifference
Judy Horacek
convinced of your indifference
I swim straight after eating
go out in the rain without an umbrella
in the sun without a hat
I sleep with wet hair
take public transport at the same time as everyone
else
eat take-away food
with msg
use things past the use-by date
don't check for monsters under the bed
convinced of your indifference
I walk under ladders
let black cats cross my path
spill salt & don't throw any over my shoulder
break a mirror with an upside down horseshoe
convinced of your indifference
I wear blue & green & spots & stripes together
go to the supennarket on a saturday morning
buy things with added salt
I drive around
in peak hour
without street directory or spare tyre
I drink the water
I breathe the air
I pull a really ugly face
& don't worry about the wind changing
10
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Insects
Nolan Tyrrell
We kill insects.
We may try not to.
Good.
Like Scott Fitzgerald's socialites.
The more luxuriously and carelessly we live
the more we kill.
I wear leather shoes sometimes.
You know, cows.
The more we spend the more we destroy.
Some of this is inevitable.
When I was a boy I burned harlequin bugs with a
magnifying glass.
Now I step on them without seeing them.
But I am responsible.
You are and I am.
I cannot say:
I don't want to kill, so I'm not responsible.
I must say, honestly, I don't like to, no, though perhaps I
do, I know I did. I must say I don't want to, but I kill, I am
responsible. I must say, I try to do it less.
I must say.
12

As I am very rich and live in a house built with timber,
some of it no doubt Phillipino or Malaysian, I must say that
I am (unwittingly perhaps) responsible for the death of
creatures up to the level of and including human beings. I
must say I would like this not to be so.
Just as little as fifty dollars can save a family from
starvation for one year.
Does my fifty dollar merbau back door step make me
responsible for their starvation for one year?
I no longer know how to live here.
I own a five thousand dollar computer - cheap at the price.
I step on them without seeing them.
Those insects.
I don't know how to live here anymore.
I don't know what to do.
I don't want to look.
I never even saw who lived in my house before they cut it
down.
I'll have a bath.
Maybe that'll make me feel better.
I must say that I am sane.
But I do feel responsible.
And this is in no way a begging letter.
But I do think something ought to be done.
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A Visit With Auntie
Elizabeth Hall
great aunt ruby/ sits in her bed / in the house by the sea/
that great-great-grandpa built/ she is older than god/ with
her remote control I her old television / i push on the
buttons I slowly flick through the channels / see american
soapies / days of our lives / and search for a star / little
girls twirling batons I spangled women singing love songs/
ruby's sitting in bed / under pink feather quilts / her head
dropped to one side / a sleeping bird on a perch I saliva
dribbles from the side of her mouth / beside her the
polished table/ a lamp, a glass of water I with a white lace
cover/ pink beads round its edges/ i go to her dresser/ i
am only seven/ small in her streakless mirror/ washed so
clean by the housekeeper/ mrs anderson/ who tells me not
to touch with my dirty fingers/ on the glass tabletop is a
gilt dresser set/ a hand mirror, clothesbrush, a little bowl
for hairclips / hand embroidered with pink roses / from
georges / ruby buys everything from georges / over the
phone / they stock good british products / for ladies of
good british stock I ladies like ruby / rich, independent /
she travelled the world on her family's money/ she bought
gouda vases from holland / morecroft from england / a
mahogany bust of a native woman in a carved headdress/
so dark and shiny, almost ebony/ from new guinea/ ruby
never married/ lived free on her money
14

/ in her house with the tennis court and vegie garden/ i like
the flowers / and the concrete lion that lives among the
camellias/ i sit on its back and dream of africa/ there's a
big garage with a shiny old daimler/ with red leather seats
and walnut trimmings I but ruby's too old to drive it I i wait
for my mummy/ who sits at the desk/ writing letters and
cheques for ruby's expenses / when ruby wakes up she
looks at me blankly/ she talks very slowly/ she says, i am
ruby, i am twenty-three/ i tell her i come on wednesdays
with mummy/ who told me how ruby caught a wog on her
travels / the wog lives in her tummy / which swells and
reddens and takes her reason/ mummy pulls back the quilt
/ i see ruby's body/ the raging infection has burst her skin
open/ the bed is a wet mess of pus and blood/ mummy
whispers 'oh god' / calls for mrs anderson / to phone the
doctor to bring clean sheets a basin of water clean nighties
freshly-laundered / it makes me feel ill / that yellow
infection I i'm glad when mummy sends me out to the
garden/ to talk to mr woods who has two fingers missing/
mr woods plants the vegetables and calls me possum/ but
mr woods is too busy/ i walk in the sun/ then sit under the
figtree / it's cool there and quiet and no-one is hurting/ i
pick off a ripe fig/ it is green smooth and shiny/ distended
and squashy/ like ruby's swollen belly/
15

Bany 1
Susan Wildman

Barry has walked out of
the psych unit
and made his way to our centre.
He sits on the stool
His leg jigging violently
(because of the modecate).
He cannot understand
the reason
why
they took him
to the hospital.
"I only told them
I wanted to leave
the house
because they kept stealing
my things , ma
I couldn't take it anymore, ma,"
he says.
"I got a bit angry
I said thin gs I'm sony
I said now,
but why the hospital, ma?"
16

Barry 2
Susan Wildman
Barry sits on the stool
his leg jigging violently.
"I feel like writing a song, ma."
"Go right ahead, Bany."
"I've got it in my mind, ma
Do you want to hear it?"
"Yes."
"It's about love' ma "
He starts singing "Umbrellas bouncing in the rain."
I notice his leg has stopped jerking.
"They stop the tears from falling
and take away the pain."
He is looking intently at me now.
"I want to meet an umbrella lady
and fall in love again
and fall
"
I wait for the rest of the words
but they don't come.
"Why have you stopped singing, Bany?"
He lifts his head
but
doesn't look at me.
He just says
very quietly
"Cos I'm crying, ma"
17

A poem for Vmny
Peter Bakowski

He wears those
really loud ties,
you know the ones
look like
a parrot's been sick on it.
He wears those really bad
olive green suits.
He buys them from those
suit clearance places in Bourke Street
that open and close between
a change of traffic lights.
Of course, he drives a Bemo.
Says he got it cheap
through his cousin Frank
who's a repo man.
He got it resprayed.
Says the colour's called
"Peach Fire", but I'd call it
"Mid-life Crisis Red".
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He says he's really into
all the latest Belgian Techno,
but get him drunk
at one of the back tables at Le Monde
and he'll tell you
that Elvis is still the greatest.
Sexually, he thinks he's hot shit.
Considers himself
the Rod Stewart of the Western suburbs,
but emotionally, I'd say he's strictly
6th Floor, Myer's Toy Department.
He's got a job at
"Barbarino's for Ribs"
- assistant manager,
but reckons that within six months
he'll own the joint.
You'll see him at lunchtimes
in the Botanical Gardens,
he's the insecure one with the mobile phone,
totally ruining
your view of the swans.

19

When I Die Will I Be Dead?
Afyron Lysenko
Note: This is an edited, condensed and altered transcript ofJeff
Cox talking about his after-death experiences. My source has
been a cassette tape of a radio program titled ''And When I Die
Will I Be Dead?'� broadcast on 2JJJ on 6th June 1982.

I was lying in the sick room
feeling intense pain
with teachers looking down at me
& suddenly I felt immense relief
& the teachers all seemed to move at once.
I wondered why they had moved like that
until I realised
I had come out of my body
& was hovering a few inches above my chest.
One of the teachers was massaging my legs
& I floated toward her & said:
Don't bother with that leg Miss Brown - I'm dead.
I floated over to the brick wall
& thru it, into the yard
where some spirits were hovering around
the schoolchildren playing hockey.
An elderly spirit was trying
to tell something to a girl & I said:
It's no good, you can't get in touch with them.
The spirit said: But I have to warn her
about some health problems
she may have in later life.
I didn't know what to do
so I sort of wandered back to my own body.
When I got back into my body
the teacher feeling my pulse said:
Oh, there's his pulse, I can feel it now,
I thought for a minute
I'd forgotten how to do it.
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A doctor came & began applying a stethoscope
& I got into a sort of panic
& the terrible pain & noise came back.
The doctor started to push my chest about
& I went further out of my body again
& looked at the doctor, who said:
I think we've lost him.
I thought: Oh well, it's the second time now,
I'm really gone; I must be dead this time.
I felt very much at peace
& I went thru one of the windows
& watched the other spirits moving about
the schoolyard. They looked human.
I didn't know what to do
so I decided to go back to my body
to see what was going on there.
The doctor was thumping at my chest
& I went back into my body
& the terrible pain came back.
The doctor said: He's got a rheumatic heart;
chaps like that usually don't last past twenty.
I was left alone & after a few minutes
I felt another heart attack coming on.
The pain was shocking.
I was quite suicidal
& if I could have killed myself,
I would have.
The pain went & a feeling of absolute peace
came over me. All my little worries had gone,
all my ambition & desire;
I just felt contentment & peace.
I looked at my face & it was quite blue.
I thought: Oh well, that's the end of me,
I wonder what I should do now?
21

I moved out onto the tennis court
& wandered around for a bit.
I approached a swaying spirit & asked her:
What should I do?
She said: What do you mean - what's happened?
I said: I've just died.
She said: Go back to your body, there'll be
someone there to tell you what to do.
I didn't move & she said:
Do you know where your body is?
I said: Yeah I do.
She said: Well you just go back to that & wait.
When I got back to my body I saw two men.
One was a teacher who had died in the war
& the other was dressed in ancient clothing.
The teacher said: You know who I am?
I said: Yes, I know you Mr Wright.
He said: Well I've brought this man along
to fix up your heart.
I began to argue with Mr Wright. I said:
People obviously of the period of this man
wouldn't know anything about it.
He said: You'd be surprised what people have known
& what has been forgotten.
The man said his name was Lucas
& he was inspecting my body.
We talked for a while
& after I gained some confidence in him
I asked: Can you do some repair work to my head?
I'd been hit by a swing some years ago
& in cold weather my head still ached.
Lucas said: No, that's not bad,
you've got to put up with that.
I asked if he could give me muscles
so I could become a great athlete.
Lucas said: No, we don't do that kind of stuff,
I'm only going to do the one job on you.
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Mr Wright was becoming impatient.
He said: I've important work to do I have to take you to meet somebody.
I went away with Mr Wright.
I began descending down a well
& I was going at immense speed
& altho I still felt at peace
I was starting to get a bit worried
& wondered if I was going to hell.
I slowed down, the noise softened
& I tumbled out into a very pleasant place.
I saw some of my relatives
on the other side of a kind of creek
& they called out: Hello Jeff
we've been waiting for you,
come over & join us.
I began walking toward a bridge
& two boys approached.
One was Eric Wilmott, who had
drowned some years previously.
He said hello to me
& I said: Hello Eric.
He said: Where are you going?
I said: To join my relatives.
He said: No, I think you have to go back
but in any case, before you join them
you have to come & see the light.
We walked to a bit of a rise.
There was a pinpoint of light
in the distance, & it crune rushing forward
at immense speed & it was very bright the brightest light I'd ever seen,
but it didn't hurt my eyes.
I felt absolutely wonderful.
The light said: Hello Jeff,
how are things down there?
I thought: Goodness me,
23

here is the boss of everything
askin� a 14 year old schoolboy how things are.
The hght said: I just want to know
how things are where you're living.
One of my relatives, dressed in black
was calling out: He has to go back, has to go back.
The light turned to her
& she said: His work is not done.
The light turned to Eric & asked:
Have the arrangements been made?
Eric said: Yes, everything's in order.
The ligi?.t was looking at me
& I said: Why didn't you stop Hitler?
The light said: He was only one man,
why didn't you stop him?
I said: I'm just a schoolboy.
The light said: One person isn't
more important than another.
I said: I expected to see Jesus here.
The light said: He's around somewhere.
Eric said: He had to meet someone who came up.
The light said: You won't be able to see Jesus,
it would take too long to get him here.
I asked about some of the miracles
Jesus was supposed to have performed.
The light said: Jesus was looked upon as a
messiah - he was good at healing people;
the others credited to him were rumours
later taken as fact & printed in the bible.
I said: Well I suppose I'm here to be judged.
The light said: Oh no, we don't do that here,
people have to judge themselves.
Eric said: Let's go, are you happy to go back?
I said: Yes, it doesn't worry me. I just
don't want to go back up that well.
Eric said: Don't worry about that.
I said: Do you want me to take a message
back to your people?
24

Eric said: No, no message.
I said: Are you sorry you died?
He said: No.
I said: But don't you wish you could go back
& talk to your friends & relatives?
He said: I only wish mum knew.
Eric led me to a wall & said:
Just go thru here, it'll be like
stepping out of a bubble. Go back to
your body & don't forget to breathe.
Eric pointed to some figures who were very grey
& drab & looking quite lost & they didn't know
where they were or what they were doing.
They were like a group of sheep one would break off
but would have to come back for comfort.
Eric said: They are the suicides it's a terrible thing to suicide,
you're never to suicide
& don't ever think of suicide again.
I nodded & stepped out of the wall.
I was above my body & it looked quite blue.
I turned to wave to Eric but he was gone.
I got back into my body
& I remembered to breathe.
The terrible pain crune back
& it took me some time to settle down.
All this happened over 40 years ago.
These days I'm not at all worried about my death.
I know it'll be easy, I'll just slip over.
Of course, I don't want to die I have too much to live for but I'm not afraid of dying, not at all.
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Alice
Graham Rowlands
No more than sawn timber, call it
a railway sleeper of a seat.
She sits uphill; I'm downhill.
We'd be two ends of a seesaw
if we moved. 'Hello' 'Hello'
She's dark, becoming Maori & Alice.
I listen to her law degree &
free advice to workmates in fast food.
Unless they have sexual power
they're powerless, she says.
Right from the start
I know I'm twice her age
if not by mirror, by my own decree.
Just as well because she places me
in a generation she's replacing.
'Your generation' she says.
If I am my generation
we were never more than
one percent of one percent
even when we might have ended Vietnam.
She admires my generation
she says, as she says Goodbye.
She doesn't want me to have a nice day.
It's afternoon & after ANZUS.
She rides a bicycle back to her generation
leaving me, by myself, to mine.
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Writing and Thinking About Writing and Thinking
About

"Being A Mum Is Fun"
Doug Jesberg
This story is dedicated to the womyn in my life: Elaine
Jesberg, Le-Ann Martin, Debra Rule, Sharon Meredith,
Lindy Patterson, Marylou Conway, Virginia Clarke, Katie
Fielding, Antigone Raftopoulos and Margaret Bailey.
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I was travelling on the Sandringham line train daily for a
long time first there then back - TRAIN WORK TRAIN S�
TRAIN - as some graffiti said on a wall somewhere, sometnne
ago on the Brisbane-Ipswich-Brisbane line when I travelled on
that train daily. Staring out of the window looking at the graffiti:
I love graffiti especially when it is Art and some of it is.
Looking at the people, looking at the buildings, looking at the
signs. Then one day I don't know which day, but one day on the
train in the train I looked out at this sign and it had flowers
painted on it around some words and the flowers were almost
like some psychedelic drawings of flowers from the sixties but
this sign was much older. It was a sign on the back of a
building. It gave something to me, gave me something and didn't
take away anything from me, and that is always an important
thing: to give and not take away. One day I saw this sign on a
building looking out from a train and it was the flowers around
the words that struck me. It must have been one of those
Melbourne grey days as only Melbourne can have grey days.
The colourful flowers struck me first, not the words. Then
another day, I read the words and the words made me laugh
inside, a sort of mental chuckle that ripples out to put a smile on
your lips. The building must have been a laundry at one time or
still is. I don't care about that now but the words on the building
made me laugh. The first time I read them they made me laugh
and then every day for a long time. The words were: "being a
mum is fun". For a long time I would laugh at the thought that
being a Mum is fun, when I know that being a son of my Mum
who only had fun has fun every now-and-then not every-now as
this si gn said, that it seemed to say to me, that being a Mum is
fun every day every way any time. So I would look at this sign
travelling on the train in the train every day for a long time. I
would look out for that sign on the building and then it would be
gone and I would laugh inside and I would think did anyone else
see this same sign the same way as I did and laugh inside or see
it at all.
I had been writing poetry and it had once meant
something to me then it meant nothing anymore after I arrived in
Melbourne, North Brighton in December 1983. I wrote some
poems every now and then, but less often than now. I thought
about this s� gn for s_uch a long t�e, � I often � about things
for a long tune, until I stopped thinking about the sign indirectly
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in December 1987. Then in 1988 I started thinking directly about
what "being a mum is fim" meant to me. I had been reading
Louis Zukofsky, then Gertrude Stein, then Louis Zukofsky, then
Gertrude Stein then Louis Zukofsky and Gertrude Stein together
for a long time longer than my time then in Melbourne. I was
reading them still, while I thought about it seriously directly, and
thought it was simple but complex at the same time, and this is
the way I was writing poetry again.
The si gn was about being, was about being a Mum, was
about being and fun, was about being a Mum and fun, was about
fun, was about being then and now, was about being a Mum
then and now, and was about being fim then and now. At the
same time it was about opposites: it could be fim and it could
not be fun, and being a Mum could be fim and it could not be
fim.
I know Mums have status, but that status is determined:
determined by men in their patriarchy. I was thinking about
patriarchy and heterosexualism and at the same time in the back
of my mind was that si gn with those words and those flowers.
So I decided to write a poem a long poem about being, about
being a Mum, about being a Mum could be fun, and about fim in
a patriarchy and heterosexual actuality. It has been written and
this poetry took a long time to be, but I decided to write it
anyway, and in late 1988 write not write poetry about this si gn I
saw travelling on a train in a train seeing that si gn regularly and
how that si gn affected all things I had been reading and thinking
about.
The more poetry I wrote the more the poem became
about me and being, and not being about anybody else in
particular, especially not being about Mums or about fim. It
became a poem, became more correctly, about being me and the
way I have become me, and the way I will be me. I don't think I
will change all that much. I realised it is important to understand
simple things before you can understand all those complex
things like life, liberty and happiness. Those things that in this
society aren't important but are said to be important and have
been written into constitutions of different political colours over
time. There are still the poems within the one poem about Mums
of different persuasions, and fim in all its different colours and
shades and definitely about patriarchy and heterosexuality.
I remember an anecdote by Gertrude Stein about saying
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that someone had said her writing was as clear as mud. She said
mud settles and then it runs like a stream Paraphrased by me, so
apologies all to Gertrude for I �eard her say this! not read �t, so. I
can't copy literally, so apologies all round Like that sign, 1t
made me laugh, then it settled down inside me to think clearly
about me. Not only did this sign make me see things more
clearly it seemed to make things slower.
These years in Melbourne seemed to speed up so quickly
as I worked and trained, looked out and read, studied and loved,
lived quickly. Those years went so quickly, like me on the train
travelling to and from work, there seemed to be only episodes
where I stopped, and all the rest was travelling from A to B.
Only looking out and everything was going so fast while I was
doing it. The more I thought about my poetry and my poem
being a mum is fun it made things slow down and not so rushed
then With so much more time then, the days seemed longer
when I worked on the poem for it was work on top of working
at work It wasn't new writing, but I was writing clearly in my
poetry, not about pretty things nor ugly things, but things you
wouldn't read in little magazines who sent back one part poem
over and over again. I thought it was me, and the poem was
wrong, and I rewrote the part poem and rewrote it each time it
came back so that it couldn't be rewritten again. Then I realised
about magazines, about the same time I realised about Art in
Australia that they don't want to offend anybody that will be
offended Then I realised that it wasn't the part poem that was
wrong but those magazines.
Everything went slower and smoothly but I didn't care if
nolxxly read it for the most important thing is that it was written
for me and strangers and you can never know strangers. As the
days grew slower I grew stronger and I travelled slower then in
1988 by tram to and from work in St Kilda Road In 1991, I still
look out of the windows on that Sandringham line train in the
train and see that sign that helped me. That sign gave me so
much that I still feel I can write about it anyway for a long time
to come about identity, reality and eternity.
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A Little To The Left
Lorraine Bennett
Your boyfriend makes love to you slowly, with a chisel.
He smoothes and rubs and sculpts his image of you from the
mess of sleep. He's forgotten that this isn't your free alternate
weekend at his flat but a weekday at your place. You have twin
daughters eager to burst in and fight for the favoured position,
on the side away from him But you can't hurry him He doesn't
like it when you make your kids seem more important. You have
to calm down, not be too energetic, businesslike, alive. It's much
better to play Sleeping Beauty and be fully awake just as he's
dozing off. That way there's no difference between doing it and
remembering it.
When the girls do come in, you leap up, diverting them
from a game of I Spy; your antique doll has caught the twisted
garter of your underpants.
You hate him raising his eyebrows over the heads of the
girls. They are fighting over the favourite bowl (the matching
one broken), over the distribution of sultanas in the bran, milk,
sugar grains. Property, justice.
You kiss. Goodbye. It doesn't work. His lips lap at your
shoreline. The girls come back for another kiss, you suspect to
cancel his. You close the door behind them all and breathe. It's
the first deep breath of the day and you have to resist sinking
into its small exhaustion. There are things to be done to make
the house yours again. You follow the capable flutter of your
hands in and out of the rooms. The morning light falls tidily
after your simple actions and helps you find a way to feel.
He has made a joke of your sunroom. Claimed it as his
own. Installed his latest electronic toy that rewards any loud
noise with a scream. You enter, slow clapping. A stack of books
about serial killers casts a shadow over the rubber dinosaurs and
assorted rodents clustered at the mouth of Andy Warhol and the
eyes of William Burroughs. Your foot lands on a plastic dog
turd, the other cracks chattering teeth.
Claptrap. You have to sweep it away and reclaim your
house. You uncover a rectangular outline on the carpet that
shows where the divan used to be. The father of your children
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has been gone a year now with half the things you'd chosen to
live with and still their outlines remain. This one is particularly
stubborn. You've tried suction on the pile, tried disguise. You
trace its sunken brightness. Something used to be there, no
avoiding it. Great sex. You don't think of it any more when you
meet to hand over the children, his body locked behind a cold
precision of timetables and child maintenance deadlines. But you
lie down there, close your eyes, and it comes back. It usually
does. Every night, flinging itself across this older shadow is your
boyfriend's body, solid, contained and happy as a tugboat
bobbing about in a bathtub. The more it pushes and pulls and
strains the more you realise it just doesn't cause a wash over the
sides. You're so busy fossicking among the unfamiliar - toes,
moles, earwax, navel lint - that you miss the wave that lifts you
clear.
You've tried instructions. "Like this, and this, oh yes,
don't stop don't stop. Don't bloody stop. A little to the left." It's
always just a little to the left. You could even relish this new
role of instructress, perhaps, if only your student would
acknowledge the margin for improvement.
At least you didn't give in to the daily tyranny of his
desire, arriving home and wanting you all to himself You
invited your friends around and didn't apologise for eating
vegetarian. There was only a small concession - you stopped
giggling about sex in the kitchen - and played Trivial Pursuit,
but your own favourite, the Silver Screen edition. You thought
you choked off your laughter quite well when he was baffled by
the question: What film was D. W. Griffith making when he
ordered "Move those 10,000 horses a little to the right."?
After that you looked real to him, a jigsaw of outside
influences. His competitive drive aroused, this time for intimacy,
he set aside time for a talk. For two hours he loudly examined
his life, occasionally directing a question to you when he
suspected your experience would be the same. His hands making
points in the air, he sorted events into a neatly feathered arrow.
You were silently daring him to call you the target when he
checked his watch and happily turned to his cryptic crosswords.
You threw pasta at the wall.
You have to face your mistake - deliberately choosing a
new partner for a quality your husband lacked. You'd thought
honesty was important because he'd cheated on you for months
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before relieving himself with a confession. An honest man �
no self awareness. He simply believes what he says as long as 1t
suits him When attractive circumstance appears in the shape of
an early 20's vivacity or a late 30's boozy desperation he will
argue philosophically about the Nature of Truth.
You tell yourself to get up from the outline on the carpet
but the sun is now a presence in the room, claiming your body
as its own bright territory. On your legs hairs slant like dead
grasses jutting through fine white sand. You remove your clothes
and give in to it, wondering if your ex still has flashbacks.
Running stoned along a Queensland beach in pitch darkness,
dancing in the kitchen to Sam Cooke and crushing garlic,
juggling the colicky babies at sunrise, reading Couples by
candlelight, walking in the door after a day/week/month apart.
You tell yourself he just drinks and dances a lot with his
girlfriend, enjoys karaoke at the club, screws on the last train
three stations from his room and a Stephen King.
The phone is loud in the room, causing a scream. You're
cursing as you lift the receiver to listen. There's something about
standing naked on one end of a "I'm not going to lie to you I met
someone last week but I hope we can still be friends" phone call
that does something to the air, slices it thin as skin. There is a
chill second inside your ear behind the roar that says you knew
already, you can't be deceived twice, you have antibodies. Still,
you're newly tense with the possession of the words, knowing
this is your chance to retaliate, make at least one shrieking point.
You say "Right".
Anger gives shape to your life. Like a tonic it fills your
body to each tingling pink extremity. You dress without
underwear in tight jeans and a brisk white shirt. Deal with all the
nagging little household problems in one afternoon - the
schoolteacher, the plumber, Telecom You feed your children
salad and fruit for dessert. They give you a look but don't
complain.
The urge to cry sends you to the shower where you
make a tally of all those arguments you turned away from,
silenced by your belief that any argument is a good indication
you've already lost. You towel yourself vigorously. Dry each
pocket of your toes. It was always simple. You would never do
cryptic crosswords or his drugs, idolise Lou Reed, dye your hair
blonde, go to Australia's Wonderland, get a tattoo, drive a car,
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swallow semen, read American Psycho.
There's a change in your voice. It bores holes in the air
and the girls take to skirting the walls. You retire to the lounge
with a dismal choice of a midday chat show with a stand in host
or a ghosting soap opera. Your women friends become
determinedly supportive, organising a roster for cheesecake,
chocolate, dinners and videos. You maintain a tired and brittle
animation, tearing apart men, all those who didn't deserve you,
abused you, put you in the hospital, the few who stopped making
great love to you Sometimes you even enjoy yourself.
When they go you vomit and tell yourself to buck up/be
brave/cut your hair/shave your head. You could sing into your
dildo and repulse your daughters. Lie the new growth of
vulnerability and regret on the pillow like velcro. You shave
your legs, change enough. In bed you rub them together like a
fly and the stubbled rash gives you a bad case of nostalgia. You
remember masturbation with a necessary enthusiasm
At 4 am on a good night you make plans. Visit the
occasional pub. Believe in the power of celibacy. Try women.
Join a group. For two hours a week a surrogate family
encourages you to talk to mirrors and repeat ridiculous
sentences. "I can change. The past has no power over me. I can
forgive. I flow with the changes. I move from the old to the new
with ease. All is well in my world. I welcome this as a growth
experience." This last one serves as a reminder to check your
breasts for lumps.
Some nights even your skin hurts and it's like you're a
sick kid again, with a hot water bottle, Vicks VapoRub and
green faces forming on the ceiling when the real six year olds
tuck you in. Every morning they get ready for school on their
own then tiptoe in with juice, a slice of toast and a kiss goodbye.
Soon it's their holidays, the end of the year. You wake
and realise you're not going to die so you have to get up. After
going to the toilet you find your wobbly new legs can move you
through the other rooms where, if you refrain from any serious
questioning, you can issue simple commands to your hands. The
children act normal, happiest when you're in the kitchen. They
would like chips for dinner. You peel and chop the sprouted
potatoes, drop the white spongy flesh into the extra virgin olive
oil left from your last lifetime. They kiss you. Later you repeat
the performance with popcorn.
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Then you fight them over who nurses the cat through the
late movie. You find the words "O.K. bedtime" and you win.
They're quiet for the rest of the movie as the cat wanns a round
spot on your thighs. Your hands move over her softness and she
purrs, intermittently.
Some days you drink wine and play all your old records,
Annie Lennox and Chrissie Hynde, Dusty Springfield and Patsy
Cline. Dancing around the room, somewhat unfortunately, to
their scratchy orchestrations, you realise there will be no more
tears. A victory, you're finally empty. Ready to go out. You
shop, spending too much money making sure the twins'
Christmas presents add up equally. For yourself you invest in a
lot of new music that can't embarrass you and a Compact Disc
player, which you wrap almost scarily crisp in silver and red
Christmas Eve and the flashing tree lights buzz electric
tinsel across lvfiracle On 34th Street. It's pizza in bed, Sara Lee
Bavarian Chocolate and a giftboxed decanter of old port. The
twins fall asleep one on either side. You're pinned under one's
right arm, the other's left leg. The cat kneads your breast and
purrs in your face, resonant strings of mozzarella hanging like
garlands in her whiskers. This could be a chancy, dishevelled
tableau of single parenthood, and perhaps it's just the port, but
no adjustments seem necessary at this time. You look forward to
the morning. Under the tree, two identical gifts have your name
on them.
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Minding Your Own Business
Jenny James
I suppose at forty-three years of age, you would expect
me not to get into this sort of trouble. My husband, .Mitko, says
it's because I am "snoopy". I think he just uses that word
because, since migrating to Australia twenty-two years ago, he
has developed a fondness for Australian expressions. It doesn't
matter to him if they make sense or not. As for me, I might go
so far as to call myself curious, but I don't think that what
happened that night in the school was my fault. However, it did
give me a terrible scare, but don't think I'm relating this story as
a warning to other school cleaners. It is just a matter of principle
that I clear my name; Draga Stadjanovic is not a "snoop". I
could look my dead grandfather in the eye and tell him so.
It was when .Mitko and I came out from Yugoslavia
twenty-two years ago that I was first exposed to this Australian
idea of "mind your own business". It is a concept that I'll never
get altogether used to, and one into which the initiation hurt my
feelings badly. When Mrs Shirley Davies and her three children
lived on our right hand side, (Mitko has taken to calling it "next
door"), I remember asking her how long she'd been married. She
said: "mind your own business, Mrs Stadgi," which was both
first in a series of keep to yourself remarks from our neighbours,
and also ignorant mispronunciations of my name. In retrospect, I
wish I'd said "goodbye to you, Mrs Shirty Davisky," but instead,
I kept trying to be friendly by giving her children gifts of
tomatoes and lettuces that we grew in our backyard. One day the
eldest Davisky said he could not take the tomatoes any more
because his mother said they were poisoned. I never so much as
looked at her again, and when I reported this to .Mitko, he threw
buckets of water over the fence onto her prize azaleas, and gave
them all petal blight. This garden warfare reminded me of the
petty feuds among families back in my old country, except there
the fights with neighbours were because you "minded your own
business" too much, and you wouldn't lend your machinery or
land to those in need. Anyway, Shirty Davisky's azaleas went
brown (I watched them daily through the holes in the fence), and
three months later the Daviskys left, leaving me with a reticence
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towards Australians, and Mitko a desire to "fit in", as he calls it.
He pulled up our tomatoes and lettuces, and planted azaleas
instead.
Anyway, during my early years in Australia, my English
very
poor. Although I was a high school teacher in
was
Yugoslavia, my lack of language meant I couldn't do the same
here. But I loved the schools, and Mitko convinced me that in
Australia it was possible to "work your way up", so I took a job
as a high school cleaner four hours every night, five nights every
week. Mitko started at the factory as a machine operator, and
told me it wouldn't be long till he was foreman. Twenty-two
years later, we are still Draga the cleaner and Mitko the machine
operator, although now it is a different machine. It's funny, but I
had much more career ambition in Yugoslavia, although they say
that it is better for women here. But since having my two sons, I
am happy to stay in the same job; the hours are short and we
need the money, and besides, after what happened the other
night, I intend to "hold my head up high" and "stay put", as
Australians say. I must add here, though, that this explains part
of my confusion in my new country - "working your way up"
and "staying put" seem to me to be contradictions. There seem to
be inbuilt justifications for everything here, but I find difficulty
in knowing which is acceptable at the right time. I always seem
to get it wrong, but I don't think too long on this, or else I end
up wanting to go back to Yugoslavia, and Mitko says there is no
life back there, and that things "will work out". This annoys me
because he is just justifying his laziness from the safety of an
Australian expression, and laziness of thought is a Mitko
Stadjanovic family trait that caused his father's farm to collapse
when they never planned for drought. Some things have no
cultural bounds; I always taught my sixteen year old students
that back in Yugoslavia. Sometimes now I mutter it to myself as
I dust the library shelves - "nekoi raboti ne se ogranicheni samo
na edna culturna stredina" - if I said it in English the other
Australian cleaners would ask me what I'm talking about.
Now I will set about describing the last two weeks at
school, so I can clear my name, Draga Stadjanovic, of "snoop".
Except for that one night and its consequences the following
day, things had proceeded as normal. I'd arrive at work at four,
except on the Mondays when I like to get there fifteen minutes
early. This is because every Monday the teachers have an
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afternoon staff meeting, and there is always percolated coffee
left in the jug. There are four of us that clean the school on week
evenings and, interestingly, all four of us turn up early on
Mondays. Janet and Assunta have their own coffee percolators at
home, which they both boast about after the last cup of coffee is
gone, so I wonder at their motives for arriving at a quarter to
four. If there is not enough coffee to go around, it is always :Miss
Ng or me that volunteers to go without a cup. Miss Ng is only
new, and I suspect feels intimidated by the other two, whereas I
go without to show them I'm not mean. As a result of this, there
seems to be a joining of forces; if any heavy cleaning needs to
be done in pairs, Janet and Assunta work together, and Miss Ng
and I become a team This is probably best because I find Janet
bossy and manipulative, and I've never forgiven Assunta for
calling me "a migrant". It's not so much the words as the
demeaning tone she said them in; I'll elaborate to explain my
point.
Assunta Bagala has been in Australia since the fifties,
and I think this makes her feel superior to me. Or, more likely,
she feels inferior to Janet, though why I'm not sure. But
irrespective of that, Assunta shouldn't console her own ego by,
as Mitko says, "taking it out on" me. (Incidently :Mitko has
suggested pouring water over Assunta's azaleas if I can find out
her address.) Anyway, our argument occurred during a
conversation we were having one evening at our six o'clock tea
break Naturally, the conversation went towards food, and I
innocently remarked that I found Australian food quite bland and
that sophistication in Australian cooking meant Pick-Me-Up
Chilli Sauce. She waved her arms in the air and screamed; "you
migrant, why don't you leave your old ways at home?" Then she
offered Janet a piece of her pizza without offering me any, and
for the rest of that tea-break, I didn't open my mouth.
Possibly in another ten years Mitko and I will be running
a restaurant cooking Yugoslavian food the Australian way.
Maybe this is what is meant by "working your way up", but I
must ask Mitko if it's possible to do this without "fitting in".
He'll know. In the meantime, while Assunta and I are on
speaking terms again, I haven't had a pizza since, and I
encourage my teen-age sons to abstain as well.
Anyway, I certainly don't want to spend too much time
dwelling on these petty quarrels because Mitko has warned me
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that in Australia it is easy to be accused of "going on lik� an old
woman", and I am very sensitive about my age. When Mitko cut
his finger on the machine at work, naturally he informed his
boss, but he was just told to "stop going on". I am eternally
frustrated, though, at what it is acceptable to "go on" about, and
it has not escaped my notice how our weekend dinnertime
conversations with our sons are now monopolised by
descriptions of tries and tackles in the Sunday football game.
Mitko has learnt the hard way by being likened at work to an
"old woman" too many times, so I am happy if he teaches our
sons some instincts that will help them "fit in". I am proud of
my sons, especially when I see how popular they are among
their Australian friends. Every so often I feel guilty about
bringing them up outside their culture, and worry about what
they may be missing out on. Their popularity is a great comfort
to me at these times, and even when I caught them all spray
painting Mitko's car red, I smiled just a little to myself, before
yelling at them all to change the colour back to white.
Last week at our Monday evening tea-break, I told
everyone about this spray painting incident, and I was hurt by
their responses. Assunta said I should be happy that I have two
healthy sons, and Janet said I must be too soft on my boys that I
let them get into that situation in the first place. Miss Ng passed
no comment, which made me angry at her as well, as she
wouldn't take my side in what rapidly became an argument. It
was really with Janet that the conversation became antagonistic.
Assunta's comments I have learnt to discard. I am greatly
practiced now at dealing with resentful remarks, and do it by
visualising a dirty rubbish bin in my mind and burying the
remark among the garbage. I then put the lid on tightly and
stamp my feet all over it. Sometimes when I do my visualisation
trick I screw my eyes up tightly and people think I'm about to
explode, so they imagine that their remark has upset me very
much. But I just picture their voice among oily newspapers and
rancid meat, then open my eyes and smile. I think that this
satisfies both me and my aggressor.
It was with such a visualisation trick that I dealt with
Assunta's jealousy. She has an asthmatic son, and although he is
not that bad, Assunta seems to think that it disentitles anyone
else from complaining about anything in life. Now that's the sort
of attitude that I can put in my mental rubbish bin, but Janet's
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remarks were harder to accept. I believe it is because of this
argument that Janet got me into all that trouble the other night. I
couldn't possibly let her accuse me of not bringing up my boys
properly, without retaliating. I felt her remark as a vicious attack
upon a sacred part of my soul. Nobody accuses Draga
Stadjanovic of not being a good mother. The words stung me so
much that they kept creeping out of the bin. Covered in
vegetable peelings and used kitty litter, but nonetheless still
stinging my heart. l\.1itko said my response was "over the top",
which I believe means something similar to "going on like an
old woman". I said to l\.1itko; "typical of you to be so
unemotional for the sake of 'fitting in"' . Neutrality is a l\.1itko
Stadjanovic family trait. But it is not in Draga's soul. Which is
why I spoke to Janet so harshly. I stood up at the table and in
front of l\.1iss Ng and Assunta said; "How can you talk The only
son that you have got is that good-for-nothing idiot on the dole.
He learnt from his mother how not to work, you lazy Australian
whale."
l\.1itko tells me this was throwing three darts at a "bull's
eye" and being "on target" every time. I think that in the past I
had put too many of Janet's remarks in my rubbish bin, and now
it could take no more. She has always said that I am not a good
cleaner, and has frequently come up to me with a dusty finger as
if that is proof of her accusation. If I have to clean in a room that
was Janet's responsibility the week before, I know there will be
five days of pile-up of chalk stains all over the floor, trodden so
hard into the cracks that it will take me all night to remove them.
I have always wanted to take her accusing dusty finger and
scratch it slowly down a blackboard, because such sounds don't
annoy me, but would pierce Janet's eardrums until she begged
me to stop. Also she is always saying that her back hurts because
she works so hard, bending over with the vacuum nozzle to suck
up dust that she says we ignore. I am not so sure that her back
hurts at all, and if it does, I believe it is because of her weight.
She is fatter than my grandmother, whom the doctors said died
in a diabetic coma, which I knew came from an overdose of
Yugoslavian cream cakes.
While I was glad to let some of my resentments finally
show, I wish I had called Janet a "lazy whale" without adding
the word "Australian" in the middle. I think I saw in Janet all the
Shirley Davisky's of my twenty-two years in Australia, and I
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have always wanted to use the word "Australian" in an
accusatory way. This is very immature and spiteful, I know, but
because I have lived with people preceding their insults with the
word "Yugoslavian" for such a long time, surely it is only
natural to have a little of the "eye for an eye" mentality in me.
However, I don't think Janet was the right person for that
particular remark, not because she hasn't called me a
Yugoslavian so-and-so many times, but because it allowed her to
justify being nasty to me. Over the last week, I have been
ignored, excluded, and called various names from "Yugoslavian
catgut", to "lazy Yugoslavian whale", (which just shows that
Janet cannot even invent an original insult), to the ultimate taunt
of "why don't you go back to your own country, Mrs Stadjanks".
As Mitko sometimes says about his job, "it is more than I can
bear".
Since the trauma of that terrible night, Janet calls me
another name - "snoop". As I said earlier, I must clear my name
of this dreadful title, and to do so, I must now relate the events
that happened on that night and also on the morning after, when
I was convinced I'd lose my job.
I'd arrived at work at the usual time and went to the tea
room where we all met to divide up the jobs, and decide who
was responsible for cleaning which particular rooms. Janet made
coffee for everyone except me and then read out the new roster
for the ensuing week. It was my tum to do the bottom floor of
the old wing which included the teacher's rest rooms and the
headmaster's office. I always enjoyed this part of the roster, as it
was both the lightest workload and involved dusting the
principal's desk. As I invariably found I had time to spare, I
could shut the door to the headmaster's room, sit in his high
backed grey leather chair and move my feather duster over his
note-pads and photographs, while I indulged my mind in fantasy.
Although I'm not ambitious, and really quite content with my
situation in Australia, I love to spend a few minutes imagining
that I'm in command. Draga Stadjanovic would be a very fair
headmistress; she would reprimand naughty students by talking
them out of their bad ways and would be respected by all the
teachers while still being, as Mitko says, "one of the boys". It is
strange, but back in Yugoslavia the boss is never "one of the
boys", and I don't think that he ever aspires to be so. I suppose it
is all part of this "fitting in" thing in Australia, from which no-
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one is exempt. Maybe the headmaster chose his high-backed
chair as a way of rebelling against this unsaid pressure to be
"one of the boys". As I run my feather duster up this chair's
shiny surface, I often wonder whether I would keep it or not. If
Janet was one of my teachers I think I would, if only to have the
satisfaction of feeling superior to that lazy Australian whale for
just one day.
Anyway, on that notorious evening I'd finished cleaning
the rest rooms particularly early, including putting a back-up
toilet roll in every cubicle, and scrubbing the undersides of every
toilet seat, which I'm sure none of the other cleaners bother to
do. I mopped my way up the corridor towards the headmaster's
office, having already finished in the old wing classrooms, and,
as usual, saving the best till last. You can always tell the
importance of the person presiding in a room, by the cleaning
implements that you bring inside it. I left the mop and bucket
outside the principal's door, and dragged the Hoover onto the
thick piled carpet that gave his room a royal sound that no
linoleum in the world could bring - that of silence. I switched on
the vacuum cleaner and began to feel wicked as the invisible
dust went up its nozzle. I don't know if it was being in an
tmresolved argument with Janet that made me feel so daring, as
if I was j ust starting to discover my own power, or if it was the
sudden humour I felt in sneaking around the headmaster's office
at night with a vacuum nozzle. I suddenly felt I understood my
two sons' attraction for lighting up cigarettes behind toilet
blocks, and instead of using my polishing cloth on the mahogany
book-case, I ran the vacuum nozzle over its top, knowing I
risked scratching it. At that point, as I began to feel increasingly
daring, I shut the principal's door and decided to swivel around
on his high-backed leather chair. Possibly too much oxygen got
into Draga Stadjanovic's brain, because I felt dizzy when the
chair stopped, and aware of things I had previously just touched
with my feather duster and then ignored. Sitting in the middle of
his desk was a photograph of himself among his family, which
consisted of his wife and three daughters. His wife looked
complete and content as he kissed her on her right cheek, and I
found myself identifying with the pleasure that being the centre
of a family can bring. Near the photo was a notepad with "ring
Diana" scribbled on it, and I remember feeling a little
uncomfortable as I read this, because I thought his wife went by
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another name. Although I am told in Australia it is possible to
have friends of the opposite sex without there being anything
"going on", I have yet to see this in action On this point I
remain suspicious that "some things have no cultural bounds",
which is another way of leading up to admitting that I was
immensely curious as to who "Diana" was.
It would be a difficult thing to be presented with a ring
full of keys, sitting on a desk, and not try to find what they
opened. It is not just a "snoop" who would pick up those keys,
and try each one in the locks of three drawers on the right hand
side of a headmaster's table. There is nothing abnormal in
opening those drawers, one by one, and peeping through the
contents of each, especially if those contents contain a series of
hand written letters, begun in such ways as "My sweetest head",
and "My principle principal". Not to mention statements within
them, like - "When you tell your wife we can be as open as
birds", and - "I loved the way you flickered your eyelashes over
my you-know-whats, you cheeky thing". If Eve was tempted by
the apple, how could Draga Stadjanovic not have read to the end
of those letters discovering ways of signing off, like "Holding
my breath till I see you again - Diana", and "Your itzy, bitzy
Diana". Besides, I was not intending to tell anyone this
information except Mitko, who is my husband after all. I had no
intention of gossiping with any of the other cleaners, especially
as I was on bad terms with Janet and Assunta, and Miss Ng
didn't seem to care for gossip anyway. I resolved at that very
moment that the headmaster's affair would be a secret between
himself, Diana, Mitko and I, and could see no harm in my
curiosity. So when I looked up from the desk, surrounded by
open drawers, jingling keys, and handwritten letters still smelling
of perfume, and saw before me the figure of that lazy, good-for
nothing Australian whale and mother-of-a-son-on-the-dole, I felt
a sense of disaster so strongly that I swivelled around a full
circle from shock. As I faced Janet on the completion of my
turn, she said: "If it isn't Mrs Stadjanks the snoop. God help me
if I haven't got something to tell the headmaster about you"
At that point I offered Janet a bribe. I said I would give
her five dollars out of my pay every week if she would keep her
discovery secret. Janet just said, "you should learn to mind your
own business, Mrs Stadjanks". I regretted offering her the bribe,
and wondered what she was doing on my floor anyway. But I
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was in no position to tell her to "mind her own business", and
just sat at the desk and cried. Fortunately, though, Janet was too
exhilarated to actually read the letters.
That evening I hardly slept. Mitko tried to comfort me
by talking about us starting up our own milkbar, but I was too
worried about having to explain myself to the headmaster, and
losing my job. Mitko said that if Janet said anything I could call
her a "dabber", which he feels is the worst insult that can be
used against an Australian. But that night, nothing could comfort
me, and at three am Mitko woke me from a nightmare in which
he said I was repeatedly screaming out "mind your own
business, you snoop". I begged Mitko to book us on a plane to
Yugoslavia the next day and suddenly felt a surge of warmth for
all the things in Yugoslavia I remembered hating. Mitko said I
was hysterical and that "things will work out", which was his
way of closing the conversation that night without having to tell
me to shut up. I comforted myself with the thought of returning
to Yugoslavia, and eventually fell asleep with a childhood
memory of stealing lemons from my neighbour's garden where I
was always forbidden to go.
The following afternoon I returned to work, sick with
worry about what the headmaster would say. I was mentally
prepared for the worst, and visualised the reprimand and the
words "you're sacked" so that the shock wouldn't be too sudden
I was just as worried about Janet's inevitable gloating, and
decided that if things got too bad I could always call her a "lazy
Australian whale" again, certain of the detrimental effect it
would have upon her. However when I arrived in the tea-room at
four, Janet wasn't there, and Assunta greeted me with ready
made tea and a slice of her home-made pizza. Miss Ng was
unusually demonstrative and put her arm around me as I sat
down. The unusual greetings just made me more uncomfortable,
because immediately I knew that Janet had told them of the
previous evening's events, and that I was now the recipient of
their pity. This made me feel ashamed. It was all too familiar a
feeling for me, and reminded me of my early months in
Australia when my English was very poor. I remember once
buying a stamp in the post-office without first waiting in the
line, presuming that the queue was only for people with
packages to be weighed, and not for something as quick as the
purchase of one stamp. (And they say that the :Eastern Bloc is
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famous for queues.) Anyway, the lady at the head of the line
yelled abuse at me, so I screamed back at her in Yugoslavian
and would have left that room feeling that I'd dealt with the
situation satisfactorily had it not been for another woman that
put her arm around me and apologised for her fellow Australian.
Pity always makes me feel shame, so I can't be thought terse for
shrugging off Miss Ng's arm and leaving Assunta's pizza
untouched. Besides, as I was facing dismissal, I didn't see why I
should let Assunta's conscience rest in peace by having a
reconciliation with me. It reminded me of my brother arriving at
Belgrade Airport just as Mitko and I were about to leave for
Australia. He hadn't spoken to me since I married Mitko because
he disapproved of my husband's family, and as far as I'm
concerned a good-bye kiss on the cheek can't make up for that.
Draga Stadjanovic is a proud woman, and refuses to let other
people ease their consciences at the expense of her own. At least
that's what Mitko says about me, and I think there is a little truth
in it.
Janet finally arrived, and that mother-of-a-son-on-the
dole gloated like a fat Australian whale. She said she had arrived
early so that the headmaster would still be at school, and that,
no, she didn't want a cup of tea because she'd just had one with
the principal. She said that although he'd been nice to her, he'd
had a very trying day and had reprimanded more children than
usual because he was feeling very strained. He had even caned
two boys, and enjoyed the release of tension; and what a pity it
was that today was the day that Mrs Stadjanks had to receive her
sentence. Janet then drew up a new roster with only three
cleaners on it, and while looking at the others, said that the
headmaster wanted to see me and we all knew what that meant.
Then she said that although there'll be only three cleaners doing
the work of four, they probably won't notice the difference
because you-know-who doesn't do much except snoop around
anyway. There are no words in the English language to describe
the explosive feelings that Draga Stadjanovic had in her soul at
that moment. Then, as I left the tea-room, Janet told me I should
learn to "mind my own business, Mrs Stadjanks". An atomic
bomb almost went off inside me.
As I w�ed towards the principal's office, I tried
desperately to think of ways to save my job. I initially decided
that I would pretend I couldn't speak English. This has always
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terminated unpleasant situations quickly for me in the past, and
has also had the effect of spreading the punishment over the
whole Yugoslavian community, which takes the focus off me.
Instead of "Draga Stadjanovic do this", if they think I can't
understand English it becomes "stupid Yugoslavian community".
Occasionally it is justifiable to sacrifice your ethnic pride for the
sake of "getting someone off your back", as Mitko says.
However, I remembered that Janet would have ensured that the
headmaster knew I understood the letters. So I walked into the
principal's office as a member of the English speaking
community. There was no way out.
He was sitting in his high-backed, grey leather chair. He
was rocking a little from side to side, as he turned his pen in his
finger-tips. He had the photo of his wife and children by his
telephone and in the centre of his desk were the handwritten
letters that rd re.ad the night before. I stood very still, looking at
the thick pile carpet in his room, waiting for my dismissal. At
that moment I felt so ashamed I could have crawled right under
his desk.
He said, "Mrs Stadjanowitz" (yet another variation on
my name), "this is very embarrassing for me. I know you've read
the letters, so how about a five dollar per week pay-rise so that
we keep this just our little secret?"
Draga Stadjanovic had miscalculated badly. I had not
considered that Australian headmasters can also feel shame. As
rve said before, some things have no cultural bounds. I took the
pay-rise and mopped my way down the corridor towards the rest
rooms.
My greatest moment was at that evening's tea-break. I
walked into the room a little late, so that everyone would be
there. I made sure I was smiling. Nobody expected me to return.
Assunta, still feeling guilty, offered to make me a cup of tea, and
I said no thanks because I'd just had one with the principal. I
started to talk about the weather, and how we hadn't had a cold
change for such a long time and that the school grass grounds
were starting to look very brown. I casually mentioned what a
nice man I thought the principal was and that I didn't think he
was at all the sort of teacher that would cane any of his pupils.
There is an Australian expression that describes how Janet
appeared at that point. Mitko taught it to me. It is "bursting at
the seams", I believe.
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I let a little time go by, waiting for Janet to explode. She
just had to ask - "well, Mrs Stadjanks, what did he say?"
I'd been waiting a long time for this.
"Mind your own business," I said.
Now that I have passed the pinnacle of my career, Mitko
and I are discussing leaving our jobs and " working our way up",
together. We will "stay put" for a while longer, but eventually
we would like to own a milkbar, somewhere close to where we
live. That is what I always thought "minding your own business"
was all about.
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Garden
Danny Gunzburg
Boredom is a pain I cannot de.al with.
A while ago I was not bored. Something very pretty
occupied my thoughts and I could do anything without being
annoyed or frustrated. When I brushed my teeth I remembered
that she had teeth and I instantly thought of her. When I drove to
the shops I looked at a particular house and I remembered
exactly what her smile was like. And it took only a tree swaying
in the wind to recall the very first time she kissed me, and an old
man watering his flower bed to recall the second. I would
entertain myself in this manner until I could actually see her and
my mind became the archives of old romantic movies.
One day I drove to her house. On the way I saw some
men playing cricket in a park and remembered how she opened
the front door, realising that she'd probably open it in that very
same way when I got there. I also saw a broken traffic light and
could suddenly hear her recite the words of her favourite song.
Not being bored was a very great thing and I forgot all about not
knowing what to think and not liking whatever it was I was
thinking.
When I got there she opened the door in a very different
way. I said hello to her and she answered, saying my name as if
it was written on the Berlin Wall. I said something funny to her
and she put on a thin, removable smile which looked nothing
like the house on the way to the shops.
"What's wrong?" I said
''Nothing," she said
I had to leave pretty soon after that for I could see that
she was slowly turning into a statue. Her hair was losing colour
and her eyes were turning to stone. The journey back to my
house was very sad and very difficult. I had to look at nothing.
The following few days I wasn't bored. I was anxious
and worried and I found two particular things very difficult to
do. Eating and sleeping. Every time I tried to eat something my
stomach clenched into a fist and punched my mouth shut and
every time I closed my eyes to sleep, millions of little worries
prised them open. I decided to send her a note:
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If you must leave me then
please do so quickly for there are
some things for which I must function
I need to eat. I need to sleep.
When you leave me I will send you a
tear in a sealed envelope every day for
ten thousand years.
What will you do with them all?
While I was waiting for a reply I thought of some things
that she might do with them I thought that perhaps she might
take them all out and pin them to a wooden board and show her
science professor. If it was good it could win a priz.e. Perhaps
she would take them out and strangle each one individually with
a strand of her hair. If she used a different strand each time she
would go bald. I wondered what else she could do with a bunch
of tears in envelopes. Maybe she wouldn't take them out at all
and just throw them in the incinerator. Then they would
evaporate.
This is what she did with my tears. After ten thousand
years she knocked on my door. She said nothing and no
elaborate gestures were made. She took an un-sealed envelope
from her back pocket, handed it to me and walked away. I said
'goodbye' but nothing came out of my mouth. In the envelope
was a dead flower and a short note:
I received your mail and, at first,
did not know what to do with it.
After weighing several options
I finally decided
to use your mail to water my garden.
Here is my garden.
Goodbye.
Yesterday I brushed my teeth and thought about the
decay I was preventing and hoped that my teeth would never fall
out. When I drove to the shops I thought about the price of
petrol and of receding hairlines, and when I saw the broken
traffic light I thought of super-annuation schemes. When I saw
the old man watering his flower bed I wondered if he'd ever
received a garden in the mail.
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I'm At The Mall
Ellen Rodger
Im at the mall and I go into Franklins or Coles whatever its
called and I put some stuff in my bag stockings and chocolate
and stuff and I go to walk out and I notice the girl at the cash
register checking everyones bags so I put the stuff back Im so
angry Im fucking starving and I go and sit on one of those
plastic seats outside the supermarket and I just sit there for ages
watching people come and go getting really pissed off with that
girl at the checkout and I see this guy has got so much shopping
he can hardly carry it all and I go up to him and ask him for a
couple of bucks I ask him politely and this arsehole keeps
walking as if he didnt hear me I know he did and I call out you
fucking bastard I want to kill this guy and when I go back to the
seat theres this old guy sitting there and I ask him for a smoke
and he gives me one and lights it for me he looks about sixty hes
really neat and tidy looking hes got a little hankie sticking out of
his shirt pocket he reminds me of someone and I say to him look
I dont mean to be rude but Ive got no money could you give me
just enough for some bread and stuff and he says he calls me
miss he says Im sorry miss I dont have any money on me and I
swear I almost start crying then he says Ive got some at home if
you want to come with me so I say yeah Ill come with you and
we start walking and on the way hes telling me all this stuff how
bes lived in his house ever since he got married thirty seven
years and then he says but my wifes dead now Ill never move
theyll have to carry me out and we get to his house its just like
him a neat little garden no weeds or anything and inside its dark
but really tidy dark furniture with little lace doilies on top of
everything and china and things little ornaments and crockery
and I start to feel really nervous I dont know why theres
something about all this tidiness that makes me want to smash
this place up and then he says Ill make us a cup of tea and I say
yeah but I just want to get out of there get the money and go and
bes fiddling around in the kitchen and Im just feeling really
strange really nervous and he starts talking about his wife the
dead one and how much he loved her and when I look at this
guy hes got tears in his eyes and Im really starting to get the
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shits with him are you married yourself he asks me no Im not
married I say and hes looking at my tits Ill give you some extra
money he says if you spend the afternoon with me his eyes still
on my tits I havent had a woman since my wife died ten years he
says okay I say fifty bucks and he nods his head get the money I
say and Ill finish making the tea and bring it into the bedroom so
off he trots and I watch him pick up a clock on the dressing
table and pull out fifty bucks and then he takes off his shoes and
gets into bed with all his clothes on and Im feeling ill at the
thought of fucking this prick and before I go in I take some pills
and without thinking I whack a few quite a lot into his cup and
take the tea into the bedroom the blinds are down and its dark
and creepy and hes sitting there in bed fully clothed and I think
no wonder you havent had a woman since your wife died heres
your tea and you give me the money and he gives me the fifty
hop in he says hop in darling I hate that word and I put on this
little girl voice and say drink your tea first I need a bit of time to
get in the mood and I take off my top and he grabs my tits
straight away moaning and grabbing me and hes trying to pull
me down towards him dont rush me I say just play with my tits
for a little while dont be greedy and hes talking rubbish to me do
you mind if I call you Sylvia he says thats my wifes name Oh
God Im thinking and hes starting to slur his words a bit Im
going to give you a better time than Sylvia ever did I say and I
take off my skirt with my back to him and when I go back to the
bed hes nodded off and I go to the clock but theres no more
money there so I go through his pockets and his drawers through
the whole fucking house and I cant find a cent I cant believe it
Ive almost fucked this guy and hes lying there with his mouth
open dribbling and I grab some omarnents and the clock and Im
about to go I just want to get the fuck away from here away
from him and I look at him lying in bed hes still got all his
clothes on and I just hate his fucking guts you ugly old bastard I
say right up close to him you fucking old prick and Im standing
there staring at him hating him and Im holding the clock and I
lift up my arm and bring it down on his face and he moves and I
do it again and again I just keep smashing the clock into his face
till he stops moving
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No Escape From The Rainbow
Bronwyn Rodden
It's a summer day. Near the sea's pillow of sand is a
white-painted pavilion. Flags of all colours fly from its turrets
and a black and white striped awning welcomes the hundreds of
people creeping in a slow crocodile into the theatre. Inside, the
seats are tiered down to the crimson curtains reaching from the
floor of the stage to the ceiling. The lights are low and it takes
the audience some time to adjust from the glaring beach
brightness outside.
From the wings on the left of the stage emerges a small
boy, rustling the curtain as he makes his way to the centre. ffis
hair is pulled into a cylinder of ocelot firr and his suit is of red
satin His whitened face is framed with harsh painted eyebrows
and slashed with a vermilion mouth. He grins and screws up his
eyes and fists tight; it's time to begin.
He bends and pulls apart the curtains and walks off as
they continue to open by themselves. Inside is a girl of about
five years of age with huge false eyelashes. Her dress is orange
with white spots and a frilly petticoat. She has bright yellow hair
and is standing on a box which is covered with flowers made
from crepe paper. She smiles at the audience and they smile
back. She bends one leg slightly and curves her heel out, looking
down to the floor. The audience begins to clap in encourage
ment. She continues to look down, turning her ankle in and out,
one finger rising to her mouth. She wiggles a loose front tooth.
The audience continues to applaud. As she looks up the clapping
increases. Raising her oversized eyelashes she reveals the palest
eyes and a hush crosses the crowd
With one quick jump she is off the box and standing on
the floor. An organ-grinder starts up and she performs a series of
steps; one to the side, then back, one to the other side, then back.
Up and down the stage she moves; point and in, point and in,
front and side and back and bend and bend, her yellow hair
falling behind her shoulder like a fan. She looks straight at a
person in the front row who has absently been watching her skirt
rise and fall as she moves, revealing frilly knickers beneath. She
stops and smooths her skirt, then walks over to the box and kicks
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it. From it comes a sound like a cough. Now each time she
comes downstage she casts a wide-eyed glance at the audience
and when she passes the box she kicks it. Each time she does,
the coughing sound issues from it. At last she starts to run
around the stage, faster and faster, spinning as she goes, her skirt
rising into the air then: she stops short, teetering with the
gathered momentum. From within the spotted bodice of her dress
she pulls a shiny, plastic cigarette lighter. Smiling, she skips to
the box, curtsies and bends over, putting the flame to it. In the
height of the fire and smoke, an unintelligible cough turns to a
moan. The curtain falls.
When it re-opens, the boy is alone and there is no sign
either of the girl or the box, except for a small charred square in
the centre of the stage. His vermilion lips open his face into a
smile and he indicates with a black-nailed finger a spotlight
focussed high up near the ceiling and all necks crane to it.
There's another boy, about eleven, shinnying up a rope to the
point at which the spotlight meets the wall. He turns to the
audience a face painted green as nasturtium leaves, above a lime
jumpsuit. From somewhere near him he grasps a trapeze swing
and leaps from the rope into the air.
The audience draws in its collective breath and the
spotlight follows him He swings harder and faster, first sitting
on the swing, then falling backwards like a suicide, just catching
the bar of the swing at the last second with his legs, hanging
upside-down. He moves like a pendulum, back and forth, back
and forth. The eyes of the audience swing back and forth with
him, one side to another, back and forth, back and forth. Then
something begins to protrude from his mouth. He is pushing
something out from between his lips. A white object. It grows
wider, poking further and further out of his mouth. Then, with a
hard push from his jaws, it pops out and spirals unevenly
through the air like a football.
The spotlight follows it until it smashes onto the stage
far below. When it hits, pieces of shell fly everywhere and
people in the front row shield their eyes from them Its blue
liquid contents splatter in all directions. Then, there is another,
and another, the spotlight moving erratically from the trapeze to
the floor, the mouth popping one after another of the eggs until
the stage is a viscous coagulation of blue. The eggs stop and the
spotlight returns to the green-faced trapeze artist, still swinging,
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back and forth. Then, he swings faster and faster until it is
difficult for the spot to keep up. He becomes two shades of
green ribbon across the top of the theatre. Then, he leaps off,
spinning over and over again in a tight ball, hurtling to the floor
into which he crashes only to bounce up again from piles of blue
nylon feathers which have formed from the molten mass,
scattering them through the audience. The curtain falls.
For several minutes after the applause, there is no sound.
Then some mumbling starts from behind the curtains. The boy
ringleader slips through to the centre of the stage. He has
changed into the dress of a clown. His face is still white but his
nose is now a large plastic sphere and when he grins it melts into
one with the vermilion lips. His suit is of gold and silver and on
his head is a wig of indigo hair. He stands with his arms
outstretched and then begins to perform cartwheels, one after
another across the stage to the left. Then he starts again, turning
over and over until he reaches the wings at the right of the stage,
the bells on his shoes jingling. Finally, he stands erect at the side
of the stage and claps his hands once. The curtains open with a
metallic squeal.
As they part, they reveal a huge mirror. It is as tall as the
pelmet and wide as the stage. It glitters in the theatre lights and a
thousand faces swim in it as the audience stares in hushed
silence at the magnified images of themselves. But it isn't just
that they are their own faces. It is what has happened to them
Each one is contorted with the exaggeration of their features: a
woman with a turned-up nose looks at her face almost covered
with a large, ugly curve of flesh and two giant nostrils with
protruding hairs; a man with a long chin has a face stretching
almost to the floor; a child with freckles has huge, black warts.
So, the collection of faces looks more and more
distressed and, one by one, they start to look away. The
ringleader laughs and laughs, louder and louder in front of the
muttering, unhappy crowd. Soon there is a sound of scraping feet
and then stamping as the unhappiness grows. The laugh grows
too, so that it seems to take over the whole theatre, echoing from
its ceiling where the green-faced boy joins in
Then, there is a sound in the ceiling, a wrenching and
crunching that seems to come from all corners at once. Chunks
of plaster fall onto those below and the audience tries to move
from their seats but find themselves stuck. Bits and pieces fall
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everywhere and soon the roof is loosened from the theatre and
amid the screams and cries, is lifted off.
The people freeze at the sight of the violet sky above
them, then with fear at the now-giant face of the girl as it moves
across, blocking it out, bending over them, her breath a gust of
stale peanut butter sandwiches. She smiles and all thousand of
the audience can see she has lost her front tooth. She winks one
giant eyelash and raises a grubby hand for all to see the huge,
plastic cigarette lighter with its flame as big as a volcano.
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Matisse and his Quilt
Benjamin Gilmour
I once had a guitar
just like that one.
I couldn't play it though
(I mean
I couldn't play it well).
So I hung it
on a red wall
(It should have been a blue wall though,
because guitars look best on blue walls).
I put a table underneath
the guitar
and I moved the old lamp
onto it.
(I should have moved the bowl of fruit
onto it, because guitars look best with bowls of fruit
on table.5 under them).
It was a beautiful guitar,
just like that one,
but I had to give it away.
I can't remember quite why now,
I might have given it to Julian,
the man in the paint shop.
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The Evidence She Leaves In Rooms
Alan Close
her vast calm
her flawless teeth
her woman's triangle
the breasts she says aren't hers
the way she raises her hands in the air
and says, "I don't know
whose they think they're supposed to be"
her one lazy eyelid
her nose made crooked by a horse
her pigeon toes
her not quite bow legs
the way she shakes hands with her sisters
and disappears with their kids
as soon as they arrive
"1his is when you really need children,"
she said once when I was depressed
"They're the best way to make you forget yourself'
the scar on her belly, thin as a scalpel
the ears she measures the world against
"Now wasn't he a little puppy ears!"
something she said once in a dream
"I could tell from his eyes he couldn't sing"
her diet: love hearts, lemon fizzes, musk
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sticks, fiuit tingles
a carrot, crisps and gin for tea
and in a letter, "I've eaten the last
of your pubic hairs"
a note I found, written to herself
"You can't say you weren't warned!"
the books of her childhood, fat from re-reading
and dog eared (a term she likes)
the photo of her at Knossos aged eight
gawky as a foal, her arm in a sling
from another horse, her ears bent flat
under a huge hat
her breast obsession
from having three sisters
the way she moves so slowly
"From childhood," she says, "from wanting to be invisible"
the evidence she leaves in rooms:
a washed cup, a curled match beside the stove
the way she says "My heart is full! "
her spider writing
My name in it on envelopes
her huge mouth
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brewarrina tip
Coral Hull
dad likes going to brewarrina tip/ just on dark/ taking his
two hysterical cattle dogs with him/ radford is one of them/
as red as the thick dust coating! on the ford dashboard/ the
dogs like the tip/ they find things to eat/ dad likes it/ he
finds things/ yamevano/ wotyarfind/ downther/ people/
throwinout/ goodgere/ when he arrives back from the tip/
its about 1 1 .00 pm/ all the drunks of the house/ have hit the
grey salvation army blankets/ & are twisting about in dirty
sheets/ with sweaty foreheads/ & disjointed mumblings of
dreams/ that cannot surface/ & the questioning call/ of a
mopoke owl/ from the black box tree/ outside the kitchen
window/ or a wotafuck/ yaronabout/ or the crackle & split/
of carpet crunched bones/ from local camp dogs/ apart from
this/ & the frantic shuffling! of newspaper mice/ & some
deep bush snoring! from a backroom leading onto a
verandah/ the house is quiet/ & washed in streetlight/ from
a single streetlamp/ the house is how dad likes it/ dad
comes home from brewarrina tip/ & into my bedroom/ now
mumbling to himself/ half full on rum/ first he switches on
the bedroom light/ as i struggle to wake up/ i am struck
with its brightness/ he flashes a childs yellow raincoat in
front of me/ yarmitelikthis/ itsnotblak/ butyarmitelikit/
tarwhere/ inmelbon/ cuntofaplace/ melbon/ like newcarsel/
orwoolongongl dad stands over the bed/ & empties his tip
findings/ onto the heads of myself & sleeping partner/
pieces of dried grass/ catheads & pebbles/ paper & socks/
& the mangoey taste of sour tip/ falling onto my face/ i say
half awake/ fuckoffdadfuckoffl dad says/ fuckyathen/ &
stomps out to the kitchen/ a small piece of paper/ in his left
hand/ he talks to himself/ & i founsumpoetry/
dunnowotitmeans/ it ses/ heypolli wiggle/ hey polliwogl
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wunnathesdays/ ilbe afrogl dad contemplates this at the
kitchen table/ lights up a cigarette/ with a filter on it/ he
has stopped drinking for the night/ nowino/ wota wogis/
butwotsa polliwiggle/ itsgotmefucked/ a few drunks/ from
rooms adjoining! groan painfully out/ from their dark grey
blankets/ garyshutthar fuckup/ fuchup/ shuttharfuckup/ but
dad continues to enjoy/ his brewarrina tip philosophy/ &
the occasional response/ from bed wetting drunks/ but i am
awake/ & upon listening to dad/ i soon find out/ that
radford has been left behind/ on one of the sheep
properties/ adjacent the tip/ sheepkilla/ thatdogsheepkilla/
shit dad/ i rouse myself from bed/ shaking eddie awake/ &
bringing him with me/ dad where have you left the dog.I
naarr/ dumptharfuckindog/ donwannafuckindog/
e.5aSheepkilla/ dad im getting really angry/ & fearful for the
dog! which has been left/ where men shoot dogs for having
spots/ & for barking alot/ we half carry my father to the
ford/ & load him in the back with the spare tyre/
fucradford/ fuckindogl fuckim/ esasheepkilla/ the straight
road to the tip/ takes us twelve minutes/ we drive off the
track/ & into the night of an abandoned property/ dad
complaining! that he cant see properly/ & trying to count
dead sheep/ we find radford sitting in the middle of a
claypan/ in our headlights/ by a section of broken fence &
watertank/ we find the dog waiting! where dad had left
him/ radford bounds in through the open window/ & licks
dads face/ & claws him up the chest/ through his open
ripped shirt/ dad falls back/ & hits his head on the toolbox/
there is no moon/ no dead sheep/ just the quick drive home/
an excited dog & dads snoring! eddie is driving! apart from
that it is very dark/
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white mouse
Coral Hull
my mother/ called me into her bedroom/ leaving my
brothers outside/ just once/ her attention/ was focused/ on
me/ she looked down & said: you are going to bleed/ she
shuflled the plastic lime packet/ with flowers on it/ &
clouds/ pulling out the huge white panty pad/ & the huge
white tampon/ with elastic belt to match/ you strap it on
like this/ & you will bleed/ every four weeks/ mum said:
there will be pain/ i thought: i must have done something
wrong! & the huge white tampon/ dangling before me/ on
thin white string! it would block the natural flow of blood/ i
crept from the bedroom/ unable to tell my brothers/ what
she had said/ in the afternoon/ my mother sobbing! around
the side trellis/ in her crumpled hand/ in the shadow of the
house/ my white mouse: milly/ bloated with cancer/ she
swung it by the tail/ smashed it on the red brick wall/ like
the petshop owner had told her to/ for a moment it swung!
suspended/ like cloud/ in the blue of day/ like a powder
puffi' or a ball of seed fluffi' i reached up/ & almost caught
it/ before it came down hard/ like a bloody hammer/
pounding! again & again/ it hooked for its life/ to her bone
white knuckles/ its half dead eyes/ & the way that its
claws/ tiny & pink/ clutched at her sleeves/ my childs head/
against her legs/ my mother frantid unable to kill iV i
crushed her knees/ beneath her skirt/ her pale green apron/
coming aparV my brown hair fountain/ coming undone/ the
hard dried blood/ squeaking! & tiny pink ribbon/ shrieking!
on her forearm/ let it die mum/ please let it die
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Women don't go out in the wind 1
Petrina Barson
She has a 24 inch waist
and I have
two weeks until the school dance
how much do you have to eat
in two weeks to stay alive.
I can see it now it'll be like
I'm not there it'll be like
I'm just a moving splot on
the screen with everybody
trying to look through me
to see Madonna Personally,
I think Madonna is a bloody
splot on the bloody screen.
She has skin that makes me sick
and I have
clearasil and facial scrubs and
Never Use Oils On The Face and
make sure the stripes go up and down
because if they go around you look fatter.
What can you do with hair like this
I mean there's always one bit
that has to do something different
and she never uses hairspray and
always wakes up in the morning with
her hair done.
But one thing's for sure.
When I lose two stone and
when I get enough money to have
my skin done then
I will be like
that I will
be.
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''I didn't know in the blood and lymph " Etching by Sarah Tomasetti
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Grief
Glen Tomasetti

I went into his workshop. Looked.
So many tools, so many fertilisers, so many
blocks of wood, his raincoat, three old hats,
I left them there, dear Dad.
Your tools, your clothes for gardening
bring me closest to you innocent.
They set off the tears I need.
I only wanted
the gardening shoes that sat on the kitchen steps
when your feet were not in them; their ankle shape
described your walk, your stance upon the earth.
You died. They stayed there.
Going to the house for whatever people do
before a funeral, I liked to see them.
Five days after your death, I asked,
"What's happened to Dad's gardening shoes?"
"They've gone with the garbage," I heard
and next day, by phone, "Sorry. I'm really sorry."
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Now you see her, now you don't
Louise Wakeling
At that time of the month this one could kill,
barbed words her weapons, if not bare hands;
in twenty-four hours she'll bend white light
along the spectrum's length from love to hate
and back again. This week, before the deluge,
in her over-heated manic room,
she'll stick you on a spike for later,
or eye you like you're some rogue wave
towering over her frail craft.
Your usual imperfections cut no ice
with her, your messy life
that threatens dissolution.
This week it's you that is the problem,
the stranger on her shore,
fly in the ointment but not, no not
the pearl in her oyster.
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While something murderous, refractory,
shapes her cells, love's a bare hedge
where you hunch on lower branches,
waiting for the sun to shine.
From where you are, her savage swoops
can make you gasp, beak opening
and closing in astonishment, and when
she's gone upstairs it's Apocalypse now.
You sink into the bleak places
and the future looks dusty
where you run your finger
down its planes.
An hour later, maybe less,
she's light descending a staircase
to utter something kind, and you watch the prism
of her face disperse a double rainbow
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On Top. Underneath. Side by Side.
Cymbeline
On top. Underneath. Side by side.
From behind.
In the shower.
On the balcony.
From above, reaching down.
In the kitchen.
On the phone.
Watching television.
At the movies. In the car.
In the bushes - behind a rock.
Up a tree.
On the beach. In the waves.
On the train. In the toilets.
Under the rhododendrons.
Next to the river.
At a party.
On the table. Under the table.
At home in bed.
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Untitling
Felicity Lewis
she goes to the tattooist
after a long time
she offers up
her careful marking:
i want this
on my heart
she says.
he looks at the design gripping
his needle
his knuckles read

L - 0 - V - E.
i can't do this
he says get a proper design
not so complicated
reduced in size.
she says
0.
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Men's Talk
Leah Mow-Yojfee

The wind smooths his cheek.
His soft straight hair
rolls at his shoulder.
The v-neck shirt is open
and laced loosely with a cord.
Several curls peep through.
The shirt sleeves billow
and gather at the wrists.
He is a modern Troubadour.
The tram arrives.
I jolt out of my fantasy
and move with the crowd.
The conductor shouts
at the Troubadour,
"You can't keep the door open."
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He gallantly replies,
"It was closing
on her head, you fool."
The conductor retorts,
"You're not allowed.... and anyway
who'd want to pick you up?"
The young man responds
with reflected light
in his eye.

"I'm available, anytime mate."
The conductor turns his head.
A diamond glints in his ear.
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Metamorphosis
Mi.chael de Valle
This is where it begins
This is where the needle goes in
licks and stings
Tongues blue litmus
and shoots in a rainbow
Tracks its way along
pearly purple stencil lines
to find and make its mark
The neon door sign beckons
OPEN!
Here you can buy Metamorphosis
Not sleepy numb and sweaty
or pinpoint pupil headrush
Instead a sensation cryptic
Pain that almost isn't mine
but is
Blacks Blues Yellows Reds
fonn wet and bloodied wings
This thing stings in colour
Scabs in technicolour
Fixes beneath the surface
Sheds its skin as flecks of paint
And for eighty dollars
becomes a Butterfly on a Bicep.
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beyond prose
for jas h. duke

Eric Beach

I walked him half-carried him to a cab
thought he was drunk all of a sudden
but now I think maybe it was th diabetes
that perhaps neither of us knew about then
to flake out so dramatically
jas was even heavier than he looked
I feel th weight of his arm
around my shoulder
a generous friend
who never gave much away
a natural anarchist
being able to talk & listen at th same time
'my experience of consensus' he told me
'is that th one with th loudest voice wins'
jas had a very loud voice
seldom raised off stage
he began as a stuttering human saxophone
aint no be bop where he's gone
he broke his leg on th post-office steps
& died on th lips of a song
almost, reading a poem
to th entire ward
in a very loud voice
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The Terrible Twins
Both from childhoods
of violence guilt grew
into a sneaking suspicion
of each other.
The Secret Blame.
They never spoke about it.
200 years of rape fantasies
The habitual destruction
The pretence of reconciliation
The Terrible Twins.
"I was born first"
"I was conceived first,"
"you always come first."
"I gave you my ribbons"
"Yeh your seconds
you beat me by seconds."
long hair and a tan
identity skin tight
on legs made to open
before she knew why
her sister had jeans
that hung on her hips
a coathanger for other's
expectations.
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Kerry Loughrey

Sydney was always prettier.
From her naked beginning
her baby blue eyes held
the promise. This paradise
must go on forever
She succeeded too early
Explorers disappointed
they found the end of her curves
but returned
to the warm fresh faced girl
with flowers in her hair
a breath of a Balmain breeze
her mind trendy and political in Glebe
leaving Kings Cross her crotch
dried up, barefooted
her clit's on speed
Sweet Sister Sydney
introduces herself
with a surname
and a space to be impressed
Melbourne covers small breasts
walks on wide streets
with dirty fingernails
on beautiful hands
a flat land
where tram tracks connect
each friend to the next
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She'd tried to look like Sydney
and failed.
Little London glassed over,
mirror memory of Mother England
only sun in her eyes.
Rebellion by destruction
National Trust in charge
of postcard reproductions
A mesh of metal arms
reach for potential
The sky's the limit
look up look up
'two real estate executives
look out from company cars
one saw mud
the other stars.
Sydney and Melbourne
Australia's double trouble
The Terrible Twins
Australia's self abuse
Sing me to sleep Anna
Sing me
silent night
All is calm Kerry
all is right.
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Graphic by Libby Hart
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Short Poems
Cheryl Paul
Inspired by a poetry workshop nm by Eric Beach All
Saints Day 1992.
Untitled
He knocked
uninvited
got
ten years
Selfishness
He came.
She waited.
He went.
Honesty
It looks
ruce.
Dishonesty
It looks

ruce.
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Everyone Hates A Drunk
Chris Grierson
Everyone hates a drunk
in a bar
telling you what shot
to play next,
it's like you're a
kid again,
and he's your
father,
so you don't play
his shots,
and you lose
the game,
and he goes
on and on
about it:
how you wasted
opportunity
and time,
and the hated
if onlysIf only he
wasn't drunk
and instead
just quietly stoned.
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Vis
ACR
I was born in australia
I am named after my grandmother from vis.
Vis - an island in the adriatic sea
I can show you a pocket travel guide that says
Greeks settled on vis
Two thousand four hundred years ago
Planting grapevines.
It's 1914 - my grandmother is seven.
She is on a ship
With her mother, brother and two sisters.
She is sailing from vis forever.
She is sailing from the adriatic sea
She is sailing to the indian ocean
To the port of fremantle
To her father
To boulder
Where her father works as a miner &
·Her mother has three more children.
To the swan valley
To a vineyard
Where her parents settle.
It's 1 992 - I'm opening a letter from an uncle.
He says he tries to visit vis in 1980 but
Is not allowed on the island.
He says there are graves
Of our relatives
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In the cemetery
Of the Church
On vis.
That the church has been there since 1 587.
He says his brother visited the island in 1989.
That restrictions were lifted.
That my grandmother's sister went there last year.
It's 1992 - I'm standing in a bookstore
On elizabeth street melboume
I'm reading a pocket travel guide.
It tells me:
Vis is a naval base.
Foreign tourists are not allowed to visit vis.
Apply to the military authorities first.
I check the edition - '88/'89.
I am born in australia
I am named after my grandmother from vis.
I am walking out of a bookstore in melboume.
I am picturing me
In the cemetery
On vis
Reading the names
On the graves.
I am carrying a question:
Do I have to apply to the military authorities first?
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It's the last thursday november 1992.
I'm standing in my office.
There's a call for me line 6 std.
I pick up the phone &
Hear a voice telling me
My grandmother died this morning 2.30.
I replay the last time I saw her.
In the garden
When she saw the olive tree
& her arm shot out - pointing to it
"Watcha-ma-call-it! watcha-ma-call-it! "
And the time before that when she could
Still get her tongue to work
When she lit up when she saw me & said
"You're beautiful".
I was born in australia
I was named after my grandmother from vis.
I was standing in my office.
I was talking on the phone line 6 std.
I was dictating a death notice for the frrst time:
Goodbye to the beautiful Anna, my grandmother
Whose name I carry.
Love Ann.
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The Abortion
Elaine Fell
with the absolute heart of the JX>em of life butchered out of
their own bodies good to eat a thousandyears
lv.ister Ginsberg
I thought I had a virus but Anna bought me a Home Test
Pregnancy Kit and the beads turned green and so I went to
the abortionist.
'Well of course you'll be killing it' said the receptionist to a
woman on the telephone - 'three months or four months
either way you'll be killing it'
She looked at me - 'she's asking me if she'll be killing it
and I'm trying to tell her that of course she'll be killing it'
'Is this a good time for you to be having a baby?' asked the
Doctor 'I can see by the look on your face it isn't now this is what
we're going to do'
She took out plastic models of female reproductive organs
and medical equipment
I can't remember what she said but she quickly put them
away
In the crowded waiting room the receptionist asked 'Can you come for your operation tomorrow?'
'No' I said
'Well when can you come? How pregnant are you?' she
said
'Next week and not very' I said
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'When you come don't wear nailpolish - we have to see if
your fingernails are turning blue - and don't wear high
heels - we don't want you clattering down the stairs all
drugged'
'No' I said
'I suppose you've thought about the biological time clock
ticking on and you might as well keep the bun in the oven'
said Maggie
'yes' I said
'You better get it out quick' said Laura 'For God's sake you can't have it you have no husband no money no place to live'
'No' I said
'When I had an abortion I was very anxious and guilty and
upset' she said 'On the day I had to stop the taxi and ring a Buddhist monk
I knew to ask him if I was doing the right thing. He said to
imagine the energy in your uterus and try to move it into
your heart - to pay respect to the life that's there'
'You mean the way some people in foreign cultures thank a
fish before they eat it?' I said
'Oh! Come on! We're not talking about a fish here - we're
talking about another human being' said Laura
'Yes' I said
'Do you realise Elaine that in all this not once have you
asked me if I want to have a baby?' said Paul
'Do you want to have a baby?' I asked
'No' he said
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Possums were playing in the tree outside my bedroom
window and I was throwing them bits of apple
'those possums love that tree' I said
'They're building a nest for their young' said Paul and I
laughed
'You'll probably feel miserable after the abortion' said
Karen 'Just remember it's only your hormones'
'I've been noticing babies in prams' said Anna 'Have you been noticing babies?'
'No' I said
'After this needle you won't feel a thing' said the
anaesthetist
'That's easy for him to say isn't it?' said the Doctor
I didn't answer because the top of my head was buzzing
and tingling then there was darkness
This darkness was the worst thing days later I dreamed the doctors rummaged through my
guts and checked out how much lung damage I'd done from
smoking and how many fillings I needed in my teeth
after a few weeks
everything was silent and still as if nothing happened
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Tobin Bronze
Grant Caldwell
He's probably dead now
but in 1967
I was twenty
a student
at Caulfield
Caulfield Cup Day
there to back him mainly
the big chestnut
with the golden mane.
He was six to one
with 59 kilos
all the smarties
reckoned he couldn't carry it
the one and a half miles
against those other champions
some with 9 or 10 kilos less.
I already had a couple of good wins
so I bet my $30
on the nose
(that was a lot of money to me then)
and went up half an hom early
to get a seat in the stand
overlooking the winning post
watching the crowd
filling the gaps
the rising noise
and the cololll"S
down on the grass
and then the horses
starting to parade
in the saddling enclosme.
You could pick him
before his number went on
he stood out
not just for his size.
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My heart was beginning to bang in my chest
and not just because of the money
drinking in every second of the parade
the hoops in their silks
clambering and swinging up
into their saddles
adjusting
listening to the last minute instructions.
And big Tobin
leading them out
onto the track
in front of the stand
packed now
to the rafters
stopping there though
in front of the gate
so all the others had to wait
so everyone and everything
had to wait
standing there
no matter how much his jockey urged
standing and turning his head
to look at the crowd the owners, the trainers, the saddlers, the stewards, the
bookies, the pencillers, the members, the fashion ladies, the
two-bob ptmters, the once-a-year revellers, the hard cases,
the rtmners, the pick-pockets, the scrotmgers, the emu
bobs, the cleaners, the stall-holders, the attendants, the tote
operators, the broadcasters, the newscameras, the millions
listening to their radios all waiting
just for him
to lift his head like that
to look at them like that
like some kind of proclamation
lifting his tail like that
his golden tail
to let drop
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the golden bricks of his bowels
on the hallowed turf
for all those following
to walk through.
And it was the way he did it
got me most of all
before dropping his tail again
and walking on
then cantering off
around to the start.
I gave up my seat in the stand
ran down the six flights of stairs
and had the rest of my money
another sixty dollars
four weeks rent
on the nose
getting 13 to 2 now.
And by the time I got back
I could hardly get in the stand
let alone a seat or standing room
So I climbed the wall by the stairs
and hung on
like some kind of monkey
from the rafters
where I could see everything clearly enough
alternating arms
to ease the strain
which I forgot when the race began.
I couldn't hear the broadcast
for the noise of the crowd
but it didn't matter
I could see big Tobin
second or third last
all
the
way
around
in the field of twenty-four
not starting his move
till well before the top turn
then coming on
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ranging wide around them
so when they turned for home
two fin-longs out
and they fanned
eight or nine wide across the track
he was out in no man's land
but it didn't matter
he could have gone even wider
he could have
gone into the stand itself
and still come back and won
he just mowed them down
I was yelling my heart out
leaping about like a lunatic
hanging from my arms
as he gobbled them up
storming home
down the middle of the track
the most beautiful animal you could see
and it wasn't just the money
it was the way he did it
streaking away
winning by two lengths or more
going away on the line.
I was shaking like a bastard
as I dropped to my feet
in the crowd
running down the stairs
my legs like jelly
repeating
over and over
as I went:
You fucking beauty!
YOU fucking beauty!
heading for the bookie's pay-out line
changing with every step
a man into a gambler.
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Grilling Caldwell
An Interview with Grant Caldwell conducted in Bnmswick
12 November and 22 December 1992. Questions by Kevin
Brophy and lvfyron Lysenko.

Grant Caldwell was born in Melbourne in 1947. He travelled overseas
in the 70's and lived in Sydney during the 80's before returning to
Melbourne in 1 992. He has established a reputation as a novelist, short
story writer and poet.
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Q: When didyou decide to become a writer and why?
A: I didn't decide to become a writer, I merely began writing.
Why I did this is also something I don't know the answer to. I
don't think anyone can know the answer to the why of anything;
you can only in retrospect guess at why you did one thing or
another. Nearly everything I've done has a duality about it. I
began to write poetry about my disillusionment as a school
teacher at about the same time that I began to write some love
poems to a particular woman.
So why didyou suddenly begin to write this poetry? It must have
been because you'd read some poetry before?
No, I hadn't read much. I studied economics at Melbourne
University. Literature wasn't a big thing in my life. I studied
literature at high school and I had enjoyed it, but I couldn't do
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arts at university because I didn't have the prerequisites. I didn't
do much reading then - the heaviest type of literature I read in
those days was John Fowles I think and things like that.
Your early poems seem to have some eastern irifluence.
Welt that's a surprise to me, because I hadn't read any of the
eastern poets and philosophers at that stage - all fd read was the
usual school literature: Shakespeare, Walter de la Mare, etcetera
...
What happened after you wrote your early poems?
I read them to people and they seemed to enjoy them. Someone
su�ed I could perhaps get some of them published. So I read
a few anthologies put out by 'Sun Books'. I sent them some
poems and while they didn't take any, they were very kind and
said they enjoyed my poems and they gave me a list of small
magazines. So I sent six poems off to 'Saturday Club Book of
Poetry' and to my amazement they accepted three of them.
Who ·was editing that?
Patricia Laird. She was an amazing influence in the early days of
some writers. She was the first person to publish Eric Beach,
Rae Desmond Jones, Joanne Bums and others.
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Were your parents readers?
Yes, my father was a fan of C J Dennis, Paterson, Lawson as
well as a lot of detective fiction and my mother always read a
lot, but we never talked about literature much. They didn't read
much of the classics - they were into a kind of more middle
ground literature. And I was more into sport, women and
drinking - they were my main concerns until my early twenties.
In your first book The Screaming Frog that Ralph Ate there is a
recurring metaphor of the last frog left in the world, and I was
wondering if that was a metaphor for love?
It's possible. Sometimes metaphors are unintentional, sometimes
you don't realise the metaphors you're making. Theyre probably
the best metaphors. Everything could be seen as a metaphor nothing exists on its own; everything is connected.
OK, so you wrote some poems, and got some published When
did you first get up and read your poetry in public?
I was writing quite a lot and getting more poetry rejected than
accepted and because I'd got good response from my friends, I
had a feeling that it would be good to read it to a live audience.
A friend was running a kind of cabaret place in Sydney called
'The Son of Roxy', in Oxford Street Darlinghurst and every
Monday they had a kind of open slather night and people like
Peter Blakely, Geoff Kelso and Tommy Emmanuel and his
brother performed there. I read almost the same poems every
Monday night for nine months. If you read a poem that goes
down well, you tend to fall back on that poem quite a lot
because you're afraid to try out new poems. One night I
introduced a poem and some guy yelled out "We've heard it
before." I said, "Well you're going to hear it again" and
everybody cheered me. The Screaming Frog That Ralph Ate was
one that I read a lot.
So that was your first hit?
Yes, I suppose you could put it that way.
And you were hooked?
Yair. To hear your own voice and to get back to the poem again,
to get that immediate reaction, that connection - that's great. To
read a poem effectively you have to virtually get back to where
you were when you wrote, when you conceived the poem A
public reading also throws up any flaws in the poem
You had an unliterary background, unliterary interests and
unliterary education, so it seems it's a surprising direction for
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you to be heading this way now. � be a writer when the
rewards for it are obscurity, poverty ...
Yes, but you're looking at it from the wrong angle. Those things
may be true, but by saying that you're implying there are no
rewards. The work itself has to be the main reward - though
sometimes the process is agonising ...
What I'm asking is, what is it that turnedyou so radicaUy in this
direction?
rd never found anything before that gave me such a sense of
satisfaction of expression rd always been very shy, always had
difficulty telling people what I thought and felt. So in 1 971 at
the age of 24 I suppose I was bursting to say what I felt. I found
this avenue of expression, which was poetry, and that was my
reward
Economical.ly then, yaw life since 1977, when you gave up fidl
time worA; has been a struggle?
Oh yair. But when I made that heroic decision, I wasn't so naive
as to think rd make money out of my writing. Although I did
hope Malabata would be published in a couple of years and that
would make me some money. But it wasn't published until 1991.
Yourfirst love is poetry, but you write stories and novels as well.
What's the difference between yow- prose and poetry?
I don't think there is, except in form. A great novel is a great
poem A writer told me recently that he found Malabata very
poetic, that it reads like a long prose poem For me the form is
usually already informed by the subject, the idea - I rarely have
the problem of what form the idea is to be written in.
Do you feel that Malabata is a breakthrough bookfor you? Your
writing in that book seemed to become more fluid
Malabata is a culmination of about twelve years of solid writing,
during which I probably wrote a few million words working on
other pieces as well. The only way you're going to learn how to
write is to write, and read, as much as you can.
With yow- stories there doesn't seem to be much attention paid to
the description of characters - especial.ly in The Revolt of the
Coats.
I'm more interested in depicting characters by what they do and
say, and how they say it, than what they look like. Appearances
are deceptive - what you see is not what you get.
The Revolt of the Coats and Peter Carey's The Fat Man In
History were both very surprising books to come out of
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A ustraUa That's one of the reasons I was so enthusiastic ciJout
The Revolt of the Coats. A !though they are very different books
in fundamental, w01s - I link Carey more to the South A mericC11S
- they are both outstanding books. A nd yet the reception the
books got was so different. I was shocked by the response to The
Revolt of the Coats, apart from Helen Daniel's review in The
Age. What was your rea::tion to the response?
Critics are just one or two opinions. Those people who attacked
the book so ferociously - it did surprise me . . . But at least the
book got some reaction - and if you knew those two reviewers'
novels you might not be so surprised. People are still reading
The Revolt of the Coats and I keep getting great reactions to it.
That's the main thing. One New l.ealand writer described it as
the best collection of speculative fiction he'd read in the last 25
years. It's still only four years old - people are still catching up
with it.
Which writers do you rate highly?
I hesitate to name them because I'll probably leave some out and
their ghosts will come and haunt me. There have been many
over the years.
Just let your subconscious go and see what comes out.
Well: Kafka, Hemingway's early work, Chekhov, Gogol,
Cervantes, Dostoyevski, Hamsun, Carver, of the prose writers.
And Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu and Krishnamurti - they're off on
their own, those guys ...
Were you drawn to looking at the A ustralieo1 writers?
Yes, well I don't know about 'drawn', but I've been very
disappointed so far. I'm thinking of the story writers. The poets
are quite wonderful - some of them, some of the lesser known
poets. Most of the known poets' language I find turgid and out of
date. The poets who I really like are Jas H Duke, Eric Beach,
ID, Myron Lysenko. Joanne Burns and Rae Desmond Jones had
quite an effect on me early on. Other poets who have had an
effect on me both personally, by working with them, as much as
hearing and reading their work are Billy Marshall-Stoneking,
Nolan Tyrrell, Lauren Williams and Peter Murphy. Outside
Australia, poets like Bukowski had a huge influence, or effect on
me. Mayakovsky, Ginsberg's Howl, Prevert. I read a lot of
Kerouac at one stage but I recently tried to read him again and I
can't read him anymore. Whereas I could read Kafka for ever. I
can't read Mayakovsky much any more and Bukowski comes
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and goes. More recently I've eJ1ioyed Jacques Prevert - I just
can't find enough of his work in translation, it's very difficult to
find, but what I've found I've liked. With Raymond Carver I only
like his stories, I don't find his poetry nearly as effective.
Carver's poetry seems more personal,, whereas his stories
capture something about the turning points in people's lives.
His stories capture the emotion. He wrote somewhere that his
stories may not be factually true, although most of the facts in
them occurred at some stage. He rearranges the facts and invents
but what he does capture is the emotion of the particular episode
he's writing about. His poems seem to be more intellectual - a
sort of direct, anecdotal, intellectual encapsulement.
Are you saying that his poems aren't as clearly written as his
stories?
No, I'm saying they don't have the same emotional power. They
don't affect me as strongly. They seem to skim the surface, they
don't have the resonance and depth the stories do.
Do you have a writing routine? You work mainly in the morning
don't you?
Yeah, well, poetry I write any time. Poetry comes when it feels
like it. When I've worked out the idea I'm going to attack in a
novel or a play then I sit down in the mornings and work
between 7.30 and midday, for anything from an hour to four
hours. I write freehand at first and I follow a couple of principles
that Hemingway set down in A Moveable Feast - a wonderful
book for any aspiring writer. Maybe what Hemingway said won't
suit everyone, but it's certainly helped me. The two things I got
from that were: first of all, he said, don't think about what
you're writing about until you sit down to work at it. I would
say, don't 'try' to think about it; sometimes you can't help it if
you're walking in the park and it comes to you, but don't 'try' to
think about it. The second even more imJx>rtant thing was:
always finish your work each day before you come to the end of
your episode, always leave something so that the next day when
you sit down you can finish off that episode and your
momentum has begun again and you're not starting cold each
day.
That sounds good How often do you write?
Seven days a week I can have a day off every now and then, but
I usually don't feel like it because when I'm working on
something it's a joy.
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You dedicated your new book The Life of a Pet Dog to Jas H
Duke ... Wey?
Because he has so recently died and because he had such a huge
standing and influence, not only on my own work, but on a lot
of other poets whose work I like.
How wouldyou s� he's had a direct influence on your poetry?
It's hard to say specifically. All I can say is I like Jas's work a lot
- it has an informed clarity that is anchored in the everyday, the
remarkable mundane everyday life - and it's usually very fi.mny.
Bukowski taught me a bit about that too - that observation of the
ostensibly mundane, daily life.
When I see a book dedicated to someone, I suppose one of the
questions is: Do you see your poetry as in sympathy with his
poetry? Would you like a reader of this book to then twn to Jas
Duke's books?
Of course. I think Jas's work has been far too little recognised.
As far as making a connection between his work and my work I don't really know about that clearly, but there must be parallels
and instances of connection.
You read one of his poems from the Perseverance Poets
Anthology at the 1992 Montsalvat National Poetry Festival. and
it looked to me like you really enjoyed reading that poem.
I did. I love that poem - what's it called? Remembering Darren
Mllane. I grew up playing Australian Rules football and I
understand the double-edged brutality of it, the kind of accepted
brutality and violence of that game, which I saw carried over, off
the field, particularly against women Not necessarily physical
violence, but emotional and psychological violence. He also gets
the religious aspect of the game.
I noticed that you read that poem differentlyfrom the w� you've
been reading your own poems recently. You laughed when the
audience laughed andyou really seemed to enjoy reading it. Like
you used to with your own poetry. That was the first time rd
read that poem out loud and only the second or third time I'd
read it to myself Also it wasn't my poem, so I could relax. I've
recently become a little more self-conscious about reading my
own poems; I don't know why - it may have something to do
with the fact that I've read a lot of the poems from The Life of a
Pet Dog many times over the last year or so. That collection is a
selection of eight years work so most of the poems are very
familiar to me, especial! y the ones that I like to read, or to put it
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another way, that I find work well with an audience and that I
end up relying on at a pinch. Maybe it has something to do with
being too conscious of particular members of the audience being
too familiar with these poems. When I was in Sydney recently,
reading at the Forest Lodge, I got that old feeling of freshness
back, the relaxedness - I had fim.
If we come back to Jas Duke, he's an interesting [XJet because
each time I heard him read, it was virtua/,ly an identical
performance of the same JXJem but each time I felt that he
believed in the JXJems freshly and newly, so I believed in them
again, even though what he was doing in a mechanical seme
Was' exactly the same.
That's right. He put the effort into reading them anew. Maybe
there's a lot we can learn from that.
His readings were dways fidl of high energy.
Yes.
Performance JX)etry is sometimes criticised because it's the kind
ofpoetry which can be wuierstood on a swface level. The best
of it has depth below the swface, but the problem arises when
the poet reads the [XJem in the same way. The [XJets don't
explore the depths.
Yes - that's true but it depends what you mean by performance
poetry. There is a lot of bad performance poetry - it's repetitious
and superficial and it's the worst poetry around But there is a lot
of so-called performance poetry that is the best poetry that's
being written. Even when it has a kind of straight, simple
narrative it also has great depth and great resonance.
I suppose what I meant when I said performance [XJet is that
anyone who reads a [XJem out loud is a performance [XJet. When
Les lvfurray read at Montsdvat he was a performance [XJet.
That's right. It's become a useless term. It was useful when it
was first coined because it was necessary to distance ourselves
(if I can say that) from what had become established so-called
contemporary poetry and to designate the kind of poetry that was
being taken to live venues in the seventies and eighties. But
there's been two thing.5 done to the tenn 'performance poetry' first of all it's been taken up by a lot of very mediocre poets and
secondly, it's being used by academia and more conservative
poets and critics to marginalise poetry and poets that they don't
feel comfortable with, and even feel threatened by and it's a
means by which they can dismiss holus-bolus some of the best
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poetry that has been written over the last twenty years.
What do you think about that Kev?
Well I suppose what you're saying is what happens with all
labels. The label has its uses and its disadvantages. But that
doesn't mean that it's been a bad thing for poets to identify
themselves as performance poets and for a movement to have
located itself around Melbourne pubs and live venues. For me as
a poet it's been a fantastic learning experience. Even if we say
we're all poets, there's still going to be a group ofpeople who
will margi.nalise us because we say we 're poets.
Yes, but they're not given a qualifying title to use as a
marginalising tool. But I agree with you - I think using the tenn
Perfonnance Poetry has been fantastic and it has been a fantastic
movement and it's brought so many people together and it's
encouraged the best poets in the last twenty years to get out and
get their work out alive, which is the voice of the poem
Your work is very allegorical. Malabata I think, and the poems in
your latest book Is there some way in which you write that
makes it an allegorical quality or is everything you write
allegorical?
I only became aware of Mdabata as an allegory, a microcosm,
when I had virtually finished with the writing of it. It was about
then I began to see that perhaps everything I wrote was
allegorical, that everything is allegorical, everything has a
microcosmic element to it.
How wouldyou define an allegory?
It's a mirror. It's just a question of how effective that mirror is
when we talk about writing - some mirrors are very clear, some
are dusty, some have all kinds of tricks, some are windows as
well as mirrors, etcetera.
So wouldyou say that all literature is allegorical?
Yes. Perhaps. But I don't want to lay too much emphasis on
this. When you're reading something that you're very involved
in, you start to see all sorts of spinoffs and undercurrents that are
not being directly said by the words you read. There's far more
going on beneath the surface - it's spinning off into other
parallels, other inferences.
It seems to me that's the way a lot ofyour poems work
Well I hope so, I'm glad to hear you say that.
They're mini-Malabata's in a sense - even the bus poems.
Yes, I can see that now, but I don't write them with that in mind
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If you write something as clearly and precisely as you're able, it
will have that allegorical resonance to it. If you start out with no
intention but to tell a story, express an idea - never mind any
'message', any parallels - then the work will hold true. Otherwise
it's just meat for the pedagogues, academics, the intellectuals.
You've got a thing against academics?
Yeah.
But academics are the ones who spend the most time thinking
and liriting about prose and poetry.
A particular kind of writing. And in a particular way.
Maybe it's worth making the point that the word academic has
the same kind of qualities as the phrase Performance Poet - it's
a label used to condemn people, to marg{nalise people, to sczy
that they're not truly creative. There are good academics and
lxu1 academics.
Okay - rm speaking generally. But all institutions have a
tendency to conupt even the most well-intentioned novices. I
spent the first twenty-seven years of my life in educational
institutions. I have a very black view of so-called education. The
institutionalising of literature kills literature. It analyses it to
death. Great art is beyond adequate analysis. There should be
more scope for exploration by the student - of the writer and
his/her whole output - and of the student's own writing - in the
teaching of literature without requiring the student to prove
they've read all the texts and understood them
For you, the education system wasn't a good preparation for
becoming a writer?
No, on the contrary - it was a fantastic preparation for becoming
a writer! But it was a terrible preparation for life! That's why I
became a writer, because I couldn't cope with life. I escaped to
Europe from the education department's clutches, then I escaped
from the reality of life in London to the adventure and
romanticism of being a drug smuggler and I ended up in jail!
Were you thinking ofyour life as a book when you were going
through those experiences in jail?
I may have been on a subliminal level, but not consciously.
Had you already been writing?
Yes, I'd had poems published since 1972.
There are sections in Malabata where you describe yourself
writing.
Yes, I made notes as a kind of diary. I had very little paper so I
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wrote poems and snatches of conversations, observations and
feelings in order to help me keep sane. There are particular kinds
of people who are afllicted with a sense of reality that makes
them become artists, but most people aren't afllicted that way.

I'm interested in the mystical experience at the end ofMalabata.
Is that autobiographical?
Yes.
Did you connect that experience with your prison experience
when it happened?
Yes. I came into a clearing where there was a threshing circle of
white stone. It was dazzling and a very bright morning and I'd
just got up and it was like a buzzing feeling. I think it was in my
head, but I couldn't be sure. It was such an unusual experience
that I had to look around to rationalise it, which is what we do
when we write about our experiences.
Was that an experience of release and reliep
I don't know. I can't remember if I was relieved. I was kind of
shocked, in a kind of state of wonder. It's rationalisation saying
that it was because of the fact that I'd spent so much time in
close proximity to people whose language I couldn't speak, in
such terrible circumstances of crowding and darkness and dis
ease, and suddenly here I am on an idyllic island with loving
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friends, with the woman I love; and rm walking down the
mmmtain alone, across this clearing to a spring well with water
so clear and cold and sweet. So the contrast was incredible.
:Maybe it was the cause.
It makes the book very special to have that kind of ending, as if
there's a double release: you being released from prison and
then there's something new and mysterious opening up for you.
Yes. And yet, rve had a very troubled existence in the fifteen or
so years since then I went through just as much trauma and
psychological derangement, or more, in the ten years following
that, so that ending wasn't actually a point of sudden
enlightenment for me.
So 'rVOU.ld you write another book literally about your life?
I would nonnally not answer that question - I don't like to talk
about what rm working on. But I have written another novel
which follows on from Malabata. In fact it covers a period
reflecting upon Malabata, after Malabata, and going back before
lvfalabata.

What's it called'?
LJs Perdidos (The Lost).
At the Montsalvat National Poetry Festival, there was a public
preview of Call It Poetry Tonight which I saw and was very
impressed with
What you saw was the documentary Call It Poetry, which was
based around the poem-play Call It Poetry - Tonight. The poem
play was, in loose terms, a kind of verse narrative involving
about sixty poems of nine different poets, set in a bar at the end
of the Universe, wherein these nine poets interacted, using these
set poems as a kind of dialogue between each other. It also
included Jenny Sheard who had put a lot of Eric Beach's poems
to music. The whole show ran for about ninety minutes. And it
was a huge success, especially considering the difficulties
involved in bringing these ten people together and developing
and rehearsing the script in just two weeks. Although most of the
writing had been done beforehand by Billy, Nigel, TI and me.
What did the writing involve? Ifyou already had the poems?
What we had to do was select the poems and form them into a
kind of thematic narrative that would work, or a series of
narratives that would link in some way.
Didyou have a lot ofpoems to choose from?
Yes, of course - most of the nine poets had been working for
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twenty years or more, so there were hundreds of poems to
choose from
So how didyou choose the poems?
We started with the theme or themes and then chose the poems
that fitted best together with.in those themes.
What were the themes?
Love relationships and work. They were the two basic themes.
Then there were kind of linking pieces, including sound poems
and one line grabs. The love relationships theme was basically
the first half of the play.
Didyou get any poems in that section?
(General laughter)
Yes, of course! Dear Reginald and Bus Poem 1.
Is there a love poem in The Life of a Pet Dog?
They're all love poems.
How are they love poems?
They're about my relationship with the world.
It seems to me that The Life of a Pet Dog is a book about coping
with being alone.
Mm Yep...
In fact taking your work as a whole, you don't rea/,ly ta/,k about
relationships you have with other people. Not every often. It's
mainly about the narrator being alone.
But aren't we all alone?
Yes, but a lot of us have other people to be alone with
But you're still alone in a relationship.
What you say is right, but it's a matter of emphasis andfocus.
You mean some of us are more alone than others?
We're ta/,king about the poems, not the person.
Aren't they the same thing?
I suppose at the same time I read The Life of a Pet Dog /
happened to read }vfyron's poems in the Perseverance Poets'
anthology and I realised there's a kind of poem }vfyron writes
from within a situation, usually a relationship and even when it's
ta/,king about a television or a bomb, it's from within the
relationship he's having with the TV or bomb or with trees. The
kinds ofpoems you write are poems that are sort of standing in
the corners with hands in their pockets watching what's going
on.
Yes. I agree. There is a kind of distance with my work, although
I think Malabata is closer to people, but there's still the sense of
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the outsider. I suppose it goes back to when I was a little boy. I
was an outsider in my own family, not necessarily because of
them, it's just the way I was. I was always a loner. My brother
and sister were both older than me and I was very dreamy and
always hanging armmd them and they were trying to get rid of
me. I went to a private grammar school, even though my parents
couldn't really afford it, and so I was an outsider there.
Wha school Was' tha?
Camberwell Grammar.
Wey were you an outsider there?
Because they were all rich kids and I wasn't. I had a calico
blanket and they had these big woollen, checked, fluffy blankets
that ,ve all lay down on at rest time. Also, I arrived there a year
late because the intake was full up in the first year, so I j ust
spent it at home. I went straight into second grade the following
year, after about a month in first grade, and one of the kids said
to me, 'You're the new kid aren't you? We don't like you, we
don't want you here.' So, I spent a lot of time on my own, just
watching and it's nearly always been like that. Although I've
been very easily accepted too - people seem to like me as well,
but I always feel I'm on the outside at the same time. My life is a
constant duality. The other novel I've just finished is a complete
farcical parody almost of myself and I'm very happy about it as a
piece of work - I can't wait for someone to publish it.
Wha's tha cal1ed?
Dicephdous Grey. It's about a man who thinks he has two heads.
Does he look in the mirror?
Yes.
Whet does he see?
Two heads.
So do you see yourself as' obsessive?
Yes.
With an obsessive persoruiity?
Yes, very.
Do you live in a world of either total, self-control or no self
control?
Yes.
A nd you have a relaxed slow speaking exterior while being
extremist in persoruiity? (l,aughs)
I'm not aware of that slow speaking exterior until I hear it on
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tape.
Is your obsession making up for something else lacking in your
life ?
(Sighs) Probably ... Maybe my insecurity of belonging anywhere.
You find it hard to belong in case you get thrown out?
Yeah. But maybe I'm afraid of belonging too. I'm on a constant
see-saw from wanting solitude to wanting companionship . . .
Do you think an artist has to be obsessive?
Yes.
Is it because we 're trying to escape or to dig down further into
things?
I can't speak for other people. For me I suppose it's an attempt to
clarify my perception of my existence.
Is art therapy?
It can be therapeutic but I don't think that's its intention, not
consciously. I don't write consciously from any standpoint. I
write because I have no choice in the matter, there's nothing else
I can do. 1his is not a complaint, it's a statement of fact. Maybe
I won't ever write anything again. Maybe I'll become an
accountant tomorrow and marry a woman and live in Heidelberg
and raise three kids. Of course I doubt that'll happen. I'd like to
paint and draw some more, like I used to. I'd like to study
classical guitar. But I seem to just keep writing.
Somewhere along the roadyou must have chosen to write.
No, I didn't choose - it chose me. I didn't say 'I'm going to be a
writer', I just found myself writing.
A lot of people write, but they don't send stuff out to be
published or rejected
1hat's another irony. I wrote because I was able to say what I
liked, how I liked, when I liked. 1hat was the great relief and
beauty for me of writing. 1hat's in retrospect. But I discovered
that writing is ultimately a form of communication, and
communicating with yourself can only go so far before it
becomes madness. lTitimately you need to communicate with
someone - you need to bounce your feelings and thoughts off
somebody else or you'll go crazy! People who write and don't
put their stuff out to anyone probably have a very healthy
communicative situation in their life. Most writers don't have
that I think - they have a lot of problems saying what they feel
and think - usually early in their lives. As they get older they
may be able to talk more, but by then they've set up this pattern
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of writing.
In yow latest book ofpoetry you mention the sun a lot in your
poems.
Do i?
Yeah, you mention the sun as something warm and tender.
Oh.
Which is a bit outdated now, because the sun is so dangerous.
No, the Sllll's not dangerous, what's dangerous is that we've
destroyed the protection that existed.
Is that in yow- poems?
Well in at least one poem in particular.
'Ozone But'?
Yem1. But it's in others too.
Is the sun a metaphor for love?
Could be.
Yeah?
Well, thinking about it now - the Sllll in a way represents the
beginning and end of our existence on this planet. The Slll1 also
used to be the feminine symbol which became the masculine a
while ago.
One of the things I like about your poetry is its clarity. You
rarely become obscure. But YOW" lack ofpunctuation in a couple
ofpoems in The Life of a Pet Dog seems to go agaimt this idea
of clarity.
It's probably just a fad I'm going through. I'm probably copying
it off somel:xx:ly.
Who?

I don't know.
It might come from the beat poets.
Maybe from Prevert. I've been getting into his poetry recently.
He used minimal ptn1ctuation He's fantastic.
Let's talk about Give the Mosquito a Hand will we Kevin? That
was- the nearest thing we couldfind to a love poem in The Life
of a Pet Dog But then we thought it was a loss of love poem.
This is the thing about the word love. I mean, it's been
bastardised.
Oh yeah
It's been usurped into meaning love relationships between man
and woman, because people don't want to apply it anywhere else
because they don't tn1derstand it.
Yeah
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I know you know that but you still do what everyone else does.
At Melbourne University there was a seminar one day where
someone got up and asked why aren't writers asked to come and
gi.ve papers at academic conferences on creative writing? Why is
it academics talldng to academics? and somebody up the back
said: 'does the Woofgrowers Association ask sheep to come and
ta/,k to them?' (Laughter) So I think it's important that the poet
speak to their own poems. So let's analyse the poem.
I'd rather not try. I don't want to inform your reading of the
poem, or the readers'. Most readers, when they hear the writer
give an opinion about the meaning of a poem, they're going to
take that as what it really means, whereas it may not really mean
that or it won't be limited to that. If I could say what the poem
meant any better, I'd write another poem All I want to say is
sometimes these poems come out of nowhere and there's some
kind of melody in the words which on the surface don't make
immediate sense but I like it, I like the music of it. I mean I
might later read a lot into the poem but it's not my job to
interpret it for others.
GIVE THE MOSQUITO A HAND
Waiting in the waiting room
too many on the raft to dance
love
ldlling time
ask yourself another question
Would I eat another
ldlling time?
Is the space between now and then
now or then?
Will Ifall in
love
again?
Will I ldll the mosquito on my writing hand?
Will I sweat brain cells in after hours?
Will I chase strange familiar women through crowds?
Will I serenade late windows
dumb as doubt?
Will I blow my mind's eye at the moon?
As if in answer
I clap miss the mosquito by miles ...
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There are only a few poems in the book like Give the Mosquito
A Hand Most of them are more directly clear.
Mnnnn, yes, these poems are more cerebral or abstract.
Afore persona/, too.
Yeah. Maybe. That's probably why they're more abstract. There
are lots of poems in the book which are comments on society,
even though they're comments of how I see myself in that
society. They're not so personal. But maybe that is personal ...
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Rain Dragon
Georgia Richter
When Laurie saw him, he was leaning slightly forward,
peering at the cans. She noted the water still glistening on his
shoulders. Laurie heard the rain sliding on the roof of the
supennarket, and sudden! y she saw him again, htrrtling through
air, saw him knobbly-kneed, skinny in shorts, smacking the
palms of his feet into puddles, saying "Oooomph! " as he landed,
and kicking up water at her like he was performing a native
dance. She remembered him shouting as rain smashed against
the roof of the tin shed in the playground.
Laurie stood, arms folded, waiting for him to turn around.
Her smile was lop-sided, unpractised, because she hadn't seen
Tom for a long time, and it had been so long since she said his
name.
The night before Laurie sat in the car next to Philip's
profile. The air was heavy with the day's heat, heavy with clouds
that pressed down on the car. Her armpits were sticky. She was
dry mouthed like a kid. She saw two boys further down the road,
under a street light, heads bent in conversation. Was it girls they
were discussing?
"I bet it's girls," Laurie said to her husband.
His profile didn't move. He said, "We should go in. Shall
we go in?"
They went in, Laurie and her husband, past the geraniums
that bled onto the footpath, Philip brushing her bare skin with his
shirt sleeves as they stumbled on the path.
"It's so dark," marvelled Laurie, not looking at the lights of
the house. Upstairs music throbbed out onto the verandah, and
forms moved. Laurie felt small, young. She didn't feel like a
mother at all.
Philip remembered, though. Reliable like that. He stepped
across the linoleum manfully, his hand met the hand of
somebody's father. The wives were introduced.
"Isn't it hot?" said the other woman.
Laurie looked about her, tight smile. She was watching for
Sally, even with her back to the stairs.
"They're all up there," said the man, as talk petered, and the
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four adults turned in time to see Sal, bending like a flower at the
top of the stairs, her hands pushing her hair.
"Mwn, Dad," she said, and down the stairs her sandshoes
came, her pale jeans.
They left the party together, Laurie's family. Sal turned
once, at the end of the path, to look up at the balcony, to look up
at the boy with his elbows on the rail.
The smallest lift of the hand.
Laurie saw it and the sky rumbled. The sky fell down on
the car and deafened them all on the way home, deafened the
conversation Laurie's family didn't have.
In the supermarket, Tom turned and looked at Laurie. From
his face, his heavy jaw, the yollllger Tom appeared, he smiled
slow and wide.
He tried to say several things at once, and stopped
altogether.
Laurie thought, now what, do we hug, like oldfriends are
supposed to?
Then Tom's arms lifted, wider than his smile, and fell
again, waving at her, semaphore, something ridiculous, like
'Welcome home' or 'SOS'.
"I got married," said Laurie, "I have a daughter."
"Of course," said Tom, "I got married too."
He said, "You would like my wife," and she smiled.
"Philip is the name of my husband," said Laurie, feeling
that the words were in the wrong order. She wanted to tell Tom
how last night Philip sat on the end of the bed and took off his
shoes. Last night Philip said to Laurie, "Our daughter is growing
up, Laurie. We have a beautiful daughter."
And Laurie thought of Sal and her long hair and her dark
eyes. The way she had waved at the boy.
Last night Laurie went and looked out at the rain through
their window, the way it rushed from the sky and ran inky
ribbons on their garden She wanted to weep with the pity of it.
She hated Philip for not knowing what had happened. She
wanted to say, our daughter kissed a boy tonight, don't you
know, can't you feel it?
Laurie thought of her own mother, the way she hadn't
looked up from her sewing, hadn't looked up from that moth
circle of light, and Laurie, guilty, disappointed and startled with
the kiss on her lips, had called out, "Goodnight!" in a voice as
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tight as mosquitoes.
Laurie wanted to tell Tom about Sal and how she'd kissed a
boy. She began to walk with him, down the aisle. She looked at
their feet moving together and didn't know where to begin
They stopped by the frozens. Laurie took carrots and peas.
Tom selected chips, and fish. "For the rain dragon," he said
gnnrung.
"For the rain dragon," repeated Laurie.
When they were eight they sat on the hot pavement, or the
ice cold pavement. Their foreheads ached inside from ice-cream,
and they burnt their fingers and the backs of their throats on fish
and chips. More than you could eat for fifty cents. Tossing chips
to the gulls in the road. Being so cool, sitting there, watching
scissor legs march past. Grinning as rain splashed down beyond
the verandah of the fish and chip shop. When the rain stopped,
they would run onto the road and look at their faces, watch the
faces of Tom and Laurie in rainbow puddles. They sat outside
the fish and chip shop, their fingers greasy with food and they
wiped their hands on their clothes.
"I'll tell you a secret," said Tom, outside the fish and chip
shop, and told her how he was a rain dragon, and the last of his
kind. He could fly. He was the colour of the rain. Rain dragons
had one friend and one friend only. "They choose this friend
carefully," said Tom and looked at Laurie with his dark eyes.
"Rain dragons have the longest arms in the world," said
Tom at the end of the story. "They eat fish and chips." He
laughed and climbed onto his bicycle.
"Where are you going?" asked the young Laurie.
"A rain dragon always knows where it's going," said Tom
He rode away. He didn't wave goodbye, because she saw
him too often.
Laurie remembered how she had recognised then, in a
foggy, young sort of way, that Tom was her best friend and her
oldest friend. That she would know him forever and if she didn't
it would not matter.
"We had such fun," she said, feeling what a stupid thing it
was to say. She heard how outside the supermarket rain was
pelting down. She tried to remember how she was married with
a daughter who kissed boys and saw only Tom, and smelt him
suddenly, as he dived back into the frozens for ice-cream
"I nearly forgot," Tom said, "For Laurie, she loves them"
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He said without turning to look at her, "I have a daughter called
Laurie."
Laurie's thoughts caught in her chest, she wanted to invent
a son, a small boy with starfish hands and black eyes. She
wanted to say, "You would like my son, he's called Tom, I
named him after you You'd like the way we taught him to ride,
and he goes down the street on his trainers. You'd like the way I
play cricket with him"
The clunk of the bat on asphalt, and leaping into the
evening air, and summer laughing, the voices of the kids in her
street. Slapping at their legs to ward off the mozzies, Tom
calling out to her, "Howz.at!" and pretending he was Lillee.
Waiting for the voices of their mothers, sharp with tiredness, to
bring the day to an end
Laurie slumped with remembering. She leant over her
trolley and did not say, Remember that song? Remember? I lay
in yaw- bed and listened to it. Remember how you put your hand
on � back and asked ifI was okay?
"Are you okay?" asked Tom
He wound an arm around her waist, brief and warm
Laurie did cry then, silent, sorrowful, like a teenager. Like
Sally when her period came, standing in the kitchen in her socks,
saying, "But I don't want this Mum I didn't want this to
happen." And Laurie with her arm around her, uncomfortable
with the new responsibility. She wanted to comfort Sally like a
child She wanted to say she was sorry.
Tom's sweater was warm and still damp from the rain. He
put huge aims around her, swallowed Laurie in the middle of the
aisle.
"Come on," Tom said, "Outside."
So they went with Laurie's mascara running like a clown
and her face blotchy with tears.
"Can I ring your husband?" asked Tom, "Should I do that?
What is his name?"
Laurie's face went wobbly through the effort of saying
those six letters again, the effort of saying 'Philip'. "No," she
said, "Don't do that."
She looked up and saw gulls blown over the sky, peppering
it, gulls seeking shelter from the rain. Laurie wondered how the
wind felt in their feathers. How the rain felt. Whether the birds
closed their eyes against the rain, or drank it in.
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"Sometimes I have trouble remembering that I have a
family," said Lamie. Sometimes I am so full of the past that I do
not know how old I am. When I am feeling sixteen, and sweaty
and hot in a car, and it is night with music pounding. I have to
walk up to a house then and collect my daughter. I have to walk
up and collect a girl who has just kissed her first boy. Do you
know how hard that is?
The rain and tears ran down her face.
Tom's eyes followed the gulls. He said slowly, "Once I did
a dance for you I danced for Lamie in the rain" He bent down
and took off his shoes and peeled off his socks. Lamie half
expected him to do it again, to dance like a boy, light as a child
in the rain
"Where are you going?" she asked the man. "Be careful of
glass," she said.
Lamie climbed into Tom's shoes. She looked down at her
small feet and saw around the edge of her vision how the man
was lifting each bare foot carefully and walking away from her
across the carpark. He was a dark silhouette. He was not the
colour of rain
She saw how birds, high up in the air called down to them
both, called Lamie's name, and Tom's. She looked up and saw
how rain fell all over the city, but mostly it fell on him It was
rain that was hard and clear, and Lamie's feet were warm and
dry inside Tom's shoes.
Lamie looked at Tom walking, and his body was heavier
now, a man's body. He was wet with rain She looked down at
his bare calves and saw that his foot was bleeding.
She remembered the taste of blood, wet and metallic,
sucking her knee when she came off her bike, and how T<;>m
stood jubilant and grinning at the bottom of the hill because he
had made it. Waving his arms at her.
When Tom returned to her, his mouth wasn't open and
laughing, the way it used to be, and his eyes were black with
remembering.
"Will your wife mind?" she asked, "You coming home wet
like this?" You coming home and being full of the past and so
far away she cannot touch you.
He stopped for a moment. "No," he said, "Why would she
mind?"
He looked at Laurie with his dark dark eyes.
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The voices of their mothers calling in summer time, calling
them in from cricket. And after Laurie's father died, her mother
forgetting to call, even when summer was thick with mosquitoes.
Her mother all alone and without a man.
"Did you love him?" she nearly asked her mother, coming
in at night.
She looked more peaceful, Laurie thought, without her
husband More peaceful, and very tired.
It was in summer when she kissed the boy, and her mother
failed to mark the event. Her mother sewed right through it and
went to bed alone.
Laurie looked at Tom, the way his hair stuck out in
tendrils. The damp patches across his shoulders. The way his
eyes were dark and remembering.
Do you love your wife, thought Laurie.
It was Tom who kissed her.
It was the day before she turned sixteen, so it became a
confirmation of all she had been waiting for. But not from him,
she didn't expect it from him, and Tom looking at her, black
eyed, reaching out and taking her hands. Laughter all around it,
and a small pocket of seriousness, like a single flower in grass.
He held her hands tight, as if they were drowning. It happened in
a rainstorm, the kiss. When he kissed her she forgot he was her
friend, and felt his lips on hers, and missed him for days. He
phoned her and said, "How are you?" with the wrong intonation
for lovers, as if he had hurt her, and was gentle with her for a
long time after. She felt, with the rain pouring down and the way
they held each other, that if she kissed him again she would lose
him forever, because the kiss dried up all the words between
them In the pouring rain, she felt as if a desert had been spread
out tmder them, like a vast carpet, and they could lie on it and
roll across it and be in each other's arms and never talk to each
other again
They had nearly forgotten about it, but she knew if she
asked him now, Tom would remember. Laurie stepped out of his
shoes and handed them back to him
Memory let the mind hurt without moving the body an
inch, without pulling his rain-wet face closer towards hers, or
pushing out her arms to hug him
There was silence and rain falling between them They
walked to their cars slowly, Laurie and Tom, to opposite ends of
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the car-park, without completing the shopping. Tom didn't say,
"Write, will you?" and she didn't say give me a ring.
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The Pursuit of Excellence
Peter Murphy
Things had been falling apart somewhat. fd been out of
work for some months and had been more generally adrift for
some months before that. I don't want it to sound worse than it
was. I don't think I thought of it as bad. fd been in that situation
before and would be again. I was taking the opportunity to catch
up on things I didn't have the time for in normal circumstances.
At length I felt the need of something to take me out of
myself. I decided to join a society which had a small musewn of
Ancient Egyptian objects and lectured the lay person. The first
function I attended was devoted to an audiovisual presentation
titled, The Secret of the Pyramids. I can't remember anything but
the discreet sound of three synchronised projectors changing
from one slide to the next.
Although at later functions there was generally a brief talk
and the choice of tea or coffee with cream biscuits of various
kinds, as this one was entirely electronic I mechanical in nature,
there was only one other person in the room with me, a woman
keeping an eye on the equipment. Nevertheless, despite doubts
about attendances, the hot water urn was switched on, its red
button light activating intermittently.
There were 'no-name' tea bags and a jar of coffee which
gave no indication of what the brand might have been or even
whether a number of brands might be involved. Finally, there
was a carton of milk, already pulled open, a jar of white sugar
and sticks - the kind that are used for icy poles - for stirring the
beverage of your choice.
I tried a black coffee but finding it not entirely to my taste,
compromised by adding sugar. I was looking around for the tin
or packet of biscuits that ought to have been more obvious when
I noticed a copy of a morning newspaper. Perhaps I should
explain that while I don't buy or in any way seek out newspapers
or magazines I'm grateful for the opportunities which waiting
rooms offer in this matter. After glancing at some items of
general interest I felt compelled to look at the job advertisements
and was soon puzzling over one which read, 'Human guinea pigs
required for vital research project. No experience necessary.
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Attractive rates and pleasant locale.' After that, in smaller print,
were three telephone numbers, a woman's given name and times
at which you could ring.
Very much in two minds as to whether I was really
interested, I tore out the advertisement and put it in my pocket,
thinking,
'You never can tell.'
Or maybe I me.ant to ring first thing in the morning.
Whatever my intentions, I forgot about it for a day or two.
Though nothing was happening, a lot of things were going
through my mind For reasons I've never been able to locate,
images and information about Ancient Egypt seemed to offer a
kind of deliverance. This wasn't the first time they'd helped me
out of a difficult situation In one of the later years at Primary
School I'd been able to temporarily put aside tensions resulting
from elusive friendships and hostilities through contemplating
the mysterious recess of the world's most advanced tombs.
I began to spend a lot of time at the local library.
I read about ancient beliefs. There were the smaller books
with black and white reproductions and hieroglyphs, pictures of
the god with the jackals head and notes about the soul's journey
into the other world Though it was all about death, it had the
verve of a creation myth. Full-breasted dancers, naked except for
some slight covering about the loins, seemed to leap from among
the hieroglyphs in their ecstasies.
It was while I was looking at the jackal-headed god and a
pair of scales that I realised I must still have the advertisement in
my pocket. Reluctant about being disturbed I flicked through the
interior of a wealthy merchant's tomb before feeling a sufficient
compulsion to go and make a call. Immediately, I got on to a
friendly recorded message which gave the same information as
in the advertisement and then said to give your name and
number after the beep so that someone could ring back. I did ...
and then I added,
"I'm ... at a loose end ... I'll ... "
My lips began to move again but I found myself hanging
up because it seemed I didn't have anything in mind. The next
day, however, I was woken by the phone. Breaking through my
dreams like the sound of a door in another house, the voice was
crisp and to the point,
"You got the job. "
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"'What ... ?"
"The one you applied for on the answer phone .. You know
... Guinea pigs ... Research ... "
"Oh ... "
"D'you want some details?"
"Why?"
"Huh?"
"Why did I get the job?"
"I've been told it's a question of attitude. I don't have
anything to do with it. I can tell you what to bring and where to
go but . . . nothing about the purpose . . . D'you have a pen and
paper?"
As she briskly explained that the research team would be
using the facilities of a rural resort complex, it occurred to me
that hers must be the given name mentioned in the advertise
ment. She advised me to bring some sports clothes so I could
make the most of the facilities. Apart from that, all I needed to
know was the location of a pick-up point in the city, from which,
at 6.30 tomorrow morning, the vehicles would leave for the
venue.
"Don't bring any more than you need," she observed by
way of winding up.
"Why not?"
"No reason ... that I know of."
That suited me. There wasn't much I wanted to take. Along
with the basics, however, I thought it wise to take a copy of a
coffee-table book about daily life under the Pharoahs.
I got to the pick-up point with time to spare. I'd expected to
see a reasonably old bus, its light adding a homely warmth to the
somewhat foggy, chilly morning. Instead, there were five bright
mini-buses, all in a row, each heading off the instant it reached
its complement. Why was this?
I went to the last bus, despite being vaguely challenged by
the eyes of the drivers, because I wanted to focus my thoughts
about what might happen. As the second bus shot off almost
before the stumbling second foot of the last passenger was on
board, it occurred to me that things might be moving rather too
quickly. Perhaps like that passenger, I needed to falter, to step
back and, if inclination should build up sufficiently, to walk
away. I had, I suppose, always been cautious about pace and, in
any case, my growing familiarity with ancient civilisation had
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given me a heightened sense of the pointlessness of haste. I
preferred to take my time - and theirs, too, if they would let me.
Delay did not have any appreciable effect upon procedure. As
the last passenger approached, the engine of my bus started up
suddenly and scarcely had he established a foothold on the first
step than we were beetling off into the early morning.
I was unable to take in much of the trip. Years of
acclimatisation to the commuter I pedestrian mode had
irreversibly inclined me to doze off simultaneously with the
commencement of the lurching motion of any public transport
vehicle.
Thus it was that some hours later I awoke with a jolt to
find otrr little vehicle struggling up a mcxiest hill through reams
or layers of lazily shifting mist, stirring, it seemed to make way
for us and to acknowledge otrr right to cohabit its time-space
continuum. Every now and then, tall trees appeared to cut their
way through the wavering moisture, as if with the point of a
pencil. It was a joy, however, to look down on either side and
see grassy knolls merge with paddocks, fences and cows as they
made their way into the distance.
The bus wavered with the road but with the increase in
pace and a finnness and definition in the hum of the engine, I
felt we were approaching otrr destination - perhaps even otrr
destiny. A faint thrill moved through my bowels, like a mild
symptom of a one-day virus.
Then as the ttrrns straightened out into something
approaching a straight line, though curved in its descent to what
was close to the floor of the valley, we gained an increasingly
full view of where we were going from the side. For me, that
mild sensation, which might have been no more than a symptom
for something else, had now ttrrned into fully acknowledged
excitement as I recognised that what I saw might be even more
remarkable as a fantasy than as a building.
Because I have always been in love with castles, what first
caught my eye was a tremendous tower that went up to the
heavens from the end of the venue that was closest to us.
"This must be a man's world," I thought and was
subsequently proved right. It had originally been a roadside pub,
the only one with a tower for miles around, before it went broke,
through an unforeseeable accident of demography, and was
subsequently burnt out. Even in its burnt, perhaps purified, state,
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it retained the form of its original fantasy. Consequently, when
the entrepreneur who got it off the ground approached with his
architect they were both bewitched by the prospect of a tower.
Though it'd been partly destroyed at that stage its potential must
have been present in their minds. Perhaps it couldn't fail to
register in male consciousness, provided the first sketchy clues
were there. Thus it was that, with something like the dubious
specificity of Old Testament scholars piecing together a messiah
from obscure fragments, they extended the shell of what
remained up to a point miraculously close to that in the fonner
building - in spite of a decision not to examine photographs of
the original.
There was no secret about all this. On the contrary, the
story was told with something like the boasts of prophesy by a
receptionist pointing to restored sepia prints behind her as she
told us where to sign and what information was required. After
this she led us to our rooms and seemed keen to leave us to our
own devices. This seemed part of a general effort to secure the
separation of our 'convention' - as she termed it - and venue
staff. I and others heading in my direction were encouraged to
have fun and get to know each other.
"Make the most of the facilities," she added on departing.
I'd heard that before.
I decided to ignore her advice for the moment and explore
the venue. Both inside and out it was extraordinarily bright. For
some reason, though I never remember the colour of the brick, it
appears as pink in memory. I'm sure that can't be right, but that's
how it seems - all part of a general glow, as if the fabric of the
place were able to simulate or express celebration. Indeed, it was
hard to avoid the sense of something wild and vibrant seeping
through or rising out of the ground as I walked around the
superior main building and then the outerlying units - which
were not first class but still of a definitely superior standard.
True to the spirit of our nation, the section facing the road
was the most imposing. There were large sections of plate glass
around the entrance area and a cone of plate glass at the tower's
point. As I walked around the building, moreover, my attention
was drawn by windows featuring panels of coloured glass.
Furthennore, when I moved back from the building, I noticed
that the statement of gender in the tower had been balanced in
the second generation by a glass dome beneath which there
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appeared to be a moulding of coloured glass.
It was all very rich, very grand, for a motel with
pretensions to being a conference venue. Nevertheless, there was
an air of impennanence about everything and the suggestion of a
test that would soon have to be encountered At various points
around the buildings were the marks of tractors and gouges in
the ground where earth movers of various sizes had been used
for reasons difficult to imagine. There were, moreover, signs of
activities that seemed out of keeping with the seriousness of the
place. Admittedly in a rather low profile part of the lawn, there
was a small vegetable garden that was anything but a success
and, certainly, made no attempt to appear as gorgeous. Apart
from anything else, the tomatoes had been planted too late, in
soil that \.VdS grossly undernourished and had been left to the
mercy of snails without the nonnal supply of poison pellets,
which, at the very least, would have saved them from the
damage at the base.
I wandered back to the venue, expecting every moment that
things would begin to get under way, but they didn't. Then I
came across a small conference room which had been set aside
for those of us involved in the project. A buffet meal had been
prepared for us here and was already under way - which meant, I
suppose, that it was later in the day than I'd thought. Everyone
bad a name tag - or so it seemed Having missed what I imagine
were a few words of introduction and an informal signing on, I
looked for my name tag among one or two others discreetly
displayed for the convenience of late-comers. It wasn't there.
I was about to raise the matter with an official but noticed
that a number of those already well settled at the tables were
without name tags. As I didn't imagine they'd feel comfortable
enough to dispense with name tags so early in the proceedings, I
concluded that there must be a hierarchy operating here or, at the
very least, decisions had been made.
Though unexpectedly late, I was pleased to see that the
plates of salad and cold meats had been replenished. I took some
ham - though I'm not really keen on it - and a selection of salads.
In keeping with the general air of infonnality, I sat down where
there were a few empty places and introduced myself. Perhaps
because I hadn't met anyone connected with the venture, apart
from the woman whose given name appeared in the
advertisement, I'd assumed that the others would be more or less
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like me. To my surprise this was anything but the case.
There were three men and a woman at my table, the one I'd
seen when checking-in, the one I thought of as the Egyptian
dancer. I found it difficult to place the men. From the fragments
of information that slipped through the air in the form of jokes
and observations I concluded that they had executive positions of
various kinds. One appeared to have a background in banking,
another in poultry farming - but big farms, highly rationalised.
I was not particularly interested in the dancer's past or
present - but in her and the effect she had on me and the others.
There was a perfection in her features which bewitched the
banker. He kept gazing at her hands as if hypnotised. Without
his being aware of it, his head hung down at such an odd angle
that I couldn't help leaning down from time to time to reassure
myself as to his expression.
Just then, as if at a prearranged signal that was not obvious
to us, a man in a remarkable suit appeared at the main door. He
was of average height and, though not thin, had such a proper,
definite shape that I felt sure he must practise a strict health
regimen. Without doubt he dieted. Perhaps he went to a gym
where they checked his pulse after every session. It was a large
and squarish suit, though very well tailored - neat in every detail.
The fact that the weather was rather too warm for it, even with
the air conditioning, only seemed to add to the prestige of the
wearer.
He was preceded and followed by four or five men who
looked like bouncers. He may not have been able to afford a
better class of bouncer or he may have liked them rough. He
took up the place of honour at the table of honour. As the event
firmed up I concluded that more of the people here than I would
have imagined were officials rather than pi gs - or that some of
the pi gs had been up-graded to a semi-official status. Because
the people at the tables were paid to be there and because some
of them had had difficulties in getting paid for anything else, the
first words of the man in the suit were greeted with an unusual
degree of silence and attention. He did not introduce himself or
welcome us but moved straight into his reasons for bringing us
here.
"It's no secret," he began, "that the country is deep in
recession. But how can we fight back? How? People talk about
the pursuit of excellence, but are unable to say how it should be
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pursued. Well, that's where I come in. I've found the way.
Strength as well as initiative is needed. I can give you strength and then return you to the community where you may pursue
excellence as never before."
He was a man of few words and, having said them,
disappeared so swiftly it crossed my mind that he might have
crawled out between the tables. His behaviour was so enigmatic
that a wave of bemusement if not shock spread across the tables,
closely followed by irony. Because of his failure to give his
name he was labelled Excellence, a word which was uttered
with facial expressions conveying anything but admiration or
gratitude. Because he had failed to say anything about what we
would have to do or how he would guide us in the pursuit of
excellence his enterprise was labelled the Pursuit, a term which
reflected feelings that went further than contempt but fell short
of hatred
As there was plenty of booze - their way of settling us in,
no doubt - the comments about Excellence and his Pursuit
became progressively more acerbic, officials and semi-officials
becoming no less vociferous than the others. The main part of
the evening came to an end when one or two of the pigs, taking
turns in leaping from a table at a low-hanging imitation
chandelier, slipped, and, sliding across the floor into a pedestal,
caused the bust of a Roman emperor to topple over onto the
floor where it broke into three large chunks, in addition to other
pieces, some large, some very small: it was plaster.
I stumbled a number of times on my way back to the unit.
The mists which had been such a feature of our trip up had
returned. The lights from the windows bled out into the
pervading white, into which they were gradually and totally
absorbed. I was tired. It had been a full day. Though the unit
was hired, and by someone else, my key felt good moving in the
lock. I thought,
"If I feel at home, this must be it."
I must have come alive at that point. The thought that this
was home - or as close as I'd come to it for some time - must
have inspired me. I felt the need to embellish the place in some
way, or, failing that, to at least put my mark on it. Then I
remembered my coffee-table book. I thumbed through it till I
found a photograph in which the statue of a pregnant
hippopotamus stood languidly holding a staff of mystic design in
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its right hand. No doubt a god or goddess, it was comprised
entirely of smooth and rounded shapes. I found it immensely
comforting.
Thus, though deeply committed to the idea of public
libraries and to the contract into which the borrower enters upon
taking out a book, I carefully tore out the page with a view to
putting it on display upon the wall above my bedhead. It was
then I realised I'd nothing with which to make it adhere.
Annoyed but resigned to the inconvenience I headed back out
into the night - the block containing my unit being at some
distance from the main building which contained the prestigious
units and the presidential suite - and made my way to reception
The woman on the desk was not surprised that I wanted
sticky tape or why I wanted it. I had the impression that she was
used to after-dinner requests of a personal nature and found the
best approach to provide whatever was feasible in as understated
a fashion as possible.
"Don't leave it there too long or the tape will take off the
paint when it comes off. The grip'll intensify."
The hippopotamus figure proved easy to attach to the wall.
I went to the door and simulated the experience of walking in
unexpectedly and seeing the figure above the bed, as if for the
first time and thought of those people, millennia ago, who hoped
to have the world made safe for them by the attentions of deities.
Looking about my room, and, indeed, the world as a whole, I
felt an emptiness, a loneliness in the face of a universe spreading
out from where I stood to where it ends and absolute void
begins.
At school I'd heard that the slightest motion spreads out to
the end of the physical universe and the end of time. I shook my
hand. I waved it in front of my face. It was at the same time
both personal and anonymous. Indeed, it seemed that the
universe was my room Both were filled with life, somehow the
same life as was my head, itself another kind of universe.
The phrase, 'SPACE, THE LAST FRONTIER!' came as a
voice from my past.
I looked about my room What I did in it was entirely up to
me yet I had no reason to do anything and there was nothing in
particular that I wanted to do. In the vast universe of choice open
before me, I couldn't fail to see that the range of options was
limited yet difficult to itemise. It was like looking down a tunnel
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impossible to imagine as finite.
The thought alone was enough to make you tired. Then I
looked up at the hippopotamus figure and, getting out of my
clothes at the same time as I checked the lock on the door and
turned out the light, felt somehow accompanied in the expanse
of space and time that existence encompasses - if only by an
imagined companion from the dawn of time.
There's nothing I like better than waking up in a strange
bed in an unfamiliar place. There's that vertigo as objects move
in and out of focus as part of the known world Such is the
power of novelty in my life. As I looked about a room which, in
every sense, belonged to no one, I thought of those days in my
childhood when it was gradually and beautifully borne in on me
that the holidays had begun and that this was the first day and,
by definition, the best. It was while such happy sensations were
playing around in my mind that I heard a loud banging at the
door, a noise unnaturally amplified by my state of mind.
"E.arly morning call, sir. Breakfast in ten minutes."
Just what kind of operation was this? No one had ever
called me 'sir'. No one has since. I treasured the sensation, the
pleasure heightened by its unique, passing nature. But where,
and to what, was I going after breakfast? Confined in these little
rooms, we were like actors in dressing rooms about to go on
stage in a performance which was ultimately unscripted.
It was nice being spoiled by the organisation, if indeed that
is what it should be called. Breakfast was even more remarkable
than dinner. After all, you expect something special at night.
Imagine my surprise when, on entering the dining room, I found
the tables which had displayed the buffet or smorgasbord style
meal covered with a fabulous array of breakfast options. I began
with the hot selections, all steaming there in replaceable hot
dishes. They all looked tempting, though perhaps a bit oily - and
some were quite unexpected for this time of day. It was all so
clean! The trays themselves shone with such an unscratched
lustre the food seemed an interference.
Though tempted by devilled chicken livers, I opted for
sausages and fried bacon, which were quite reasonable though
not as hot as they might have been I also helped myself to some
scrambled eggs from another tray and a few slices of toast
branded with a round face with an enormous smile.
Seeing others going backwards and forwards between the
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tables with heaped plates, I realised I could make this a meal of
many courses. Thus, cleansing my palate with a large glass of
orange juice, I made my way towards the cold selections, which
were arranged with such art that, for some seconds, I could only
gaze in wonder, not wishing to spoil the symmetry any more
than earlier diners had.
I therefore approached the table with a sense of urgency
balanced by the mild nausea resulting from what I had already
eaten I was already experiencing a little gas from the somewhat
fatty sausages. It may have been this ambivalent perspective
which led me to observe that the triangular slices of cheese were
sweating and the thin slices of salami were dry. But there was so
much in the way of food and drink, such interesting designs
created with colour and shape that it was no wonder that the
table could still give considerable pleasure even though my
appetite was sated. My delight was as much aesthetic as culinary.
To freshen up, therefore, I chose a glass of grapefruit juice,
two strawberries and three slices of honeydew melon. To balance
this I chose some of the less sweaty slices of salami and cheese.
Returning to my table - as there were many empty places rd
chosen one for two - I witnessed other co-workers scoffing what
was, after all, part of the pay with quiet determination For this
reason I had no qualms about making short work of what was on
my plate. Whether I wanted it or not, it was desirable, it was my
due.
As early in the piece I'd realised that a bottomless cup of
percolated coffee was available I headed back to the table for the
third time with a view to finding something that would go nicely
with this. I'm very keen on percolated coffee but not enough to
make it myself I'd half thought of taking a few more of the
smiling slices of toast but was delighted to see that some more
desirable options had materialised since my last visit. With rising
enthusiasm, therefore, I picked two Danish pastries, one with a
yellow custard in it and another with apricot and a criss-cross
pattern done in pastry and icing. To this I added two half
warmed croissants and plastic patties of butter and strawberry
jam respectively.
Perhaps time was going faster than I could imagine. My
appetite must have returned in the course of it because I polished
off the last delicacies in the twinkling of an eye - I remember the
word Augenblick from a year of German - and was yet again
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reunning to my table with my third bottomless cup when I was
startled to see someone sitting at it - like a ghost! Indeed, this
person's general demeanour was so like mine it could've been
me. Thus, when it waved unexpectedly I had the odd sensation
of greeting myself from across a grave.
I sat down uncertainly. He was drinking tea - white and, as
I soon learnt, with sugar. He had two pieces of smiling toast and
was already half-way through the one he'd covered with
margarine and honey. He glanced at me thoughtfully as he
observed,
"You'd think we were on holiday."
"In a way, we are. I like to think of it as . . . a shout . . . a
treat ... "
"Yeh, but what do we know about the Pursuit? And why
didn't he tell us anything when he got us together? Must be
something sleazy - no matter how nice he's got it to look"
"We'll find out soon enough. Times are tough. Who knows
what's coming next - to any of us, the country, the world? I
almost don't care what I might become ... but, then again, I've
never known what I really am No point in thinking. Just eajoy
your breakfast."
"You can say that now but you don't know what we'll have
to do."
''Neither do you"
''No ... but I can smell the way the wind's blowing ... and I
have this feeling for place .. . and occasion .. . Why all the
freebies . . . if what they want out of us isn't a bit strange? You
can pay anyone to do anything these days."
"Maybe it's on the way now . .. the truth, I mean," I
observed, as I saw a woman moving between the tables like a
hostess.
When she reached our table she asked politely if we were
enjoying our breakfast. Then she explained that afterwards we
were to return to our units. During the morning we would be
invited individually to participate in investigations. The day's
work would be concluded before lunch. The afternoon and
evening would be ours.
At first I felt a little odd just sitting in my room waiting to
be called. Because of the general aura of discretion I thought I
should keep the windows closed but wasn't sure about this. It
might appear suspicious or be taken as indicating a lack of trust.
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From this my mind turned to all the waiting-rooms I'd known.
There was the one at the medical clinic I used to attend as
a child. The largely unlit foyer had a parquetry floor. Around the
walls were wooden benches with an ebony finish. The next room
was carpeted and had couches and chairs you could sink back
into. Tracing these rooms in memory I initially began searching
for all the magazine articles I'd thumbed through in them
Fragments came and went. There were extracts from romantic
serials and articles about travel. I can still see a photograph of a
converted mill-house sitting over a stream, the mill-wheel
apparently still capable of turning. It was very cosy, very
English.
Then, as if in search of contrast, my mind turned to a
totally different kind of waiting-room - or waiting area - namely
the bench along the wall at my barber's when I was fourteen.
Compared to the clinic's waiting-room, there was something raw
and abrasive about this bench. Physically, it was without any
pretension, least of all to comfort. It had once been painted in a
glossy white but that must have been years ago. By the time I sat
on it the surface had been worn through to the wood. In some
places it had been chipped and scratched. A few words had been
gouged into it here and there.
The magazines were quite different too - men's magazines.
I remembered one occasion when my eyes moved from a nude
movie star lying sensually on a couch in a set from a Roman
epic to an article about street gang murders in a city in the U.S.
The writer was claiming to be shocked by the age of children
taking part in these murders. The high point of the article was a
particularly creepy murder in which two boys, both less than
twelve, had taken part in a gang stabbing of a derelict.
"I was the first, said the older boy. 1 stabbed hard but my
knife wouldn't go in very far."
Perhaps also responding to questions edited out of the
interview, the other boy seemed equally inclined to reflect upon
the sensation of stabbing.
1 dug my blade into the chest. I could feel the ribs as I
dragged it around in there.
It was while I was trying to decide exactly what
significance he might have attached to this detail that my heart
gave a jump as the sudden banging at my door seemed to drive
every thought out of my mind. As I moved towards the door it
11
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occurred to me that though I had, in a way, been preparing for
whatever was to come, I wasn't ready for it. Then, in the instant
in which the door opened, it occurred to me that in 'doing' my
room while I was at breakfast they'd taken down the
hippopotamus figure - not only taken it down but taken it away.
It was the woman who'd moved among the tables after
breakfast. She was brisk here as she was there but now I could
not evade the suspicion that this time her intention was to avoid
questions. I had to run at times to keep up with her, even though
I tried walking very quickly so it wouldn't be necessary. She led
me to the presidential suite in the main building and ushered me
in - but it wasn't what I expected Looking back now I think it
must've been converted for whatever it was Excellence had in
mind
There was only one room - all white - as far as I could see.
When I was half-way through the door it began closing behind
me. As I completed my step and paused I heard what I thought
was a lock engaging. What should I do?
As the- only piece of finniture in the room was a chair I sat
down. It was placed in front of a bench that had been built into
the wall. There were earphones on the bench. They were plugged
into it. I picked them up. I put them on
Then I saw a button where they had been resting. I pressed
it, thinking that in the laconic suite of unspoken but implied
instructions this must be what I was required to do. Immediately,
a loud and terrified scream filled the earphones. At first it
sounded like the man I'd spoken to at breakfast, but then I
thought,
"Why him?"
I was so sure, however, that what I'd heard was a tape perhaps of a person dying in agony, but a tape, nevertheless, and
one that had been activated by my button - that I pressed it again
to make sure. To my surprise, what followed was not the same
sound but a more intense one and - I can hear it still - filled with
rage at pain wilfully and needlessly inflicted and prolonged.
Instinctively I drew my hand back from the button and looked at
it as at a stranger. I was still looking when, seconds later, a door
banged behind me and the woman who had brought me there
stormed in and, as if in an extension of this, pulled my hand
away from the button, dragged me out of the chair and drew me
out of the room As she hurried me back to my room she
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exclaimed,
"It never happened "
As we parted at my door she added,
"In any case, guinea pigs don't talk about their experiences
... least of all to each other."
Closing the door, I found my attention once again drawn to
my hand - or was it, perhaps, to my capacity for inaction or,
even more, for intention But I couldn't face thinking just then
Whatever the meaning of this place and what was taking place in
it, it would have to wait till I was ready for it. Evidently, it was
more than ready for me, but that was another matter.
I felt a need for other people but without any prospect of
intimacy, even of conversation Then, at the very moment of
deciding that a game of tennis might fit the bill, I concluded that
they must have chosen a venue with superb sporting facilities
with precisely this circumstance in mind. I wasn't concerned
about the fact that I hadn't played in years. A good Court
Captain can always put together an interesting doubles.
"In any case," I reflected, "people come here for other
reasons. Their ability in sport can be expected to be deficient."
I wasn't wrong - though I wasn't entirely right either. Out
of the six courts, three were occupied. Two matches were clearly
social and rather slack at that. The third, however, was very swift
and - though the word seems odd in the context - very
professional. It involved three men and the woman I thought of
as the Egyptian Dancer. She wore a black track suit and moved
and played very nicely in it. The men seemed both impressed
and excited by her presence. As players, whether for or against
her, they seemed to receive a visible charge, both sexual and
professional, from merely glancing at her - and their zeal was
catching.
I spent some time watching the game before realising that
the players at one of the other courts were trying to attract my
attention They were playing American doubles and were keen to
make a four.
"Might as well do it properly," exclaimed a thin man, their
spokesperson, whose left hand - not occupied by a racket - was
trembling.
"What happened to you?" I wondered, realising, of course,
that most of the players must be at the venue for similar reasons
to mine. Indeed, the extent to which the strong ones were able to
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get on with their game as if nothing had happened, or was
happening, seemed the most compelling indication of their
professionalism and general superiority.
Although these reflections seemed to take away much of
the point of the game I accepted the invitation of the trembling
player and enabled them to make a four - which I'm sure
relieved them by taking away the loneliness of the individual
player. I stayed with them for some hours, during which nothing
remarkable happened, and afterwards went back to my room, in
the late afternoon, for a snooze.
As it occurred to me, on the way back, that I must have
missed lunch, I went to the dining room to see if there was any
indication when tea would be served I wasn't used to life as a
pig and was beginning to feel the strain I was determined not to
miss out on anything to which I was entitled.
I hadn't expected to see staff setting up for the night at this
time, but then, r d no way of knowing what might be normal for
them I was about to enquire what had happened to lunch when a
notice board to the left of the entrance caught my attention I
hadn't seen it before. Perhaps they kept it in a back room if they
had nothing to say and, of course, they would've put the
messages on it out there. The notice I was contemplating now
had been created by fixing plastic letters with horizontal
extensions at their extremities into a black velvet surface. As this
surface was really a series of pipes touching each other so
closely as to create the illusion of an even field, the letters could
be made to adhere by pressing the top and bottom extensions
into the crevasses between the pipes.
I was about to pull out one of the letters to get a better idea
as to how it was done when it occurred to me that I should read
it first. This is what it said:
1HE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
1.
REASONS
2.
EXPERIENCES OF A HIGH-ACHIEVER
I was excited by the sub-headings. While I didn't expect to
actually learn anything I felt the need for some talk that might,
however indirectly, touch on what was taking place in the white
room Observing that I'd been looking at the plastic-lettered
notice-board for rather too long, one of the staff setting the
tables came up to enquire,
"Are you hungry?"
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lbat was an odd question for a member of the catering
staff in the late afternoon
"Can I get you something?" he added, seeing that I was
still having difficulty with the first question.
"Now? Between meals?"
"A lot of guests forgot lunch today. We've prepared plates
of sandwiches. You can have a glass of wine, too, if you like."
Could this have been their initiative? They must be a
normal convention staff, after all. They could hardly know - still
less imagine - what we were here to go through and what some
of us had already gone through. We didn't know ourselves.
They may have been only too keen to provide that extra
service - to recognise or, still better, anticipate, the unexpected,
unspoken need or desire. Or had Excellence, in his wisdom,
made special arrangements, bearing in mind our probable state of
mind.
"I'll have the sandwiches, thank you Could I have a black
coffee instead of wine?"
"Certainly. We can bring it to your room, if you like."
"Thank you," I replied, making a mental note of the policy
of getting us back to our rooms whenever possible.
"They'll be with you directly" ... and, when I looked again,
I was by myself.
He was as good as his word. There were three varieties of
sandwiches - gherkin and cheese, chicken mayonnaise, ham-off
the bone and mustard. The coffee was good enough to make me
decide against using the small sealed bucket of long-life milk.
As, before I began to eat, it had occurred to me that I
needed something to take my mind off things, I managed to
locate my Egypt book. Thus, as the sandwiches gradually
disappeared from the face of the earth into mine and the level of
the coffee dropped to zero, I glanced through the chapter on the
Pharaohs.
It opened with a full-page photograph of a tomb cut into a
cliff-face with two vast figures on either side. There were
various photographs of busts and statues of Pharaohs. Skimming
through some paragraphs on the Pharaoh's status as a god and
the consequences of this, I wondered whether Excellence might
fancy himself as one. An old phrase 'he's got tickets on himself
went through my mind in a flash. He seemed to be working his
way towards a monument with something of the scale and
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madness of the pyramids about it.
It was with much the same thought in mind that I later
gaz.ed at him when, after the main course and a toast to
E(?)/(e?)xcellence by the Dancer, he stood up to address us on
the advertised topics. On balance, I didn't feel he touched on the
first heading, even though he clearly believed he was addressing
it. He quickly became lost in high-sounding phrases like a spider
disappearing in the web it's spinning.
It wasn't clear when he thought he'd moved on to the
second heading but, over time, there were changes in his phrases.
Though I was disappointed to see he was not going to enlighten
us in any way, he was obviously trying to get through to some of
the pigs. The cynics were still there, of course, though confining
themselves largely to dry remarks about Excellence's appearance,
particularly his odd stomach and jowl.
Whereas last night the silent faces around us had been only
too receptive to the jeers directed at the speaker, tonight they
looked at him with a certain awe, in which guilt may have
played a part. But it wasn't just that. Some of them were clearly
excited, not simply by what Excellence had to say but by his
presence - in subtle ways, or, at least, in ways not obvious to me.
Then, unexpectedly, he sat down to what became a
thunderous applause. There were no dry remarks now and I
wondered whether I would ever hear them again. Were they
afraid of what they had done - which may or may not be the
same as what rd done? Were they afraid of Excellence, or of the
quasi-officials, perhaps even of each other? It seemed that a
great silence was descending.
Then, to everyone's surprise, the woman rd come to think
of as the Dancer got up to say a few words of appreciation on
behalf of us all. She looked superb, not only dressed for the
occasion but somehow thriving on it too. Her blouse was nothing
if not professional. It laid emphasis on her breasts, her shoulders,
her back, as words do in a sentence, but more subtly, being only
part of the picture. Her voice was rich and full, her face glowing.
It was wonderful - coming after the more sombre performance of
Excellence.
I was certainly not the only one to enjoy her presence. I
could see that others were drawing in every word and deriving
from them quite a different kind of satisfaction to what they'd
found in the words of Excellence. It reminded me of pieces of
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Indian music at the point of transition when the serious, stringed
instrument begins to be accompanied by bright, lively drums.
Where was all our unease about what we were going
through? I made my way out of the dining-room feeling light
and joyous. The house wine had been surprisingly mellow. I'd
drunk quite a lot of it and that had substantially contributed to
my state of mind As I headed out into the garden on my way
back to my room, however, I stopped dead in my tracks when I
looked back into a large, brightly lit and steamy window. Feeling
it might be taken amiss but overpowered by my curiosity I
walked up to it and looked in . . . and gazed in wonder at a
swimming pool the like of which I'd seen only in illustrations
and Hollywood movies celebrating the decadence of Ancient
Rome.
Still feeling a little out of place I wandered back and went
through the steamy door of that palatial domain. On entering I
still felt apart from it, being fully clothed, but more a part of it
after entering because my presence there felt like a commitment
that I would return. Indeed, the instant this thought began
forming in my mind I found myself moving out of that room
with a determination to return and swim immediately.
When I left a woman was encouraging a small girl of about
four or five into the water. She was still doing this on my return.
Though in a bathing suit herself - in case her daughter got into
difficulties - she would not allow herself even to be splashed.
"It gets warmer once you get in," she observed to her
daughter but looking to me for confirmation, no doubt assuming
I was a denizen of such places. But where was she from? She
could hardly be a pig - not with a daughter in tow. Excellence
wouldn't want the hint of children involved in any of this.
I didn't like to comment on her remark. I wasn't committed
to a position. On stepping into the water, however, I was
delighted to find it the same temperature as my skin. It was as if
I were entering a totally sympathetic dimension. As if
encouraged by seeing that it could be done without discomfort
the woman sat in the side of the pool, dipped a foot in and then
slid in as unobtrusively as something just noticed out of the
comer of the eye.
As the last motion in this domino effect, the child waded in
at the shallow end. The mother swam down to him and they
drifted into an obscurely protracted game. By this time I had
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moved out of my depth and was swimming quietly up and down
on one side of the pool. It was delightful soaking up the
ambience by becoming a part of it. Indeed, the water temperature
seemed perfectly adjusted to induce this impression or delusion.
Remembering the mother and child I looked to see what
they were doing, only to find that they'd disappeared. How'd
they managed that? Surely, unconsciously, I would've recognised
the splashing and the generally irregular noises people make
when leaving the water? And what about the shadows they
should've made in crossing the light as they walked beside the
pool and towards the steamed-up exit I entry door? ... Shadows?
More like ghosts!
But then, I reflected, I like mysteries, especially when they
increase the sum total of life's interest - sometimes raising it well
above zero and thus providing an exception to the general rule
that nothing can come of nothing. It was comforting, too, to
know that I could now move about without fear of collision.
Having the mother and child there would not have been a great
problem but it would have limited considerably the level of
relaxation rm able to achieve by swimming on my back without
a thought and allowing my mind to move at will.
Shifting onto my back, I at first continued to move up and
down the pool with the regularity of a pendulum. Then, feeling
the need for some slight variation, I began moving around the
edge of the pool, in the process approaching a state of complete
relaxation As concentration began to blur I occasionally bumped
my head against the side of the pool. This did not cause me
significant discomfort as I was moving so slowly.
Nevertheless, to avoid even the slightest inconvenience, I
moved out into the centre, at the deep end, and began swimming
armmd on my back so slowly and in such a small circle that I
had the sensation of treading water. I was, to all intents and
purposes, walking in water out of my depth.
I suppose I was circling so slowly on the spot, producing
something more like a large point than a circle through
revolutions that were so long - in time - though so small - in
space - that I was now able to move my head slightly and
contemplate my surroundings.
It was the feature side of the pool which established its
extraordinary character and the marvellous, calming ambience of
the whole place. On this side, the one nearest the entrance, there
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was a set of curved steps which took you down into the water.
They took up the middle third of the length and on either side of
them were two great columns, the kind I associated with
Egyptian monuments and Greek temples and, above all that, our
own remarkable Middle Eastern Shrine. Continuing to move on
the spot, as it were, I attempted to focus on the temple side as
much as possible. It provided a form of access to the baths of
Ancient Rome. For some reason I couldn't imagine the builders
of the pyramids lazing about in baths.
It was precisely as this thought was passing through my
mind that something totally out of keeping with the setting began
to happen. I'd temporarily lost sight of the columns. On looking
again my mind was brutally returned to the present by the sight
of the woman I thought of as the Dancer, standing between the
columns and staring into space through frightened eyes, one of
which had been blackened.
I was so disconcerted by this that I lost my rhythm
temporarily, inhaled water and went into a brief spasm When I
got on top of the situation and was capable of a second glance
she wasn't there. I had scarcely registered this fact when a voice,
which I felt sure belonged to Excellence, emitted a tremendous
bellow just outside the pool door. This time the steamy glass
which had formerly prevented me from seeing in now made it
impossible for me to see out.
I don't usually take risks. My normal response to a situation
like this would have been to wait for the heat to die down and
then slip out for a cautious peek. Why then did I behave out of
character, leaping out of the water and rushing across the now
slippery floor to the door, swinging it open without a second
thought and stepping out to see as much as I could? Perhaps my
behaviour can be accounted for in terms of the level of
relaxation I'd reached in my floating state. My usual
circumspection and awareness of danger may have been
temporarily in abeyance.
Things must have been moving pretty briskly out there
because, to my disappointment, I rushed through the door only to
confront the chill night air and the kind of mist through which
we had been driven up. Just then there was a screech of brakes
as a car suddenly appeared out of the dark - driven, I was quick
to see, by the Dancer.
At once a door slammed and the figure of Excellence
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appeared on the run At a bmmd, it seemed, he covered the
distance between him and the car, ripped open the door and was
swallowed up in the dark vehicle, which, with a tremendous
surge of power, shot forward and within seconds was lost to my
sight - temporarily. In spite of the discomfort to my bare feet I
raced to the point of the hill where I expected to see the car
speeding off into the distance.
From this vantage point I saw a police car hiding behind a
clump of small trees shoot out and block the path with a wild
siren and a toy-like flashing of lights. To my surprise, as if
prepared for just such a contingency, the escapees tumbled out of
the car and, as if in the tinkling of a small bell, the glamorous
shape of the Dancer and her ghostly companion flashed across
the beam of the police spotlight before disappearing into the
night - followed closely by two ymmg, tmiformed policemen, hot
in the pursuit of Excellence. As quarries go, I think he must have
been particularly elusive because after what seemed a confused
and frustrating chase, one of them called out,
"I got the girl but the guy's shot through - gone into thin
arr.
1his observation led me to reflect that it was time for me to
take my leave too. I had, after all, no way of knowing what
ultimately had been taking place here in the pursuit of
excellence. Still less had I any way of knowing what the police
bad heard or who they would seek to charge. Without delay,
therefore, I hurried to my unit, collected my belongings, and
disappeared I managed to get a lift back to where I'd been living
tmtil all this came up.
Perhaps through some higher instinct for self-preservation,
I hadn't used a real name or address in my dealings with the
officials of Excellence. In any case, none of my addresses at that
time were what you would call real. To all intents and purposes I
hadn't been there and wasn't here now. I wasn't anywhere certainly not anywhere that would stand up in court. And then,
just as this thought was completing itself in my mind, I ferreted
anxiously in my bag but it wasn't there. Perhaps less because it
wasn't mine as because it no longer seemed important, I'd left the
Egypt book behind - and the hippopotamus page had disappeared
for good
This troubled me, not only because it implied a remote
chance that I could be traced but also because it made recent
•
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events - which already seemed so aberrant that, even at this early
stage, I was inclined to doubt whether all of them could have
taken place - appear too much a part of the nonnal scheme of
things.
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Etiquette
for Pauline Holdstock
1

MA. C Farrant

Dinner Parties

I was telling you how I put the strips of bloody steak into
the dryer to dry them out before serving the guests and you said
you wished Barbara Harris had done something like that the
night before because Barbara Harris had cooked the bacon with
the ham, and layered it, so that when you cut into your piece of
ham it wasn't cooked. It was, in fact, white inside. Oh look you
said my piece of ham is white. And neither Barbara Harris nor
her husband Howard Harris said a word but went right on eating.
Then a few minutes later Barbara Harris hissed across the table
to her husband I toldyou it wouldn't work cooking them together
like that and Howard Harris hissed back Fuck off and the whole
dinner took on an aspect of terror. So then we wondered what
was the right thing to do in a situation like that, what would
Emily Post have said if your host tells your hostess to fuck off in
the middle of the meal? How do you repair the collapse of a
social situation and should you even want to? It wasn't as if
Barbara Harris and her husband were family or really good
friends and you could say lighten up or knock it off to them like
you would to your kids, tell them to go to their rooms and don't
come back until they've sorted things out or don't come back at
all. I mean the whole idea of dining with friends or, in this case,
the casually known, is to get away from stew pot situations like
that and grab for yourself a fistful of peace away from the fray.
But Emily Post came up short. She was fixated on knives and
forks, introductions and thank-you notes. She didn't in all her
one thousand pages even have a sentence about fuck-off
situations at dinner. And so I was wondering if the time hadn't
come for a few good words to be said about the etiquette that
lurks beneath the surface of manners. Since everyone is going on
about sub-texts these days, it's clear there's a sub-text of manners
and perhaps it's time to re-organise the laws of etiquette along
dadaist lines. I mean, put the knives and forks back on the
ceiling where they belong and decorate the table with fuck-offs
or fuck-ups depending on the course. And in the case of Barbara
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Harris and her husband, the thing to do would be to stuff them
into your going-out-to-dinner hand bag and take them home to
the dog or throw them into tomorrow's soup. They'd make a
good base. They might even make a really interesting soup
depending on how much meat was on their bones and so the
whole family could salvage nourishment from a fuck-off
situation. And somehow this solution is the right thing to do with
the Harrises hissing away together in the soup pot, somehow this
makes us feel pleased with the world.
2

Oeaning the Kitchen

You were in a good mood and said it was because this was
the first time in six weeks that you'd cleaned the kitchen and
how cleaning the kitchen always made the kids happy. We were
having coffee at the unusually clear table and the kids, all four of
them, were hanging about, one on your lap, the others on the
floor at our feet leaning against our ankles with sweet solemn
smiles on their faces. Not doing anything, just being calm in the
clean kitchen. Everything was ordered and neat for a change
while chaos had been banished to outside the kitchen window
after a long six week struggle to disorder the room I gave chaos
a rest you said it just gets worn out from all the work it has to
do around here. And we looked outside to where chaos had its
tired nose pressed against the window pane and we took note of
its sad red eyes and how the tears were forming. Then one of the
kids sighed from looking at it, then another sighed, then another,
until you took pity and said Ah go let it in. So the littlest kid ran
to open the kitchen door and it didn't take a moment for a
sudden gust of wind to scatter a thousand leaves over the newly
washed floor and to blow a sheaf of papers off a shelf Then for
no reason one of the kids bit his own tongue and howled and
another suddenly whined for food. And getting up to go I
knocked over my cup of coffee. Then the dog got stepped on
and started barking. She was mad from being woken up. And the
telephone rang and the front doorbell rang and all the kids ran
from the room to see who was there knocking over one chair
two chairs as they tracked through the spilt coffee. Welcome
home you said to chaos who by now had settled by the stove and
was busy causing a pot of oatmeal to boil over.
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3

Theme Parties

Everyone was having theme parties. The most popular were
toga parties where fat businessmen got to dress up in sheets and
their wives put on Cleopatra eyes though they were really
copying Liz Taylor in the movie. Everyone had seen Animal
House and liked the grossness of John Belushi farting and
puking and grabbing tits so some of that was okay in the lovely
living rooms of friends. We went as master and slave, something
different we thought, you as the slave attached to a twenty foot
length of rope, a dog collar around your neck and wearing a
burlap toga For a laugh we went to the door, me first, and I said
Daddy can't make it this evening so I brought a friend then
tugged on the rope and you appeared from behind a
rhododendron bush dragging your leg late-nite monster-style and
gn.mting like a wild man. We went into the living room like that,
amongst the thirty or so be-sheeted guests drinking white wine
and eating broccoli spears and I said to you loudly Go lie down
over there by the couch And you did and it was really weird
because the room got quiet and stayed that way the whole half
hour you kept up the slave thing, grunting and grabbing anyone
who got near till I took you a beer signalling the show was over.
But the rest of the night we might have been lepers. Trying to
talk gardening or falling interest rates got us nowhere. So here's
another example of etiquette and what not to do at theme parties.
Find out first what the script is and never never deviate from it.
Do something acceptable like drive a Harley through the front
door or toss the vegie plate through the living room window or
go fornicate with a neighbour on the basement stairs or just stay
home.
4

Endangered Objects

Another example of etiquette concerns the strange
invitation we got. It had so many words at first I thought it was a
chain letter threatening good luck But, no, it was an invitation
for a time-out party, the words explaining how everyone these
days had enviro-fatigue from trying to do the right thing by the
environment, how all that garbage sorting, healthful living
business was wearing everyone out. Not to mention the private
hand wringing going on about depleting rain forests, fish, bird,
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bear, and whale stocks as if the whole horrible state of thing.5
crune down to each person alone, some huge accusing finger
pointing at them: 1HIS LAIB 201H CENTURY :MESS IS
YOUR FAULT. So the invitation had the time-out sign printed
in amongst the words, the T made with the hands and listed a
bunch of party rules such as bring your own styrofoam cup, a
really shocking suggestion since we always carry our pottery
mugs everywhere like good kids.· Rule number two was to bring
a can of aerosol something - hairspray, deodorant, air freshener take your pick. These items would be raflled off, the idea being
they were endangered objects, would probably be worth mega
bucks in years to come. The next rule was wear something
plastic, a garbage bag cape, say, or an asphalt bra. Then the
invitation said how entertainment was being planned: a really
good stand-up comic was all set to tell hilarious jokes about
toxic waste. And there would be door prizes, too - a case of
aspartame, a case of diazinon The food, of course, would be
processed and served dead in colourful boxes. But the party's
highlight would be a fifteen foot high bonfire made up of bread
bags and rigid plastic containers which would be lit at midnight
and we would all be expected to dance around it holding hands
while the media filmed us. They were guaranteed to show up
late like important guests, an entire fleet of 1V vans sprinkled
with obsolete computer chips like sharp confetti. But I didn't
know whether I should attend this spectacular event or even the
proper way to answer the invitation since there was no r.s.v.p.
No word, either, about whether to bring a bottle of wine or a
vegetable tray and nothing in any of the etiquette books made
any sense when it crune to time-out parties. So what I did was
copy most of the invitation here and I'm passing it along hoping
at least twenty people will read it and get good luck. I heard a
family of four from Elbow, Saskatchewan were saved from an
encounter with a marauding cloud of radon gas because they
stayed inside reading this piece. I heard a guy in Des Moines,
Iowa was struck by insight after reading this piece. I heard that if
you don't pass this piece along to twenty of your friends then all
the wonderful things that were supposed to happen to you in
your life could very likely go up in a puff of toxic smoke.
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Alive in Bruns\vlck
Arzdrea Sherwood
It is late afternoon and the car is waiting outside, its horn
racketing through the sunnner's heady quiet. K. runs out to meet
it, her lxxly finely tuned to its urgency. The driver of the car
does not acknowledge her passenger with any words of greeting,
or small talk about the weather, the stifling heat. Like K., all her
energies are focused upon the one destination; no feelings, stray
thoughts, or ideas, can be spared C. plants her foot hard on the
accelerator and the women lurch out of Lydia St, onto Albert,
and into Sydney Rd K and C. have not known each other that
long but can already read each other's mind instantaneously,
united by their desperate need A single-minded silence drives
them, breaking through red lights by seconds, dodging Police
cars, stemming the fury of waiting in traffic jams. When they
arrive, they count out their money, pooling together everything
they've managed to scrape together in the last 24 hours. C. holds
the money in her left hand, ready to be passed on quickly. The
front door of the house is heavily bolted and as they wait she
assesses the surrounding area, its messy fragility, the illicit tangle
of weed, glass and light. The building is sinking to the left and
will one day be submerged beneath the earth. Inside, the women
adjust their eyes to the smudged darkness. The slant of the floor
is noticeable but they've long coped with that view of things. A.
is, of course, still in bed Her eyes droop in an unconscious
effort to hide, or escape, but she jerks into the bad light when
she feels K 's hand on her white skin A is dishevelled and hard.
Her eyes are so transparent they expose everything and because
she is aware of this, she tries to frighten people into not looking.
When they locked her up (forever it seemed) she worked on
those skills until she became a leader, until no-one dared look
her straight in the eye. Here, A. is 'queen' of the drug scene and
power suits her, keeps her safe, and from that safety she can
afford to be generous. The dope is hidden under the twisted
covers of the bed and she pulls out a small pistol, some used and
clean fits, a vial of sterilised water, before she finds it. C. is
always nervous; her hands sweat and her mouth curls up just like
a smile but it isn't. She uses heroin to kill the voices in her head,
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their eternal bickering. All she ever manages to do is make
herself deaf but she can live with silence. K. hurriedly hands her
her share and she carefully slips it into the spoon; the pre
prepared sterile water is tipped in and mixed with the plunger
from the syringe. C. makes a filter from the cigarette she had
saved for the purpose then sucks the clear liquid into the fit. Her
body begins to relax as she holds the syringe to the light and
checks for bubbles. of air. She flicks it, releasing the air, and
pushes the plunger a little higher. Done. The scarf is tied around
the upper part of her arm. Her veins rise to the surface of the
skin like pale snakes, or rivers on a map travelling to the centre
of her being. As she eases the tip of the needle into her flesh, the
first flood breaks the surface. The chemical taste in her mouth is
bitter and pleasant as her limbs soften into mobility. K. is
jubilant. Her legs snap into action as she grabs a handful of C.'s
hair and pulls her head upward, playfully, to the sun. A. is
gratified, as though the transformation is of her own doing, not
the drugs'. And even when addicts have used for a period of up
to twenty years, the response is always the same; even better, if
they've been kept waiting.
Life was good. In the car C. scrabbles around in the glove
box looking for spare change, enough, maybe, for a coffee each.
K. is still singing, hanging her head outside the window, face-up
to the yellowing sky. There isn't enough cash for the coffee so
they decide to have one at C.'s place which is closer and more
habitable. The car swerves back onto Sydney Rd, heading toward
Coburg, the radio blaring 'love, 0 perfect love'. A common game
with these pop songs was to replace the word 'love' with 'heroin',
as though they were interchangeable. As single mothers the both
of them have had to, by necessity, develop a macabre sense of
humour. Inside, the house is tidy; a tap leaks an irregular beat
and a curtain trails a ragged skein of lace through bits of light.
Though obviously broke more often than not, C. likes to create
at least an appearance of 'normality' as she puts it, or stability; it
keeps her sane. In the kitchen there is one teabag but no milk. K.
is still humming, still oblivious to her surroundings, the
remnants, the pieces of her life that form no cohesive whole. C.
is jealous of her ability to shrug off the electricity bill, the CBO,
the notes the welfare people leave pinned to her door. Though it
always lands her in the worst possible scenario K. lands face up,
still breathing, though tainted blue about the mouth. Once,
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though, they even tried to take her son C. clutches her stomach
at the recollection, her mouth dry and empty. The usual despair
enters her body, her brain, and there is nothing she can do about
it but wait it out. The pale gold tea cools on the table. K. starts
to nod off, her jaw slack, her lips pale and dry. She refuses to
regret and has become almost incapable of it.
Almost.
The room is quiet and still, like it can be at the end of the
day when the light is no longer light but darkness has not yet
begun. The harsh knock on the door was like an attack, an act of
violence. The women know immediately who it is and their
bodies shut down, lock away any part of themselves that could,
in a second of fear, or anger, or hatred, give themselves up. The
police are impatient and again blast the door with their wooden
fists because it did not spontaneously open C. walks to the door,
opens it, glances briefly at the search warrant, the floor, then
stands against the wall letting them pass. K hasn't moved. The
fury in her throat is suffocating her. She notes that they have
brought a woman with them, to do a strip-search. She knows
these women, their need to humiliate. K watches C., trying to
signal her, begging her to look after herself. The questioning
starts straight away and is personal, irrelevant and aggressive. C.
answers because she has no choice. K writhes in sick loathing.
When they have finished, their eyes roam greedily through the
room, searching for some unidentifiable thing. They, too, are
desperate, needy. The woman is smiling now, her eyes cloudy
with expectation as she watches K watching her. C. knows it is
when you flinch, or your fingers flutter in a moment of relapse,
that the pillage begins.
Clothes are stripped, tom apart. Plates, knives, glasses
cracked open on the floor. Everything is violated. Blood leaks
from the glass and glass leaks from the walls. The carpet curls
and aches like skin And they are satiated. Their savage mouths
slack with content. Their fists swaying like knots, back and forth,
back. The woman is sleepy. K follows them out then bolts the
door though it is too late for that, too late for anything. She
picks up the kids and takes them back to her place. In the
morning neither of them feels any easier, any wiser. With her
crooked mouth (a book had accidently hit) K looks a little
different.
The kids are nervous and overactive, when C. drops them
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off at creche. C. knows how fast their minds work, how
complicated their thoughts. Soon they will know the rules of this
society, who breaks what.
A flutter of panic ripples through her skin, causing a
sudden rash of goose-bumps. Cold sweat crawls down her sides,
her anns, her legs. She's had nothing this morning, and the first
symptoms of withdrawal drag her thoughts back to the routine.
K had left for work early, hoping to catch a regular who
couldn't come later. C. rushes to the car, wondering if enough
make-up would hide the swollen lip. As she arrives C. notes for
the millionth time how from the outside the parlour could be
mistaken for a private surgery. A pale sugary pink outlines the
windows and the front door. The picket fence is a brilliant white,
holding in the perfectly manicured garden. To get her to change
from the place she was already working in K. had told her it was
'po sh', 'upper-class'. C. laughs. Inside the girls are all there,
chatting, intimate, waiting. C. smiles, waves, heads for the 'cut
and change' room, as they call it. K. is there, smoothing lipstick
around her wounded lip with her finger, grimacing slightly. She
tilts her head at C. Both women work only because of their
habits but both have become skilled actors, and K. always said
she loved the 'dressing-up'. K. takes on the role of the giggling
extrovert, while C. is the shy bookish type. Once the girls have
adopted their stereotype they are not allowed to act out of
character, take on two, or more roles. Take more than their
share. C. is happy with this; it requires less effort. And the girls
are protective of each other, it's all they've got. K. nudges C.,
urging her to hurry up and make some money, as she walks
down the stairs. Wigs, paints, perfumes, clothes, are all dumped
on the floor. The window to the outside world is cracked, a
black line of accumulated grime follows it to the ceiling. C.
holds her head face-up, to stop the tears running through the
po wder, leaving long grey streaks. C. thinks she is cracking but
knows it is only a combination of the stress of the night before
and the effects of hanging-out. She always thinks she can't go
on, but she always does. It is K. 's turn to answer the door and it
is her man. K. likes him because he is old and harmless and can't
do anything anymore. She glances at the board where all their
names are, and beside them, the little stars management awards
for good performance. If you collect ten stars you get to keep a
little more of your money. The stars cause rivalry, competition,
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and it pulls the girls apart until they have nothing except a tiny
paper star beside their name.
The clinic seems always to be full. K.'s had her methadone,
and minds the two kids while C. waits for hers. Groups of
people huddle together, swinging their legs, easing their backs
against the hard plastic chairs. Children flll1 in and out, calling to
each other with a casual familiarity. They see each other every
day, and like coming here, for that reason. Most of them don't
know what their parents are up to. They think a little, worry
about it. then forget. Most of the people here were (still are)
serious criminals and most look like it. A man who'd just done
ten years minimum for armed hold-up sits talking to C. 's
daughter, asking her 'what story is in her drawing. C. relaxes,
including the man in her brief smile. The pharmacist calls her up
to his protected peeirhole (security reasons) and after she si gns,
hands her her cordial cocktail. An older woman is talking to K.
Her skin resembles a mobile jungle. C. listens to her telling K.
how she killed her husband, and what she did with the ghost.
She says she couldn't afford to be mad and K. nods, approving.
C. agrees. A young couple love themselves and each other. C.
watches the way they talk, carefully, preciously, choosing words
like fruit. Living only in the present. C. wonders what would
happen if you remembered everything, the horror of it. She
gestures to K, tells her she wants to go. K is quite happy where
she is but gets up anyway, still talking, still listening. The kids
have a race to the car. Hair the colour of liquid and stiff,
standing up from their heads like silver rays. C. wants to be
happy and wonders how difficult it will be. Through the front
windscreen of the car she can see K's face, eager, expecting
something. C. sighs. One day at a time, she thinks.
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The Real Story
Barbara Brooks
My name is Jan and I have just had my hair cut very short.
I live by myself, in a flat in one of those decrepit waterfront
blocks in Glebe. All armmd me the new brick battalions are
rising. I know progress when I see it, and so does the cmmcil.
My block is about to be demolished I have an interesting, if
schizophrenic, personal life. This means I have two relationships,
though neither of them has a :futt1re. Nigel is a lawyer. He has a
small mind, but he compensates for this with a large income. I
think he might be slightly crooked The morals of the 80s, I
guess. Michael is a journalist, and married to a woman I have
never met. My friends say she is OK I prefer not to think about
her. Michael plays squash and drinks a lot. Journalists usually
do.
One night when Nigel and I were coming home from a
restaurant, we called in at a house in IBtimo. He said he had to
collect some files for a client. The house was full of boxes of
paper, but unoccupied. We were about to leave when a phone
rang. Nigel answered it upstairs. I thought this was curious. I
started looking at some of the papers. When I realised what they
were, I folded up as many as I could and hid them in my leather
jacket.
That weekend I saw Michael at the squash cotnt. He had
his son with him
- I have something you might fmd interesting, I said When can I
see you?
On Tuesday night I showed him the papers over a Campari
and soda in a restaurant in Leichhardt. I watched him as he read
them, remembering the confidence he had on the cotnt on
Sunday: the hollow and promising thud of the balls, knock me
down I bounce back. Men have got it made, in a way; they have
so many fewer conflicts than women about living in the material
world It fi gures. They made it.
- Very interesting, he said. I've been trying to get some stuff on
this merchant bank that seems to have CIA connections. It's hard
to prove, but some people think the CIA still see Australia as a
socialist government, and they'd like to keep their eye on things
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in case they want to mmmt a destabilising program again. I don't
know whether to have Italian sausages with polenta or roast pork
with raspberry coulis. What do you think?
- What do I think? I think, what socialist government? I spend
my time propping up people who've been thrown out of
psychiatric hospitals so that the socialist government can save
$10 million on health care. I know the institutions are bad. But
these people end up on the streets or in the jails because there's
nowhere else to go. We just lost three more staff. I spend my
time nursemaiding psych affected people and keeping them off
the street because the money isn't there to do anything else. Fuck
the government. Fuck the CIA too. Why don't you go home and
eat pet food, like my old men have to?
I stonned out of the restaurant. Maybe rd over-reacted, but
rd had a bad day. I went home and opened a bottle of Coopers
and switched on the 1V, then switched it off again. The phone
rang, but I decided not to answer it.
Work is terrible. rm on the point of cracking up. I have
these two peculiar relationships which have to end some time,
and rve been putting off doing anything about them The
building I live in is up for redevelopment or demolition I never
get round to worrying about the threat of nuclear war because I
don't seem to have a future anyway. I see Michael once every
two or three weeks, because of his job, my job, his marriage and
kids, and my scruples. Nigel is a fascinating experience which I
keep at arms length, and often think of giving up.
Next day there was an article in the paper about a man
found dead in Ultimo. The photo showed the house where I went
with Nigel. What was going on? Michael rang me in the middle
of a counselling session; I thought it was Nigel and didn't want
to answer.
- I appreciate that you're under pressure, Michael said I spoke to
Sonia about running a special feature on the crisis in health
services. Will you talk to her?
- Your flowers have just arrived, I said. Thank you, I want to see
you - can you meet me in the wine bar tonight?
Michael was late. Sometimes I wonder if it's worth it nmning a close third after a wife and children and a career in
investigative journalism
- That story about the man found dead in Ultimo, I said. It's the
house where I found those papers.
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Michael poured us a glass of cabemet sauvignon and said
hello to two writers, an actress, another journalist and a union
official.
- It's not exactly private here, he said, why don't we go
somewhere else?
We drove to Bondi in his unmarked Holden panel van.
- What are all those boxes in the back? I asked.
- Transcripts of the enquiry into the leak at the nuclear power
station, and the enquiry into development on the north coast. I
was going to shift them tonight. You haven't got any space in
your cupboards?
- No. I have to move soon anyway. The papers I gave you what were they?
- Records of money transferred via a bank in Saudi Arabia, in
the name of an arms dealer we know to be connected with the
CIA, to the Black Hand Bank.
Michael had, almost singlehanded, uncovered CIA
connections in Australia, from the joint defence facilities to the
merchant bankers. Black Hand was his speciality, a bank run by
an ex-Green Beret and an Australian who had run rackets for the
army in Vietnam.
At Bondi, we walked along the sand dodging the nighttime
Joggers.
- That's the next premier, if he has his way, Michael said. He's
just taken an enormous commission on a land deal, they say. He
has so much money he could pay someone else to run for him
- If he's that rich, why doesn't he look as if he's having fun?
- Because Cabinet won't wear it and he'll have to give the money
back.
- That body, Michael - it wasn't Joe Foott from Black Hand?
- I think Joe Foott left the country some time ago, although if he
did the Federal Police should have picked him up at the airport.
They must have missed him It was probably one of the Black
Hand couriers. They do a drug run from Thailand, just a minor
one, more to keep in contact with their people in Asia than
anything else. But they've come dangerously close to the
territory of people in the big drug business. They've made a few
payouts to them, too. Listen Jan, what were you doing at that
house?
I looked at the lights reflected in the waves as they pulled
back and under. I thought about a holiday in Byron Bay. Then I
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thought about drugs and developers. And about comfortable
beachfront apartments and smoking a joint and watching the sun
go down behind the hills at the back of Broken Head. The lines
that divided areas of my life were all blmTed.
- What do you know about a lawyer called Nigel Hampton?
- Doesn't ring a bell. Who is he?
- He takes me out to dinner, now and then. He's a corporate
lawyer. rm always telling him he's into whitecollar crime, but I
didn't think he was in the business of putting out contracts on
people. He took me there.
:Michael said he'd check him out. He dropped me home, but
said he couldn't stay. The slugs were making trails around the
kitchen floor. These old buildings have a charm of their own I
opened the mail - an electricity bill and an eviction notice.
When I got to work next day, there was a memo to say that
our unit was being reorganised. Another social worker would be
appointed in response to protests by our union, but my job,
officially called community worker, was being regraded. I knew
I wasn't in line for promotion
- We can get an adult educator to run courses in stress manage
ment and health care, and someone from Social Security to do
sessional counselling for us, the Regional Director told me when
I demanded an appointment with him - You're only running a
holding operation and we'd like to see your job allocated where
it's needed.
He sat back in his executive issue chair and looked at a
spot just above my left shoulder. I was semi-reclining - the only
viable position - in a chair made out of canvas and plywood held
together with string. It looked to me like something out of the
basement of a gay bar. I looked for the loops to tie your wrists
or ankles to, the pocket for the whip. It put me about three feet
below him in a position of helpless but apparently willing
subjugation His phone range - his lunch appointment at some
yuppie restaurant. I got up and walked around the room I
decided that the only position I could occupy in that room that
would give my anything like apparent equality was sitting on the
comer of his desk.
He looked only slightly taken aback. They probably tell
these men what to expect at the equal opportunity anticipation
courses. So-called socialist governments send bureaucrats to
courses in how to make you feel good while getting you to do
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exactly what they want. The nasty hierarchy of class is supposed
to be eliminated This bloke probably grew up in the western
suburbs with my mother.
- Did you ever live in Bankstown? I asked him
He swung round to look at the screen - We don't have any
vacancies there. Any other places you're interested in?
- Byron Bay, I said, and his eyes flickered. The reason you could
get my job done by a stress management teacher, a fire-eater,
and a juggler, I said, is that I've been prevented from doing
anything useful because of lack of staff and lack of money. What
my clients need is asylum - appropriate accommodation and
good health care. But because nobody will give it to them, I just
keep them on the move and off the streets. You isolate me
without funds or access to policy, then you call me ineffective.
- The minister has allocated the budget, he said. How about
Taree?
- No thanks.
I walked out through his door and across the openplan
office where the keyboard operators stared at blank screens and
checked their wrists for signs of RSI. Must have been the last lot
of shonky computers, I thought.
I went home after that. The cockroaches were nosing
around the sink but the slugs were still undercover. Their trails
led across the floor and up the walls. Did that mean rain?
Sometimes I look out the window at the water, and wonder what
it was like before we came here, when there were only the
Aboriginal people. I could imagine the water surrounded by
gums and black wattle, the swamps around here, and on the
other side of the harbour the hills with their sandstone cliffs and
tree ferns in the gullies. Then I had this flash of the Regional
Director in his executive chair in the middle of the bush, ants
crawling up the legs of his chair, leaves falling onto the shiny
surface of his desk
I was stuck For most of my life I had felt I had a choice
about what to do, not to mention a responsibility, to work out
what the next move should be and what change was possible.
Now, I was at the point where I had to ask myself, is it time to
give up and get out? Is it time to say, I've had as much as I can
take, this is counter-productive? I have heard Michael say that
sometimes the only place where anything can be done is in a
kind of grey area, somewhere between the hardnosed cynicism
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of the powerbrokers and the moral outrage of the dedicated and
factionalised left. But you have to watch yourself because it's
precarious it's like living on the edge of a swamp.
That night I dreamed about Len. It was strange, I hadn't
seen him for ages. I met him at the first detox ward I worked in.
He had one leg in plaster, and he used to walk up and down the
verandah and the hallways, all day and half of the night, and the
nurses used to groan and say, here comes Long John Silver. He
would come up to you and look you in the eye, and say, take me
home, darling, r m sick of all this. I was twenty-three and didn't
know what to do with myself. I used to dream about him then
About strapping him into his chair at mealtimes, while he
dribbled down his pY.iama shirt. And about that tapping, up and
down the hallway, all the time.
In the dream, I was with Len at an M meeting. When we
came out we were in the middle of the bush. We could see the
land sloping down to the harbour, covered in ti-trees, and those
heath plants with small flowers. Len said to me, We're on our
own now.
I woke up then I was in the shower when I remembered
the prayer they use at M: Give me the strength to change what
I can, accept what I can't, and know the difference.
I asked someone in the office to stop my calls and take
messages. I didn't want to talk to Nigel.
I had lunch with Mchael.
- Listen, Jan, he said over the first bottle of Chardonnay, can you
get any more of those papers?
- Listen, Bozo, I said, someone got killed over there. What do
you think I am? I don't think I want to see Nigel. I had a big
session with the regional oberlieutenant yesterday. My job is
being relocated.
- Where to?
- Siberia, I think I feel like resigning. You know how you go
along for months, years even, locked into something. Then
something happens and you have to let go. Amazing. You feel
free. I know you have to compromise when you work for
institutions. But there's a point where you say, that's it.
- You should get into policy, then, and change it.
- Can I afford to devote five years of my life to it? I'm tired,
Michael, I need a holiday. I want to resign - from everything.
I didn't want to know about any of them. I didn't want to
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see Nigel, and I wasn't even sure if I wanted to see Michael. I
wanted to sleep twelve hours a night, lie on the beach all day,
and drink strawberry daiquiris on the verandah at sundown.
- rm going back to the office to check those photos, Michael
said. I think I know who that bloke is - the one that got killed. I
think it's their courier, the one who's the link with Buckley &
Chance, the arms dealers in Hong Kong. He's the man who went
to Saudi Arabia and brought back the money. And I reckon he
works for Jay Lafton, the American who owns the Paradise
Room If he is, we might be able to pin on him that he's one of
the top CIA operatives in Sydney.
I could see Michael getting carried away.
- Who killed him, then?
- I'm not sure. Maybe the boys in the big drug scene, because
they thought he was horning in. If Lafton lined up with Black
Hand, that would have changed the balance of power for a few
people.
- It sounds like the Liberal Party at play.
- It could have been messier than that. But it could have been
just a mistake.
That night I sat at the window again, with a glass of wine
and a joint. There is this feeling during a crisis, sometimes, when
the things you have been struggling with fall away, certain
divisions fall away too, and you are no longer this or that, but
potentially both, and part of it all. In a pleasant kind of way I
didn't know what I was doing, so I felt completely free to do
anything.
The water was black and shiny and the city was reflected in
it. Billie Holliday was on the tape deck. Goodbye, black water.
Goodbye, open plan office. Music, take me home.
I was sorry when Michael interrupted all this.
I was shocked when he brought out the photos.
- Do you know who that is? I asked him
- Yes, yes, it's Jay Lafton's right hand man. An American called
Amie. You know what this means? We might be able to tie up
Lafton, Black Hand and the undercover operatives.
- It looks like Len to me, I said. The old guy who got kicked out
of the detox unit. He's been living on the streets for six months.
Michael, if that body was Len, he didn't get done over by Ronald
Reagan and the CIA, or organised crime, or the grand
conspiracy. He died of exposure, malnutrition, lack of care, and
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the long term deterioration of alcoholism If anything, the so
called socialist government killed him, by default.
I told Michael I wanted to be by myself, and he went
home.
Could it be Len? Sometimes I wonder if Michael and I are
just looking down the barrels of different conspiracies. He's after
the cowboys, I'm after the bureaucrats. No wonder we weren't
seeing the same person. Michael told me Nigel was on the board
of one of the companies Black Hand had bought. He could be
innocent, Michael said As innocent as any of us. Michael wasn't
so much innocent, I thought, as unable to comprehend this
complex \\-eh of human emotions.
I slept that sleep that dope gives me, deep and refreshing,
and woke up in the morning feeling clear.
I had things to do, so I took the morning off. I rang an old
friend who still worked in the drug and alcohol unit. She told me
Len had died peacefully in the Matthew Talbot hostel eighteen
months ago. I went and sat in a coffee shop in Leichhardt, and
drank two cafe lattes. Then I went home and wrote a letter to
Nigel. I told him I was leaving town and didn't want to see him
any more.
I saw Michael for a drink after work the following night.
- rm going to Byron Bay for four weeks, I said I don't know
what I'll do when I come back.
- Apply for a job in the policy unit. It's the logical step. While
you're up at Byron I might see if I can come up, there's a story
on the council and land developers.
I told him I didn't want to know about councils or land
developers or him or his wife, I wanted to get away. I wasn't
sure if I wanted to see him again And I couldn't imagine being a
policymaker.
- You sound like an anarchist, Jan, he said. You have to work
through the institutions to change government policy. Otherwise
you're marginalised You get crushed
- You come up to Byron, I said, and lie on the beach with me for
three days and we'll see what's ridiculous. You're being a
Stalinist, Michael. I am marginal. Some people get crushed. I'm
getting out.
I don't want to be part of the great blacksuited mainstream
of Australian capitalism in the 80's. It's falling apart. But there
are still times when I feel any of us could be crushed underfoot
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and no-one would notice. The thought is like a nightmare, being
crushed to the bosom of something terrible and seeing its face,
the face of the dead man.
I went home. The slugs were out again, reclaiming the
night. I felt sympathetic, but accidentally stood on one in the
bathroom What do you do? Live with them? Shoot them off the
walls with an M16? I picked them up in yesterdays newspaper
and threw them out the window. The paper fell slowly. The
water was black and shiny. Everyone should have a view like
this, it's like watching your subconscious on a video screen, if
you look at the water long enough.
It was a wet night, and I could see the traffic slowly
crossing Glebe Island Bridge, and hear the container terminal. It
was all happening a long way away. In the morning, I would
book the train to Byron Bay.
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Reviews
Perseverance Poets' Collection 1991-92 Ed Louise Craig
RRP $10.75 posted from 40 Hilton Street, Clifton Hill

Eric Beach
The best collection to come out of pub readings for twenty
years. Poetry readings in pubs are the closest thing we have to
Eliz.abethan England's pamphleteering days, where literary
borrowings were less theft than osmosis. So that Ken Smeaton's
The Left Man manages asides without disturbing the dramatic
build-up he achieves in his images, the two combine: 'you talk
dirty to a dead past'. He needs the constraint of craft in his other
poems: 'mountains are unspeakably poetic'. Indeed.
Most of the poets go beyond public manifesto and private
complaint. It's refreshing to read so many ways of tackling verse,
it's fitting that poets well-known for their innovative styles,
Forbes, Wearne and Duke, are included with Horacek, Boughton
and Williams; all share an irreverence for poetry:
'poems for a jukebox not a duke
modem unclassified no history no posterity
no laurels no leatherbound no gentlewoman
poetess just a mouth shooting off
at random at passersby'
Lauren Williams
'factory girl said sing me a song
but make the notes sharp
- not mechanical
it has to hurt sharp so I can tell myself
apart from the machines'
Judy Horacek
'you hang like silk babe
more legs than angle
fuck the night fandango
full moon/light shoot
make me violin string
breathless'
Lyn Boughton
Some poems, like Kerry Loughrey's, demand to be acted
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out, they play through a whole range of emotions; Kerry
Scuffins exploits one tone; ooth have unexpected, inevitable
images, although Scuffins does telegraph her punches with the
laziest of rhymes.
The worst poets tend to take the moral high ground, not
sure whether they're pontificating or complaining. I'd get rid of
Venie Holmgren's long poem, World's Ending, and just use her
last verse:
'Afternoon lessons dragged.
When school was over my father came
driving up to the gate as usual
in his old yellow truck to take me home.
Six of the kids who lived up my end of town
piled in. My father commented
on how unusually quiet everyoody was.'
There are a host of poems in here which can't be faulted,
Lysenko's undramatic monologues, Caldwell's words in arc light,
Barbara Giles' wicked Love-struck in 1990, Kevin Brophy's 13
ways of looking at a bottle of beer, Shelton Lea's in answer to a
person who tries to arrest you for being drunk and disorderly.
Kerry Scuflins':
'they are
burying the last horse.
They arrange its legs
in attitudes of flight.'
is a nice example of how many of these poets achieve eclat as
story-tellers rather than through reliance on adjectives and
images. The poetry is engaged, this is how we are at the start of
the nineties. The writers have verve, speed of attack, and most of
them stay on the road. Happy indoor motoring.
A well made oook, with incisive and entertaining cartoons
by Judy Horacek, it's an ideal gift, buy two.
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Recent Poetry

Kevin Brophy

Kristin Henry
One Day She Catches Fire Penguin 1992
Mai Morgan
Once Father and God Five Islands Press 1 992
Jill Jones
The Mask and the Jagged Star Hazard Poets 1 992
Rod Usher
Smiling Treason New Endeavour Press 1 992
Grant Caldwell
The Life ofA Pet Dog Five Islands Press 1 992
In 1985 Kristin Henry published her first book of poems,
Slices of Wry, where the reader first comes upon Kristin's
nameless woman "shop dropping in Myers." 1his woman,
collapsed "between Revlon and Max Factor," is a source of
dramatic confusion as no one around her can make sense of her
mute performance ("... was she sick or crazy or brave / to lie
there between the counters?"). In 1992 the woman reappears,
still nameless, but now unable to fall:
The woman used to be a pluralist
Round, bright and given to lines like
'on the other hand' and 'yes I see,
but you must understand ... '
Tossed in the air so often,
she had developed overview.
It was anybody's guess
which way she would land,
or would she merely hover?
- until she reaches another of those unbearable moments when
the impossible must happen She gives up her belief in cultural
relativity, and the virtues of balance when she faces cultural
sanctions allowing a Moslem man to seem less than monstrous
for chaining his wife to her bed. "She catches fire ... loses
balance, / comes down hard on one side. " Here, the drop is
fiercer, more openly political, a drop out of the world of wry
reflections and onto the dangerous floor of commitment and
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ideology. Kristin Henry's serond book carries forward the story
of her nameless woman and herself with more poise, more pllllch
and more presence. Her interest remains with the ways images
can move so dramatically through poems to create both the
strange and the pointedly satirical:
On her forty-third birthday
Emily quit talking
and took up feeding friends ...
Right or wrong, Em had decided
life should never be
more difficult than hollandaise,
more tangled than vermicelli.
There are many poems here that alone make Henry's book worth
buying. One that I have been re-reading is the poem to many
voices, to that "giant racket I made of all the voices," to the song
Panis Angelicus: "This is your favourite song, I but you could
never even hum it by yourself."
Mai Morgan's fourth book sings with his quietly
magnificent voice, sure of itself, and in love. His poems embrace
the world, and savour that embrace. Beethoven and the Three
Stooges can enter this world in the one line - Mai Morgan is
insistently surreal, and confident it is in homely details, in
apparently ordinary moments, that epiphanies and utter
strangenesses can be discovered. In "The Dead Tree Needle
Poem" he writes,
the needles are black my beard white.
Duality again
I try to compose a song
'Beethoven and the Three Stooges'.
No good at all.
I decide to eat.
Red wine spills on the tablecloth,
a pink on white chromatography
... Back in my roomette cabin
I look in the mirror,
my face a throwaway moon
There is the moon, always the moon ("The wholesomeness of /
old songs, I Clydesdales, / milk bottles / on the front step /
chock-a-block with / moonlight."), mad, romantic, beyond us all
but suffusing everything. It is not so much nature in this poetry
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as symbolism clinging to words. The project of these poems is
very much teaching us how to see in Morganesque ways. Here is
a poet who has taken Rilke's advice seriously - "Go into
yourself, and search out your need to write: see if it is pushing
its roots into the depths of your heart."
There are a number of incantatory or list poems in the
collection which lift the reader, as it were, into a poem's march.
In "No Fixed Address", for example, we move off into other
worlds - "O world I other world I world behind the mirror world
I catworld I and yet another I dream and toy world ... "
Like Kristin Henry, Mal Morgan is drawn towards humble
vegetables for some of his most vivid moments. Describing Isaac
Stem in Melbourne, he observes,
The violin
grows from his neck
like a golden
buttemut pumpkin
What is it about vegetables and the Australian poet?
.fill Jones also looks towards vegetables when she finds herself
at an extreme:
in our last fight you said pain was romantic
and while i was probably bleeding onto the laminex
watched by a dozen eggs and a half made greek salad
you grew taller, i saw you, that part i remember ......
this is two in the morning and you shrank by the phone
and cried like the cat and i think
that television has had a pernicious effect on our lives.
anyway, i was real hungry at that stage
and i think i finished the unfinished greek salad
(know what i mean?)
The Mask and the Jagged Star is Jill Jones' first book, published
by Hazard Poets, a series which features new writers from both
New l.ealand and Australia in handsome paperbacks. Jill Jones
writes with convincing paranoia - an outsider who knows what it
feels like to be inside. "They're restructuring reality again", she
writes,
sounds of a makeshift power struggle
flood out into corridors
with eviction notices for the defeated
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you lose your harbour views and your identity
you consider a career in espionage, lunch or motherhood
you are now dependent on radar
as unit after unit cuts out
you dream of limbo, you dream of voodoo
you want to believe fervently
that it has nothing to do with you
but you begin to learn the spell-cast anyway.
On the book's flynote Jones says she has "tried to record the
discovery of the many levels and nuances of power and the
marvellous but inexplicable happenings you might call magic."
This magic, and its fundamental threat to the world's order, is
present in the poem which is, for me, the most tantalising and
magical poem in the collection - "Trying to steal the myth of
lawns and fences":
Down by the harbour one night a small group of explorers
launches a boat made of feathers and small stones and
flutes. One of them carries a large cardboard box. They
have stolen the myth of lawns and fences, they want to
carry it to the sea and drown it. Before they reach the heads
they are attacked by a group of trained adults who seiz.e the
box. But the boat escapes, flying away on its wings to the
sun.
On the opening page of Rod Usher's second poetry
collection there is a curiously poetic ring to the cataloguing-In
Publication data: " 1 . Australian wit and humour 2. Death 3.
Grief." Was this my own found poem, or a clue to the book?
Why do these elements appear together, and in this order? Does
one follow from the other? I found Rod Usher's book above all
playful. There is a grinning, witty poet behind much of the work
here - "asrns v. isms" is one example of the quirky word-plays
Usher goes in for Stand up for iconoclasm, orgasm, phantasm
Down with fascism, nihilism, gism,
It's better to leap a chasm
Than confront a schism
There is even wit, death, and grief, in the one poem sometimes.
In "HBNFE" he writes'
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Nature we call Mother
though more a battered wife
in truth it knows not nurture
death brings to it no grief.
Strangely, the categories in the opening data leave out love unless love can be included under grief - and in this collection
there are some wonderfully down to earth love poems. At a
writers festival in Toronto the poet writes back to his love:
I found a hair of yours
high in this disembodied Hilton:
it had crossed the world on my pyjama cord!
I confess, I have gone astray,
pressed the channel switcher
from vapid late-night chat to numbers 5 1 , 52, 53
to see mountains of mammaries, theatres of thrust,
mid-range shots of pubic hair ...
dialogue to bring despair.
Some of these love poems are poems of grieving, and again, the
tone is so close to the way mind and body work that they stand
as stark and effective records. To Damien, who died at twenty,
he writes:
Do you mind if I try to explain the sock?
The blue one that was in your mouth?
I think the sock was your soft bullet,
it gagged the simple password ''No!"
It saved your two friends' ears
from the possibility of scream
When eventually they entered your room
nothing could save their eyes.
The poetry is mostly simple, the lines short, the images deeply
felt; beaches and surf are everywhere so that these beaches
become the key to Usher, as the moons are to Morgan. The high
highs and low lows of this book give Usher's humour a Leunig
like quality: the three line poem "Out in Sheet Lightning" goes:
Just Him using
flash!
to take mugshots.
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Grant Caldwell, novelist, autobiographer and poet, takes
mugshots too. He is that poet sitting in the comer at a party
taking it all in, or that silent, staring individual standing in the
street, or sitting in a bus, or living next door to you and always
noticing enough to find poems everywhere - poems where we
keep finding ourselves. He can re-arrange an American-English
textbook or a Koorie-English glossary to give us glimpses of the
ways our best and worst selves are exposed whenever we begin
using words. Caldwell is an urban Wordsworth - it's the romance
of littered asphalt and dead-end streets he records as the places
where meaning must be registered:
There's a man in the gutter over there
two egg-shells and a sardine tin
a packet of drum and a bottle of muscat
the pylon murals are true but fading

a pink mattress climbs a factory wall in the rain.
Caldwell's is a poetry of observation, honed down to the most
suggestive, satiric or evocative elements in each situation he
approaches. It is strangely denuded of expressions of feeling and
opinion while at the same time provoking and revealing these
through the slant of the documented conversations or bus
travelling incidents or the simple record of the way that stray
dog presumed on your good manners and eventually took over
your life.
You give a dog a bone and
feeling good
you pat it on the head.
The next day it comes back ...
The reticence that really isn't reticence in these poems has a z.en
like feel to it at times, though at other times Caldwell pokes
terrific fun at religious cultism:
I'm a Buddhist now.
I wanted to go back and ask her:
what does that mean?
Does it mean she understands what everything is all about
now?
She was sort of looking at these people
as if she did sort of smiling knowlingly at them
as if she expected something from them congratulations, or a bowl of rice ...
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There are a lot of very funny poems in this collection. They are
dryly witty and intelligent, reassuring me again that already there
is material for a spectacular anthology of humorous verse from
Australia's new generation of poets such as Kristin Henry, Nolan
Tyrrell, Rcxi Usher, Grant Caldwell, Komninos, Lauren
Williams, Jas H Dulce and Eric Beach. As with most reviews
though, r m being misleading about the book There are more
serious poems. There are even 'difficult' poems - those obscure
efforts that Phillip Adams says prove to him most poets don't
want you to read their poems. Caldwell knows how to keep you
reading both on the lines and between the lines.
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Lack Lustre. 23rd Psalm (all from the 4th Sum.: , I i I F t ival
197?).
Track 4: Interview with Bill Marshal l lor '. WI \.' l · M 111dio
197?). Answering the Telephone. The Momin , ol , Bul lshit
Artist. Shit Poem (all from 3PBS-FM rcamli11 , I '>7'/), 1 \1 1 111o's
Injury. My Brother at the Dole Office. Nois 1 1 1 id 1 11 . 'l l1e
Future of Richmond. (Collective Effort rccordi11 , ),
Track 5: Presentations. Alphabet Actions . • ' • i.·m i11 1 '>72.
Poets are not Good Lovers. The Tyranny of I >ist 1 1 1 • I 1i1 1 • It
The Lesbian Way. "Poetry". Suicide poem-;. ( /\ 1 1 1 ')( •m� h om I ·1
Marna Poetica - Collective Effort recording.-;),
Track 6: "Ned Nasal". Happy Birthday /\ustmlia. l '>X7 Poem.
Learning My Own Language. (Poem<; from 1 '1 ·ts a •·1i1 1sl the
Bi-Centenary" and "Land is Life" readings
'oi l tiv · I 'lfort
recordings).
11

Track 7: California Love Story - for Ann A 10011.
Special thanks to Rik Rue, Rainer Linz, John .lm:kohs mul "TI IE
NECKS" (for permission to use the music).
© Copyright of poems remains with the cslak or Jas 1 1 Duke.
Poems selected and edited by Jcltje Fanoy and I K).
Engineered at 3CR studios by Terry Bennett and Florenz.
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